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SUMMARY 

The effects of thermomechanical processing VIa open die forging on the 

microstructure and crystallographic texture of three different diameter billets of the ett{3 

titanium TIMET AL® 6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo were analysed. This work included a 

quantitative study of primary alpha (ap) within the microstructure of the three billets 

with an objective of determining if any variation within the cross-section of the billet 

could be related back to the macroscopic deformation history during breakdown from 

the Vacuum Arc Remelting (V AR) ingot. 

The metallographic observation within two of the ett{3 TIMET AL® 6AI-2Sn-

4Zr-6Mo billets (313 mm and 213 mm diameter), that were manufactured using 

standard forging routes, revealed a bimodal microstructure consisting of relatively 

equiaxed ap within an acicular transformed {3 matrix throughout the whole cross-section. 

The results showed, with the exception of the extreme edge to a depth of 10 mm, that 

the microstructure, at least at the scale at which it was quantified, is homogeneous 

regardless of its location with respect to the deformation axes. However, despite the 

microstructure being homogeneous radially, analysis of the microstructure at the centre 

of the larger billet revealed continuous ex grains in addition to a slight increase in the 

total percentage of ap volume. Another difference between these two billets was 

variation in the percentage of ap volume. Although the total percentage of ap volume in 

the larger billet was generally uniform, there was a higher percentage of ap volume in 

the smaller sized billet when compared to the larger billet. 

A third alternatively forged billet was also analysed. This billet underwent a 

major difference in its forging route when compared to the standard route in that it was 

ett{3 forged following the ingot breakdown above {3 transus temperature therefore 

resulting in termination of the prestrain and {3 recrystallisation stages of the standard 

route. Results showed a significant difference in the ap size distribution meaning a 

higher percentage of ap having a smaller grain size. In fact, the actual scale of the 

alternatively forged billet microstructure was smaller; however, there were some larger 

grains demonstrating an inhomogeneous microstructure. In addition, the grains were 

longer and thinner in shape. 

This analysis was then further extended so as to determine whether the same 

could be said for crystallographic texture using the Electron Back Scatter Diffraction 
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(EBSD) technique. It was shown that the textures of both large and small diameter 

billets were strongly dependent on the strain imposed by the deformation process. 

Macrozones (regions of closely aligned grains) were also observed throughout all three 

billets stretching along each billet's longitudinal axis. At the edge of the larger billet, 

however, the widths of the macrozones were wider in comparison to those of the 

smaller billet. In general, the billets' textures were quite weak, however, there were 

some noticeable differences in the textures from the edge towards the centre of each 

billet. At the edge of the billet the crystallographic texture was aligned with the 

compression direction and, unlike the centre of the billet, had a strong influence of the 

variant selection mechanism was observed. Deformation symmetry was also 

particularly noticeable at the centre of the billets. Within the alternatively forged billet, 

however, it was observed that the strong texture seen at the centre of both previous 

billets had been replaced by a less intense fibre like texture along the longitudinal 

direction. 

In order to analyse the global texture of the billet using EBSD, it was necessary 

to examine a number of samples from a variety of locations within the billet. There 

were, however, disadvantages to this procedure as there was a size limitation per sample 

and, although many samples were analysed, the results were not complete. For these 

reasons, heat tinting was used as an alternative method. During this research, results 

obtained from the heat tinting experiments were subject to adjustment in Corel PHOTO

PAINT and then compared directly to the actual texture measurements obtained by 

EBSD. The obvious disadvantage of heat tinting in comparison to EBSD was that it 

could not identify texture at a very specific location or give a very detailed analysis. 

However, when comparing heat tinting and EBSD images, it was determined that the 

colours generated by heat tinting gave some degree of texture information as the basal 

(0001) and pyramidal {l0-11} planes could be detected based on the colour of their 

oxide. Additional advantages of heat tinting were that there was no size limit to the 

sample (providing that it was possible to grind and polish the sample and a laboratory 

furnace was available) and the procedure was less time consuming. Heat tinting was 

also used to confirm the presence of two separate deformation regimes located at the 

centre and edge of the billets. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The breakdown of vacuum arc remelted CV AR) titanium alloy ingot to billet 

involves a number of thermomechanical processing stages via open die forging. 

Typically the forging is carried out using a cogging press in which the metal is forged 

incrementally along its length between two radiused tools during which it may be 

rotated by various amounts to generate cross-sectional shape change from the initial 

round ingot though to squares, octagons etc. to produce the finished round bar 1). Such 

a process route inherently produces a non-uniform strain distribution from the surface 

to the centre and a complicated deformation symmetry history to the final product 2,3). 

It is, however, unclear due to a lack of systematic studies to what extent the final 

microstructure and crystallographic texture varies through the cross section of the 

billet due to the process route. Of the data available, the majority does not clearly state 

where the analysis took place in terms of the location within the billet cross-section 

and/or does not have any knowledge of the prior deformation history 4-7). In this work 

the deformation axes have been noted at an intermediate stage of processing and these 

were retained on the final billet. Hence, all analysis of the microstructure and texture 

can be investigated with respect to these critical axes. 

The work itself was done in collaboration with Timet UK as part of on-going 

work to identify and quantify the critical process parameters and microstructure 

features of aerospace titanium billet which determine subsequent forging or in-service 

performance. 

1.1 Project aim 

The aim of this work is to investigate the microstructure and crystallographic 

texture evolution of two different sized billets of the same forging process route and 

one alternatively forged billet of the a+~ alloy TIMETAL® 6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo taking 

their industrial process history into account. 
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Chapter 1 I Introduction 

1.2 Project objectives 

• Using optical metallography and image analysis techniques, microstructure of 

the u+13 alloy TIMET AL® 6Al-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo will be analysed taking its 

process history into account. 

• Using established texture determination techniques, in particular electron 

backscattering diffraction, the crystaUographic texture evolution of the u+13 

TIMET AL® 6-2-4-6 will be investigated under conditions applicable to the 

manufacture of billet materials via hot working (taking process history into 

account). 

• Using heat treatment to build a thin layer of oxide film on a well polished 

surface of titanium, investigate the potential of correlating the optical 

metallographic contrast generated by the oxide to the underlying 

crystallographic texture. This is to see if a quick and cheap method can be 

found to identify texture or at least large regions of similar texture within large 

scale billet. 

1.3 Thesis outline 

The following thesis will document the achievement of said aim using said 

objectives and shall be structured in the following way in seven chapters; 

Chapter two provides background information about titanium alloys, 

introducing why titanium is so widely used in many industries in particular the 

aerospace industry, the microstructures of titanium alloys and an understanding of 

their relationships with mechanical properties. This is to gain an understanding and 

appreciation of the theoretical background behind the major issues of this work, i.e. 

metallurgy, classification, microstructure, crystallographic texture etc. 

Chapter three outlines the production of the u+13 alloy TIMETAL® 6Al-2Sn-

4Zr-6Mo from the point of sourcing raw materials through to the supplying of the 

billet to the component manufacturer. This was necessary in order to understand the 

effects of the process history on the final products. The chapter then describes the 

experimental techniques used in this work in detail. And finally the proportion, size 

and shape distribution of primary u (up) within the cross section of two different 

diameter billets of the u+13 TIMET AL® 6Al-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo alloy were analysed. This 

2 



Chapter 1 I Introduction 

is undertaken with a specific aim to determine if the prediction of this critical 

microstructure feature requires taking process history, e.g. strain path, into account or 

that simpler relationships, e.g. using total equivalent tensile strain, can be used for 

microstructure models for the prediction of the size, shape and distribution of the a 

phase. 

Chapter four consists of concise background information about the 

crystallographic texture in titanium alloys. It then investigates the texture evolution of 

the a+~ TIMETAL® 6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo during billet manufacture. Textures were 

analysed in four longitudinal slices at the centre and edge of each billet. The aim was 

to find out if any texture variation within the billet cross-section can be related back to 

deformation history during breakdown from the V AR ingot. The EBSD results gained 

were presented as Euler and IPF colouring, Orientation Image Maps and pole figures. 

Chapter five discusses the microstructure and texture evolution of an 

alternative a+~ forging route for TIMETAL® 6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo during billet 

manufacture. The major difference in the production route of this billet compared to 

those in previous chapters was the absence of an intermediate prestrain and 

recrystallisation stage. Unfortunately, unlike the previous billets, deformation axes 

had not been noted at an intermediate stage; therefore, samples were picked randomly 

and they are not linked to any specific forging directions. The objective of this chapter 

was to determine the microstructure and texture variation within the billet cross

section to observe the effects of the alternative a+~ forging route on the TIMETAL® 

6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo billet. 

In Chapter six a new technique (heat tinting) is introduced in order to 

qualitatively identify texture. Heat tinting is acknowledged as being a very simple 

metallographic method that can provide a certain degree of orientation information 

both easily and inexpensively on a larger scale than the EBSD method. In this chapter 

heat tinting results were compared to those of other characterisation techniques 

(EBSD) to show that features such as texture bands (macrozones) can be detected 

both easy and fast without employing expensive techniques such as EBSD. 

Chapter seven summarises the principal observations and draws some 

conclusions from this work and also suggests some key areas that would be usefully 

investigated if any further work was undertaken. 

Please note, a combined results and discussion section has been included at the 

end of each chapter due to the large number of similar graphs, figures, crystal 
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Chapter 1 I Introduction 

orientation maps and pole figures etc within this thesis. It was deemed more suitable 

to include the discussion at the end of each chapter in order to fully evaluate each 

section thus reducing any confusion and creating a more understandable argument. 
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Chapter 2 

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 The key concepts of titanium metallurgy 

2.1.1 History 

For at least 200 years titanium has been known as an element (Symbol Ti; 

atomic number 22; and atomic weight 47.9). Yet, its commercial production did not 

start until the 1950s. At the time, titanium was used for critical high-performance 

aircraft components, such as jet engines and airframes because of its strategic 

importance as a high strength, lightweight material. The worldwide production of this 

metal and its alloys has since grown to more than 50 million pounds (22679 tonnes) 

annually. Today, titanium alloys are common, readily available engineered metals that 

compete directly with other metals such as stainless steels, copper alloys, nickel based 

alloys and composites and are gaining increased interest by other markets such as 

architecture, chemical processing, medicine, power generation, sports and leisure, 

transportation and military 8). 

Titanium is the ninth most plentiful element and the fourth most abundant 

structural metal in the Earth's crust, exceeded only by aluminium, iron, and magnesium. 

However, it is rarely found in high concentrations and never found in a pure state. 

Consequently, the difficulty in processing the metal makes it expensive 9). 

2.1.2 Production o/titanium 

Rutile is a major mineral source of the element titanium, which typically 

consists of approximately 97 to 98 % titanium dioxide (Ti02). The titanium oxide in the 

rutile is fIrst chemically converted to pure titanium tetrachloride (TiC4). The two 

primary processes for creating raw titanium from TiC4 are shown below 10); 

1) The Kroll process in which TiC4 is reacted with magnesium in a closed 

stainless-steel vessel. The end products of this high temperature reaction are titanium 
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Chapter 2 I Background and literature review 

sponge, magnesium chloride (MgCh), and some excess magnesIUm. The chemical 

reaction is shown below; 

TiC4 (gas) + 2Mg (liquid) ---+ Ti (Solid) + 2MgCh (liquid) [Temperature 773 to 

873°C] (2.1) 

2) Hunters process where TiCl4 is reacted with sodium instead of magnesium. In 

this process the reduction ofTiC4 can be carried out in two steps resulting in very high 

quality titanium. The chemical reaction for step one is shown below; 

TiC4 + 2Na ---+ TiCh +2NaCl (2.2) 

In the second step the melt containing the TiCh and NaCI is reacted with 

additional sodium in a sinter pot which has an upper atmosphere of argon gas (Figure 

2.1) . The reaction is carried out at temperatures below l03ic and is shown below; 

TiCh + 2Na ---+ Ti +2NaCI (2.3) 

Figurer 2.1 Processing steps in the production of titanium sponge from TiCI4 and a by the Hunter process 10). 
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Chapter 2 I Background and literature review 

2.1. 3 Preparation of titanium ingots 

Titanium sponge is crushed and compressed into electrode compacts which are 

welded together to form a long consumable electrode for vacuum arc remelting (V AR) 

(Figure 2.2). V AR has many advantages including high purity, good control and 

reproducibility in the product. Also since molten titanium reacts with oxygen and 

nitrogen in air, V AR is necessary to prevent the molten titanium fro m reacting with the 

oxygen and nitrogen in the air. Care, however, must be taken to keep the electrodes off 

the floor as they can pick up contaminants which will also affect the chemistry of the 

product if carried into the furnace. 

___ --- Electric .. lly Insul .. ted 
w .. ter-cooled_ .... _"I=€~~~=)) V<lcuum Se<ll for R<lm 

Positive Power Le .. ds 

Electrode - - ---i 
(st .. rting ingot) 

W<lter-C ooled ----c: .... 
Crucible 

=.~--To V<lcuum Pumps 

~==~-{--CoolI ng 
W .. ter 

-+I"t-t ___ Melting Sump 
(liquid) 

"'~I-i---S 01 idifled Ingot 

Figure 2.2 A schematic of a typical Vacuum Arc Remelting unit 11 ) . 

In the V AR process the consumable compacted electrode (anode) is placed 

within a water or sodium cooled copper crucible (cathode). An arc is then initiated 

between the electrode and the copper crucible causing the electrode to melt. Therefore, 

the molten metal collects and solidifies in the copper crucible. Any slag etc. wi ll rise to 

the top and can be scalped on solidification leading to a high purity and homogeneous 

[mal product. 

For alloy ingots the alloying materials are mixed with the crushed titanium 

sponge before compacting. Alloying additions must be uniformly distributed throughout 

the long consumable electrode. Double or even triple melting is then used for alloy 
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Chapter 2 I Background and literature review 

ingots to ensure maximum homogeneity of the ingots. In this process, the ingot from the 

frrst melting serves as the electrode for the second melting. After each melt the 

electrode is inverted so that any solidification induced segregation is distributed and 

broken up slightly 10. 12). A much more detailed explanation of the V AR process and 

alloy development for alloys such as TIMET AL® 6Al-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo is given in more 

detail in Chapter 3 Section 3.1.3. 

2.1.4 Introduction to titanium and its applications 

The fast growth of the titanium industry is evidence to the metal's high specific 

strength and corrosion resistance. With density about 55% that of steel, titanium alloys 

are widely used for highly loaded aerospace components that operate at low to 

reasonably high temperatures of approximately 600°C I 3
). Examples of the relative 

strength of titanium alloys when compared with steel, nickel and other light alloys is 

shown in Figure 2.3 14). 

ID-
'0 30~----~----~----~~----~----~ -)( 

E 
.s 25 
(f) 
(f) 
UJ 

~20 
(f) 

IL. 

8 
~ 
a.. 
?1-
~ 
o 
u 
u: 
~ 
a.. 
(f) 

200 300 400 500 
TEMPERATURE (OC) 

600 

Figure 2.3 Plot of proof stress vs. temperature for light alloys, steels and nickel alloys 14). 

The potential of titanium to the aerospace industry can be seen in a comparison 

of an aero-engine compressor rotor; compared to a rotor of hybrid titanium/nickel 

assembly an all titanium rotor can save 20% total weight 13). Additional problems such 

as thermal expansion and modulus mismatches that can generate considerable stresses 
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Chapter 2 I Background and literature review 

and in extreme cases lead to the failure of a component, may also be eliminated by the 

use of an aB titanium rotor. 

The reasonably high in-service temperatures that can be obtained are based on 

the formation of a highly adherent, non-porous, stable oxide on its surface which 

protects the base metal from a number of aggressive environments up to temperatures as 

high as approximately 6000 C 15). Formation of this protective oxide layer can be an 

important design aspect. This passive behaviour also makes the metal ideal for use in 

other aggressive environments such as salt water as weB as in the production of 

chemical processing equipment, surgical implants and prosthetic devices 16. 17). The 

operating temperatures for various titanium alloys are shown in Figure 2.4. 

650~------------------------------------~ 

E600 

E 
is 550 
8. 
e 
J!l 
tp 500 . .., 
e 
8. 
o 450 
~ 
~ 400 

n550 
o 

n 679 
o 

nS29 
n 6S5 0 

n 6-2-4-2 0 

o 

n 834 
o 

350+---~r---~-----r----.---~r---~----~ 

Figure 2.4 Increase in maximum operating temperatures for various Timetal alloys 15). 

The protective oxide layer also protects the base metal when in direct contact 

with a material ofhigher electro-potential (carbon fibre composites for example), which 

could generate a galvanic corrosion cell and corrode untreated metals such as steel, 

magnesium and aluminium. This protective feature of titanium is important as more and 

more polymer matrix composites (PMC) are being used throughout aircraft structures 
18) 

Other advantages of titanium include: low coefficient of thermal expansion, low 

magnetic permeability, high toughness, and low heat-treating temperature during 

hardening 19. 20. 21). 
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Chapter 2 I Background and literature review 

The unique properties of titanium make it attractive to designers in a variety of 

applications. Compared to steel and aluminium, titanium is still fairly expensive but 

increasing use of the metal is expected to accelerate cost reductions, resulting in still 

more growth in application diversity. Some of these applications, which were taken 

fromASM Handbook Volume 2, are shown below 16): 

• Applications where titanium is used for its resistance to corrosion, such as 

chemical processing, the pulp and paper industry, marine applications, and 

energy production and storage 

• Biomedical applications that take advantage of the metal's inertness in the 

human body for use in surgical implants and prosthetic devices 

• Special applications that exploit unique properties such as superconductivity 

(alloyed with niobium) and the shape-memory effect (alloyed with nickel) 

• New application areas where the metal's high specific strength is important, such 

as the automotive industry. 

• Consumer applications ranging from cameras to jewellery, musical instruments, 

and sports equipment 22). 

2.1.5 The role of titanium in aerospace industry 

After the Second World War, titanium-based alloys were soon considered key 

materials for aircraft engines. As mentioned before, the exceptional properties of 

titanium alloys include high specific strength and excellent corrosion resistance. Thus, 

titanium alloys are found in aerospace applications where the combination of weight, 

strength, corrosion resistance and/or high temperature stability of aluminium alloys, 

high strength stee~ or nickel based super alloys are insufficient. The main drivers for 

titanium's use in aerospace applications are: 

• Weight saving (primarily as a steel replacement) 

• Application temperature (aluminium, nickel, steel alloys replacement) 

• Corrosion resistance (replace aluminium and low alloy steels) 

• Composite compatibility (replace aluminium alloys) 

• Space limitation (replace aluminium alloys) 

10 
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The gas turbine engine is the main area of application for aerospace titanium 

alloys. Roughly one third of the structural weight of modern turbin engines is made up 

of titanium. It is the standard engine material alongside nickel-based super alloy and 

without a doubt, the titanium content in the gas turbine engine has teadily incr a ed 

since its first introduction at the beginning of the 1950s by Pratt & Whitney in the U A 

and Rolls-Royce in England 9, 17) . 

The first engine components to be made from titanium were compressor blades, 

with titanium compressor disk being introduced next. Fan disks and the 1arg front fan 

blades of modern jet engines are now often made from titanium alloys too. Figure 2.5 a) 

and b) illustrates the scale of such components 9, 17) . 

~ ~ 
Figure 2.5 a) Front fans of commercial Rolls Royce Trent engi nes made of Ti -6AI-4V b) Forged Ti -6AI-4V jet 

engine fan disks (890 mm in diameter and weigh 249 kg) 22, 23). 

2.1.6 Titanium alloys in today's engine and future needs 

Figure 2.6 shows the volume fractions of titanium alloy classes in a modern 

aero-engine plus the future requirements going beyond the potential of today's alloys. 

Because of its low cost and manufacturers' long experience with the alloy, Ti-6Al-4V is 

used where the service temperature allows it. Ti-6AI-2 n-4Zr-2Mo i another standard 

material which is used for higher temperature. Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo and IMI834 are 

materials for special purposes (i.e. higher strength at higher temp ratur , although they 

cost more) 24). 

11 
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2.2 Metallurgy of titanium alloys 

2.2.1 Crystal structure 

Titanium can crystallise into various crystal structures like a number of other 

metals (e.g. iron, zinc, tin). But, each allotriomorph is only stable within particular 

temperature ranges. The complete transformation from one into another crystal structure 

is called an allotropic transformation; the respective transformation temperature is 

called the transus temperature. 

Pure titanium crystallises at a low temperature in a hexagonal close packed 

structure (hcp), recognised as alpha (a) titanium. At high temperature however, it has a 

12 
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body centered cubic structure (bee) which is referred to as beta (B) titanium. The a to ~ 

transus temperature for pure titanium is 882±2°C. Schematic diagrams of the unit cells 

for hcp a titanium and the bcc ~ titanium are shown in Figure 2.7 9). 

(1010 

a2 

E 
c 
co 
(0 
~ o 

a 

t 

I 0.332 nm 
a 

a) b) 

Figure 2.7 Structure of the a) hcp a phase and b) bcc ~ phase 9). 

(1 10) 

__ a 

The top and bottom face of the hcp unit cell consist of six atoms that forn1 

regular hexagons which surround a single atom in the centre of the plane. In addition, a 

third plane which is situated between the top and bottom plane provides three extra 

atoms to the unit cell. Therefore, there is the equivalent of six atoms contained in one 

unit cell: one-sixth of each of the 12 top and bottom face corner atoms, one half of each 

of the 2 centre face atoms and all 3 mid plane atoms (Figure 2.7 a). 

Figure 2.7 a) also highlights the two lattice parameters required to define the 

unit cell. a and c represent, respectively, the short and long unit cell dimensions. For a 

titanium the lattice parameters of hcp crystal structure are a=0.295nm and c=0.468nrn, 

resulting in a cia value of 1.587. For an ideally close packed hexagonal lattice the cia 

ratio is 1.633. The figure also illustrates the three most close packed planes of the 

hexagonal unit cell, the (0001) plane, also called the basal plane, {10 I O} planes, known 

as prismatic planes and { lOll } planes, known as pyramidal planes. 

The bcc unit cell consists of a cube with atoms located at all the corners and a 

single atom at the centre of the cube. Consequently, there is the equivalent of two 

atoms in one unit cell: one atom from the eight corners and the single atom in the 

centre. To completely define the unit cell only one lattice parameter, a, is required as 

13 
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shown in Figure 2.7 b). For ~-titanium the value of a is 0.332 nm. Figure 2.7 b) al 0 

shows the six most densely packed lattice planes of the bcc structure which are the 

{11 O} planes 9, 12,25) (See Section 2.4 for further detail). 

2.2.2 Alloying a/titanium 

Alloying elements are classified as neutral, (l stabilisers, or ~ stabilisers 

(depending on their influence on the ~ transus temperature). The (l stabilising elements 

expand the (l phase field to higher temperatures and also allows the development of a 

two-phase (l+~ field (Figure 2.8), while P stabilising elements shift the ~ phase field to 

lower temperatures (See Section 2.2.3.4 for further detail) while elements that have only 

a minor influence on the P transus temperature are called neutrals 9) . 

u . 

lOOS 
T1 

• (BCe) 

Q (HCP) 
Q + CoIIIpound 

S Alloying .1 ... nt -

Figure 2.8 Alpha stabi lised system 10). 

Aluminium is the most widely used (l-stabilising element in titanium alloys as it 

is the only common metal that raises the ~ transus temperature and has a large solubility 

in both the (l and P phase 26). The strong effect of aluminium in raising the p transus of 

titanium is shown in the Ti-Al phase diagram of Figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.9 Phase diagram for the titanium-aluminium system 10). 

The interstitial elements oxygen (0), nitrogen (N), and carbon (C) are also 

strong a-stabilising. These elements contribute to interstitial hardening of a phase and 

are usually present as impurities in commercial alloys. In commercially pure titanium, 

the oxygen content is controlled to provide several grades offering different 

combinations of strength and ductility 9, 14). 

~-stabilising elements are divided into ~-isomorphous and ~·eutectoid elements. 

Commonly used ~-isomorphous elements include molybdenum (Mo), vanadium (V), 

tantalum (Ta) and niobium (Nb). As well as stabilising the ~ phase, these elements solid 

solution harden the ~ phase. On the other hand, even a very low volume fraction of ~ 

eutectic elements, e.g. iron (Fe), manganese (Mn), chromium (Cr), cobalt (Co), nickel 

(Ni), copper (Cu), silicon (Si), and hydrogen (H), can lead to the formation of 

intermetallic compounds 9). 

tin (Sn) and zirconium (Zr) are considered neutral elements since they have 

(nearly) no influence on the a+~ phase boundary but as far as strength is concerned, 

they are not neutral since they tend to lower the ~ transus temperature and strengthen 

the a phase slightly 9). 
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Singly or in any combination, these additions tend to strengthen titanium, to 

promote other mechanical, physical, and metallurgical characteristics, as wel1 as to 

control basic microstructures. These effects are summarised in Figure 2.10 where the 

schematised microstructures of the various alloy classes are approximately correlated 

with commercial compositions. 

Increasing quantities of alpha stabilisers promote alpha phase 

Increasing quantities of beta stabilisers promote beta phase 

Unalloyed Ti 
Ti-
5AI-
2.5 Sn 

Ti -
5AI-
6 Sn-
2 Zr-
2Mo. 

Ti - Ti - Ti-
6 AI- 6 AI- 6 AI-
4V. 6 V- 2 Sn-

2 Sn. 4 Zr-
6 Mo. 

Higher density 

Ti - Ti-
B Mn .. B Mo

B V-
2 Fe-
3 AI. 

Increasing heat treatment response -+-
High~r short-time strength ~ 

~ Higher creep strength 
Increasing strain rate sensitivity ~ 

~ Improved weldability 
Improved fabricability ~ 

Ti -
11 .5 Mo-
6 Zr-
4.5 Sn. 

T·· 11' ffi h h ' 1 h .. d h ' 8, 12,27,28) Figure 2.10 Itamum a oyIng e eets on t e mee amca e aractenstlcs an t e mIcrostructure . 

2.2.3 Classification of Titanium Alloys 

Titanium alloys can be classified by the phase present at room temperature as 

either a alloys, near a alloys, a+ ~ alloys, near p alloys (or metastable ~ alloys) and ~ 

alloys. The regions in the phase diagram which relate to these types of alloys are 

schematically shown in Figure 2.11. 
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Figure 2.1) Titanium phase diagram 12). 

) 

The Ti-SAI-2.SSn alloy (Figure 2.12) is a good example of a high strength a. 

alloy that has commercial status. The amount of tin, iron and other ~ stabilisers that 

might be present as impurities in the make up of Ti-SAI-2.SSn are insufficient to 

override the main effect of the aluminium a. stabiliser 20). In general, the high aluminium 

content of this group of alloys guarantees excellent strength characteristics and 

oxidation resistance at elevated temperatures (in the range of316-S93 0 C) 8). 

Other characteristics of Cl alloys are: very good creep strength (none or very low 

~ content), good ductility at elevated temperature under low strain rate conditions and 

good weldability. The high strength feature at elevated temperatures of the more highly 

aluminium alloyed Cl compositions can be somewhat unfavourable due to its limited 

fabricability when compared to the mixed two phase Cl+~ alloys and ~ compositions. 

This difficulty, however, can be eased by additions of neutral stabilisers and small 

amounts of~ stabilizers 20) . 
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Figure 2.12 Microstructure ofTi-5AI-2.5Sn ELl al10y in a 160 mm diameter billet (National Institute for Materials 

Science, Japan). It consists mostly of a with a small amount of ~ 29). 

2.2.3.2 Near-a. alloys 

a alloys which are modified with relatively small amounts of ~ stabilisers are 

referred to as near a alloys. Addition of ~ stabilisers to an a stabilised base resu Its in the 

presence of larger quantities of the ~ phase in the predominant a structure. Such 

additions not only promote a small amount of ~ phase retention, but alter the mechanical 

characteristics of the alloy as well. Depending upon the amount and type of~ stabi lisers 

used, strength, stability, and fabricability may be improved in comparison with all a. 

compositions of the same a stabilised base. The creep resistance properties of the alloy 

are, however, reduced 20). 

2.2.3.3 a. + f3 alloys 

The mechanical characteristics of a+p titanium alloys depends upon the 

combination of a and ~ stabilisers used in their make up as well as their processing 

history. Aluminium is often used as the a stabiliser which contributes to the strength of 

the alloy over the full service temperature range. Commercial a.+~ alloys usually 

contain significant quantities of the ~ isomorphous elements (molybdenum or 

vanadium), which impart stability as well as strength at high temperatures. The addition 

of ~ eutectoid stabiliser (iron, manganese, chromium, nickel etc.) also contributes to the 

strength of the alloy although their use in large quantities can result in instability due to 

18 
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the precipitation of unwanted compounds 20). In general terms, the amount of al10y 

addition in a+~ alloys is related to strength level. For example, the Ti-6Al-4V alloy is 

considerably stronger than the Ti-3Al-2.SV alloy 8, 20). 

Similarly, a+~ alloys with increasing amounts of ~ stabilising addition are 

inherently stronger in short time tensile testing and due to the larger ~ content can be 

heat treatable to a higher strength. For example, the short time strength and the heat 

treatability of the Ti-6Al-6V-2Sn alloy is greater than Ti-6AI-4V. Also , Ti-6AI-2Sn-

4Zr-6Mo is stronger and more responsive to heat treatment than Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo. 

However, if the low strain rate performances of these materials are compared, as in 

creep for example, the Ti-6AI-4V alloy is shown to be better than Ti-6Al-6V-2Sn and 

the Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo outperforms Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo. An example 

microstructure ofa+~ TIMETAL® 6Al-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo alloy is shown in Figure 2.13. 

In addition to the strength and heat treatability features characteristic of a+~ 

alloys, this group can be considered as having good fabricability, good ductility and 

stability commensurate with preferred strength levels and exposure conditions, and 

marginal weldability except when the ~ stabilising content is low 20). 

Figure 2.13 Microstructure of Ti-6AJ-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo (material was provided by TIMET, UK) 

2.2.3.4 Near fJ and fJ alloys 

Increasing quantities of the ~ stabilising elements in this group of titanium 

alloys, raises the amount of ~ phase in the microstructure at room temperature, 
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producing a metastable microstructure. Strengthening can occur by the precipitation of 

a during aging. 

Metastable ~ titanium alloys have been used in airframes, springs (e.g. Ti-3AI-

8V-6Cr-4Zr-4Mo) and fasteners 8) . 

In addition to the heat-treatable high strength characteristic of p alloys, the 

excellent ductility of the non-heat treated P is a notable feature in this group. The highly 

ductile p phase has great cold workability which allows excellent room temperature 

formability. The alloys can also be easily formed at elevated temperatures where their 

deformation resistance is very low when the strain rate is low. However, deformation 

resistance is high when strain rate is high, thus indicating a high strain rate sensitivity. 

The p alloys usually have higher density and lower creep strength when compared to a 

and a+p alloys 20). 

There are two types of p alloys as previously mentioned: a) p isomorphous and 

b) p eutectoid. In the P isomorphous system the alloying element is completely miscible 

in the ~ phase, decomposition of the p phase to a plus another phase or compound does 

not occur and the ~ transus temperature decreases as the amount of alloying element is 

increased as shown in Figure 2.14 10). 

I 

Alloy Content • 

Figure 2.14 P isomorphous system 10). 

In the P eutectoid system the alloying element stabilises the p phase and the p 
phase can transform to a plus another phase compound but only under very slow 

cooling conditions (Figure 2.15) 10). 
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1 
a +Compound 

Alloy Content • 

Figure 2.15 p eutectoid system 10). 

2.2.4 Microstructure of titanium alloys 

One of the most important aspects in the investigation and understanding of 

titanium alloys is microstructural characterisation as the properties of titanium alloys are 

strongly dependent on their microstructures, which in turn mainly depend on heat 

treatment and thermomechanical processing history. 

A vast array of microstructures can be produced in titanium alloys; however, as 

this thesis is focussing on the Cl+P alloy Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo and its application to the 

aerospace industry this review will concentrate on microstructure in Cl+P and near-a 

alloys. In general the microstructure of Cl+P and near-Cl titanium alloys is described by 

two factors; first is the size and second is the arrangement ofthe a and p phase 9,30). The 

two extreme cases of phase arrangements are: a) Lamellar microstructure and b) 

Bimodal microstructure. 

2.2.4.1 Lamellar microstructure 

The lamellar microstructure is formed by heat treating or working above the p 
transus temperature. When cooling the alloy slowly from the high temperature ~ region, 

Cl phase begins to nucleate at p grain boundaries. Then due to the low interfacial energy 

of certain atomic planes, the a phase grows faster along these planes away from the p 
grain boundaries and slowly thickens perpendicular to them. As a result, Cl plates are 

developed. The formation of this microstructure (WidmansUitten structure) is illustrated 

in Figure 2.16 31) . Widmanstl:itten structure has a relatively large grain size which is 
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known to give intermediate strength and low ductility, but excellent fracture toughness 

and creep resistance 31). 
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Figure 2.16 Widmanstatten structure in Ti-6AI-4V 31). 

An example of lamellar microstructure for Ti-6AI-4V alloy In a high 

temperature microscopy sequence is shown in Figure 2. 17. 

Figure 2.17 Cooling from the ~ phase field of Ti-6AI-4V (High temperature microscopy) 9) . 
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The processing route for obtaining these fully lamellar microstructures is shown 

in Figure 2.1 8. 

T~ 

Time 

Figure 2.18 Processing route for fully lamellar microstructure 30). 

After deformation either in the ~ phase field or a+~ phase field, homogenisation 

treatment is carried out in the p phase field. Aging at a lower temperature for improved 

properties or as a stress relieving treatment usually follows. Note that defonnation in the 

p phase field generally generates large prior ~ grains where lamellar a phase grows on 

cooling. However, if the cooling rate is rapid martensitic products can form32
). The 

martensitic reaction is a diffusionless transformation which results in the formation of 

unstable phases. The martensitic product is usually a hcp structure, which is designated 

a'. a' phase is a supersaturated a phase having a fine lath (needlelike) morphology. 

There is also an orthorhombic martensite, designated a", which is another non

equilibrium phase formed by diffusionless transformation in certain alloys (particularly 

those containing refractory elements such as Mo, Ta or Nb, which are p-stabilising 

elements) 33). 

Lamellae are either fine or coarse depending on the cooling rate. Pure lamellar 

microstructure (Figure 2.19 a) is the result of slow cooling from the p phase field . 

Lamella becomes coarser by reducing the cooling rate. Needle-like microstructure 

(Figure 2.19 b) is formed by rapid quenching which leads to a martensitic 

transformation of p. 

The metallographic figures of all slowly cooled specimens show ~ as a small 

layer around the coarse and light coloured a lamellae. With high cooling rates from 

temperatures above the martensitic start temperature (Ms) and through the two phase 

field, ~ transforms into martensite (Figure 2.19 d). Depending on the starting structure 

and the homogeneity ofthe microstructure, the martensitic start temperature differs. The 
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~ volume fraction further decreases at low temperature and no longer transforms to 

martensite at temperatures below Ms (Figure 2.19 f) 9) . 
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Figure 2.19 Microstructure of Ti-6AI-4 V after slow cooling (500 C/h) and water quenching from 10500 C, 8000 C and 

6500 C 9). 

The amount of ~ stabilisers can also affect the microstructure in addition to the 

cooling rate 34, 35,36) . For example, comparison of the lamellar microstructures of an IMI 

550 alloy (Ti-4A1-4Mo-2Sn-0.5Si), a heavily ~ stabilised alloy, and a Ti-6AI-4V alloy, 

a much leaner alloy, have shown that the IMI 550 exhibits both a thinner grain 

boundary a layer and a lamellar structure for the same process condition 34). 
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2.2.4.2 Bimodal microstructure 

The bimodal microstructure is formed by working and annealing below the ~ 

transus (in the a+~ phase field) temperature. By heat treating and deforming in the a+~ 

region the grain sizes get much smaller and finer due to the primary a (ap) limiting ~ 

grain growth. Figure 2.20 shows a comparison of typical lamellar and bimodal 

microstructures. 

a) b) 

Figure 2.20 Typical SEM images of the a) lamellar microstructure, and b) bimodal microstructure 37). 

A typical processing route for obtaining a bimodal mjcrostructure is shown in 

Figure 2.21. The general processing route can be divided into four different steps: 

(1) Homogenisation in the ~ phase field, 

(H) Deformation in the a+~ phase field, 

(Ill) Recrystallisation in the a+~ phase field, 

(IV) Aging at lower temperatures. 

I 11 III 
HomogeIllzation Defonnatlon a.atlon 

Figure 2.2 1 Processing route for bimodal microstructures
30

). 
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Cooling rates are very important factors determining the microstructural features 

in the final bimodal microstructure 37). The cooling rate from the homogenisation 

temperature detennines the width of the a lamellae in the lamellar structure within the ~ 

grains and the extent of the continuous a layer at ~ grain boundaries. Figure 2.22 shows 

examples for cooling rates of! °C min -\ 100°C min -I, and 8000°C min - 1 30). 

a) b) c) 
Figure 2.22 Effect of cooling rate from thepphase field on lamellar microstructures (Ti -6242). a) 1° min- I , b) 

100°C min - I, c) 8000 °C min - 1
30). 

After homogenisation treatment in the ~ phase field, the material is deformed in 

the a.+~ phase field. During the deformation process, crystallographic textures in the 

hexagonal a phase and in the bcc ~ phase can be developed depending on the 

deformation temperature, the degree of deformation and deformation mode 30). A 

recrystallisation step is then applied. This is followed by the final aging step to further 

improve properties or relieve residual stress. 

The other major factor influencing the microstructure features in the bimodal 

microstructure is temperature. The volume fraction of the ap phase can be affected by 

the temperature of the recrystallisation or solution heat treatment after the forging 

procedure (step Ill). It is possible to obtain different volume fractions of the primary a. 

phase by varying the temperature of solution heat treatment. Examples of bimodal 

microstructures in IMI 834 alloys with different volume fractions of the up are shown in 

. 223 38) FIgure. . 
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Figure 2.23 Bimodal microstructures oflMl 834 alloys with different volume fractions of the primary phase: :I) 5%. 
38) 

b) 15%. and c) 25% . 

The best combination of mechanical properties, i.e. creep and fatigue resistance, 

for bimodal microstructure are achieved when the volume fraction of up is limited to 10-

30 % and the prior ~ grain size is between 20 and 40 ~m 39) . 

For both u+~ and near- U alloys 30, 37, 40) the grain size m the lamellar 

microstructure is much larger than that in the bimodal microstructure. This is due to 

rapid grain growth above ~ transus temperature. However, in bimodal microstructures 

because the heat treatment temperature is below the ~ transus temperature, the ~ grain 

size is limited by the u p (i.e. ~ grain growth is pinned by the up) , therefore it shows 

much finer grain size than the lamellar microstructure. As a result, the bimodal 

microstructure generally shows higher yield strength due to its finer grain size. The 

tensile properties of the lamellar and the bimodal structure have been compared by 

Sauer and Liitjering 34) . They too demonstrated that bimodal microstructures exhibit 

higher yield stress and ductility in comparison to the lamellar microstructure due to slip 

being transferred easier within colonies of the lamellar structure and also because of the 

extra strengthening effect of the small grain size in the bimodal structure. 

2.2.4.3 Equiaxed microstructure 

The process of recrystallisation results in equiaxed microstructures. For this 

reason the alloy, must be highly deformed in the u+~ field to introduce enough work 

into the material. Upon subsequent solution heat treatment at temperatures in the two

phase field, a recrystallised and equiaxed microstructure is generated (Figure 2.24 a). 

The equiaxed microstructure may be coarsened by extended annealing (Figure 2.24 b). 
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The volume fraction of the (lp is determined by the solution heat treatment 

temperature itself. As previously mentioned, solution heat treatment just below the ~ 

transus temperature results in bimodal microstructures which consist partially of 

equiaxed (primary) (l in a lamellar (l+~ matrix (Figure 2.24 c, d). Bimodal 

microstructure can be considered to be a combination of lamellar and equiaxed 

microstructure 9). 

Figure 2.24 Equiaxed microstructures of Ti-6Al-4V via recrystallisation: a) Fine equiaxed b) coarse quiaxed c, d) 

bimodal (OM, TEM) 9) 

The various microstructures have strong influence on the mechanical behaviour 

of the titanium alloys. Table 2.1 shows the effects of the size (fine or coarse) and the 

arrangement of the phases (lamellar or equiaxed) on some important mechanical 

properties. 

For example, fine-scale microstructure increases strength and ductility in 

addition to delaying crack nucleation. Coarse microstructures, however, are more 

resistant to creep and fatigue crack growth. Equiaxed microstructures are preferred for 

superplastic deformation and often have high ductility and fatigue strength. Lamellar 

structures, however, has high fracture toughness and show superior resistance to creep 

and fatigue crack growth. 

Bimodal microstructure on the other hand, exhibits a well balanced property 

profile because it combines the advantages oflamellar and equiaxed structures 9) . 
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Table 2.1 Influence of microstructure on selected properties of titanium alloys 9) . 

fin, COOtS, Property lam,llar ,quiand 

0 0 Elastic modulus 0 +/- (texture) 

+ Strength + 
+ Ductility + 

+ Fracture toughness + 
+ Fatigue crack initiation + 

+ Fatigue crack propagation + 
+ Creep trength + 

+ Superplastidty + 
+ Oxidation behavior + 

2.2.4.4 Globularization 

As explained in Section 2.2.4.2 the final a+p forging stage takes place at 

temperatures below the p transus (a+p phase field) which results in the breakdown of 

the transformed microstructure, developing an equaxed a microstructure. This process is 

referred to as globularization or spherodisation. Globularization is the direct result of 

the amount of prior deformation, working temperature and the mode of deformation 

applied 41). 

Techniques which convert the colony of a phase to a globular morphology 

during deformation and post-deformation annealing of a+p titanium alloys have been 

studied by various researchers. Weiss et a1.41
) suggested that globularization of the 

lamellar structure occurs by the shearing of a platelets followed by a penetration of p 
phase to complete the separation. 

The work of Semiatin et al. 42) and Weiss et a1.41
) revealed the importance of 

strain as an attribute to the initiation of the globularization process. It was also found 

that strain path can also have a major influence on globularization kinetics42
). 

Microstructural observations indicated that the globularization process can be 

divided into two broad regimes. The first includes changes that take place during 

deformation and the initial stages of annealing. Whilst the second stage proceeds until 

the microstructure has been fully globularized and comprises essentially a coarsening 

process 43) . 
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2.3 Thermomechanical Processing of Titanium 

2.3.1 Introduction 

Different microstructures are normally generated by thermomechanical 

treatments. These are considered as a complex series of solution heat treatments, 

deformation, recrystallisation, etc. ~ transus temperature is a central point for 

thermomechanical treatment because it separates the single ~ phase field from the two

phase a+~ field. Thermomechanical processing (TMP) is associated with two major 

requirements: 

1) The production of usable shapes through ingot breakdown and secondary mill 

operations (forging, hot rolling, etc.). 

2) The optimisation of mechanical properties through microstructure control 

(controlling a and p phases through alloying additions) during the different 

stages of the thermomechanical process 44). 

2.3.2 Forging and/orming 

Forging may refer to different processes in which the deformation is induced by 

localised compressive forces. The tools can be manual, power hammers, presses, or 

special forging machines. The term forging usually implies to hot forging above the 

recrystallisation temperature although deformation can be done in the hot, warm or cold 

mode 45). 

2.3.2.1 Forging methods 

Titanium alloy forgings are produced by a variety of different forging methods 

such as open-die forging, closed-die forging, upsetting, roll forging, etc. depending on 

the desired forging shape, cost, and the desired mechanical properties and 

microstructure. There are two major metallurgical approaches to the forging of titanium 

alloys: 

• Conventional a+~ forging (Forging the alloy predominantly below the ~ transus 

temperature) and 
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• ~ forging (Forging the alloy predominantly above the ~ transus temperature) 

In some cases the above approaches can be combined in order to achieve a 

controlled microstructure for specific requirements or future service applications. 

Conventional a+p forging: most or all of the forging deformation is carried out 

at temperatures below the ~ transus of the alloy. Thus forging involves working the 

material at temperatures where both a and p phases are present. The resultant as-forged 

microstructure is characterised by deformed or equiaxed up in a transformed p matrix; 

the volume fraction of up is dictated by the alloy composition and the actual work 

history and temperature (Figure 2.25 a). u+P forging is typically used to develop 

optimal strength/ductility combinations and optimal high/low cycle fatigue properties. 

The effects of working on microstructure (particularly u morphology changes) with 

conventional u+P forging are cumulative. Structural changes achieved in earlier 

operations are therefore enhanced with each successive u+P working operation 46) . 

a) b) 

Figure 2.25 Microstructure of forged titanium alloys. a) a+~ forging of alloy Ti-6AI-4V (Equiaxed primary alpha in 

transformed ~ . 200x). b) ~ forging of alloy Ti-6AI-4 V (acicular primary a in transformed ~. 200x)* 46). 

P forging: most or all of the forging work is done at temperatures above the p 
transus of the alloy. In general ~ forging techniques involve supertransus forging in the 

early and/or intermediate stage with controlled amounts of fmal deformation below P 
transus of the alloy. The final work at subtransus temperature depends on the alloy, the 

forging design, and the required mechanical property combinations. Unlike u+P forging 

the working influences on microstructure are not fully cumulative. With each working, 

cooling and reheating sequence being above the ~ transus temperature, the effects of the 

previous working operations are partially lost. 

* No scale bar was indicated in the original document. 
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~ forging techniques are used in order to develop acicular a morphology in a 

transformed ~ matrix (Figure 2.25 b) or microstructures characterised by Widmanstatten 
46) 

This forging process is typically used to improve the fracture related properties 

(e.g. fracture toughness and fatigue crack propagation resistance) and the creep 

resistance of a and a+~ alloys. There is often a loss in strength and ductility with P 
forging as compared to a+p forging. 

Also f3 forging of a and a+p alloys, has the advantages of reducing the forging 

unit pressures and cracking tendency. In addition the forging process must be done 

under carefully controlled conditions in order to avoid non uniform working, excessive 

grain growth, and/or poorly worked structures, all of which can result in final forgings 

with unacceptable or widely variant mechanical properties within a given forging 46). 

2.3.2.2 Heat treatment 

As mentioned before a final heat treatment is given to produce the best 

combination of ductility, machinability, stability in the fmal products, reduce residual 

stresses developed during fabrication and to increase strength by solution treatment and 

aging 15). 

The a and near-a titanium alloys can be stress relieved and annealed, but only 

moderate increases in strength can be developed in these alloys by heat treatment. The 

commercial f3 alloys, however, contain met astable P which allows strengthening during 

aging as the retained ~ decomposes. They also demonstrate a great potential for age 

hardening and make use of the stability of their P phase to provide large section 

hardenability. 

The a+f3 alloys display a mixture of heat treatment characteristics of both a and 

~ alloys. Similar to f3 alloys, a+p alloys can exhibit age hardening from the 

decomposition of f3 but due to the lesser amounts of retained p in these alloys they do 

not exhibit the same section size hardenability as the p alloys. 

An overview of the general effects of f3 or a+p processing on the properties of 

a+~ alloys are shown in the Table 2.2 22). 
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Table 2.2 effects of p or a+p processing of a+p alloys 22) 

Property p processed a+p processed 

Tensile strength Moderate Good 

Creep strength Good Poor 

Fatigue strength Moderate Good 

Fracture toughness Good Poor 

Crack growth rate Good Moderate 

Grain size Large Small 

It should be noted that ~ transus temperature is the key to successful forging and 

heat treatment. The effects of heat treatment and forging temperatures on properties ofa 

typical a+~ alloy such as Ti-6Al-4V are shown in Figure 2.26. It can be noticed that the 

percentage of ~ increases by increasing the processing temperature in the a+~ region 

therefore more ~ is available to transform upon cooling. Upon quenching from above 

the ~ transus, a completely transformed, acicular structure arises. 

Depending on the exact location of the ~ transus (which varies for a given alloy), 

the degree and nature of deformation, the form of the transformed ~ structures changes 
22) 
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Figure 2.26 Effects of forgi ng and heat treating temperatures on properties of titanium alloys. a) Phase diagram of 
a+~ contents with a base composition of titanium + 6 wt% AI. b) Generalised e lTeet ofproeessing temperature on ~ 

grain size and room temperature mechanical properties of an a+~ alloy 22) . 

2.3.2.3 Cooling methods 

Different cooling methods and cooling rates are important parameters in heat 

treatment. For a+p titanium alloys the effects of the cooling rate from the p and the a+p 
region has been studied by a number of authors 47, 48,49,50,5 1) . 

The cooling rate determines the microstructural morphologies caused by 

different mechanisms of phase transformations. High cooling rates are frequently used 

in order to produce higher strength materials. Martensitic transformation is the 

dominant mechanism at fast cooling rates, whilst diffusional phase transformation is 

dominant at slow cooling rates 48, 52) . 

Figures 2.27 a) and b) shows by the comparison the effects of cooling from the p 
homogenisation (Figure 2.21) heat treatment on the <1p phase ofIM! 834 alloy 30). Note 

that the only difference in the processing route is the cooling rate after the p 
homogenisation heat treatment during a compressor disk fabrication process 30). 
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a) b) 

Figure 2.27 Bimodal microstructures orIM! 834 alloys with different cooling rate after P homogenisation heat 
30) 

treatment: a) slow and b) fast . 

Microstructural features such as the dimension of lamellar a and p within the 

transformed P region in the bimodal microstructure, are also affected in a similar way to 

lamellar microstructure when subjected to different cooling rates from the solution heat 

treatment. Due to martensitic transformation, very high cooling rates display very fine 

lamellae and slower cooling rates show much wider lamellae originated by a diffusion 

controlled process 38) . From Figure 2.28 it can be observed that by decreasing the 

cooling rate, the thickness of a laths in the transformed P region increases significantly. 

Figure 2.28 Bimodal microstructures of Ti-6Al-4V alloys with different cooling rates, a) 2000°C min- \ b) 500°C 
. -I d) 500C . - 138) mm , an C ITUn 

Furthermore, a forced cooling rate along with the material's transformation and 

phase growth kinetics controls the development of the required mechanical properties 49. 

50. 51 . 52). By increasing the cooling rate the tensile strength and yield strength usually 

increases. For example, in the lamellar microstructure the size of a colonies is thought 

to be the most dominant microstructural parameter on the mechanical properties 
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because it determmes the effective slip length 30) . By increasing the cooling rate the Cl 

colony size usually decreases, therefore the effective slip length is decreased. A a 

result, the yield strength is increased with increasing cooling rate as shown in Figure 

2.29 30
). 
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Figure 2.29 Effect of cooling rate from the ~ phase region on yield strength of the lamellar SI ru ctu re 30). 

When selecting the cooling rates and methods there are additional fact r to 

consider other than mechanical properties. Large variations in cooling rate will cau e 

both very large thermal stresses, and consequently very high residual str s es. his can 

cause problems such as machining distortion, quench cracking, unexpected mechanica l 

properties and poor performance in the final component 52). 

2.4 Crystallograpby and deformation modes 

In order to be able to explain the crystallography of titanium is important to have 

a good knowledge of the Miller and Miller-Bravais indices notation. 

2.4.1 Miller and Miller-Bravais Notation 

A crystal is a homogenous solid formed by a repeating, three-dimensional 

pattern of atoms, ions or molecules. In order to visualise the structure of a crystal it i 

often helpful to focus on the geometry of periodic arrays and to ignore the actual atoms, 

ions or molecules. The crystal is then represented as a lattice - a three dimensional array 

of points (lattice points), with each point having identical surroundings (Figure 2.30) 53) . 
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A Cartesian coordinate frame is tied to the lattice, x, y, z aligned with the unit 

cell vectors a, b and c in crystals consisting of cubic, tetragonal or orthorhombic lattice 

structures. 

Figure 2.30 Three dimensional lattice with a primitive unit cell highlighted in bold. Lattice points are 

represented by solid circles/spheres 53). 

Miller indices are a notation within the crystal coordinate system which 

describes the crystallographic directions and lattice planes in terms of integer indices 

which are derived as follows 54): 

r = ua +vb+ wc (2.4) 

A crystallographic direction is given by the vector r in the crystal. a, b, c, are the 

three axes in crystallographic system and, thus, the direction is described by a set of 3 

integer numbers, u, v, and w. In some cases the Miller indices are best multiplied or 

divided through by a common number in order to simplify them for example, [ .!. .!. 1], 
2 2 

[112] and [224] all represent the same direction and should be written [112]. This 

simply generates a parallel plane which is at different distance from the origin of the 

particular unit cell (Figure 2.31) 53). 

Figure 2.31 indices of directions 53). 
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The orientation of a crystal plane may be defined by considering how the lattice 

plane or any parallel plane intersects the main crystallographic axes of the solid. 

According to a system popularised by Miller the orientation of the planes in a lattice can 

be represented symbolically. Using this system, the orientation of the plane is described 

by expressing the point where the plane intercepts one of the three axes as a fraction of 

the axial length. A set of parallel lattice planes is described according to the equation; 

x y z 
h-+k-+ l -= l 

a b c 
(2.5) 

Coordinates of any point on a particular plane are represented by x. y. and z. The 

miller indices (hk!) refer to the reciprocal multiples of the axis intercepts, again reduced 

to the smallest integers that have the same ratios, examples of which can be seen in 

Figure 2.32 53) . 

( 100) (200) (110) 

11 
(110) (111) (102) 

Figure 2.32 Miller indices oflattige planes. The distance d is the plane spacing 53). 

Though directions and planes can be described by the Miller indices in all 

crystal structures, for hexagonal crystals it is more conventional to use a coordinate 

system with four axes (Figure 2.33). This leads to the description of directions by a four 

index notation, the Miller-Bravais indices (hid!) 53). 
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Figure 2.33 a) The hexagonal unit cell (heavy lines) and b) indices of planes and directions 53). 

[011] 

[010] 

Lattice can still be described by their reciprocal intercepts on all four axes; they 

are denoted by the MilIer-Bravais indices (hid!) , where i is the reciprocal of the 

fractional intercept on the a j axis (third axis lying in the basal plane, see Figure 2.33) 

and its value, dependant on hand k is determined by the relation; 

h+k +i= O (2.6) 

Directions in the hexagonal system can also be described using four indices 

[uvtw] , each index relating to a component vector parallel to al. a2. Q j and c. The 

transformation linking the Miller and Miller-Bravais indices is shown below 54): 

For planes, i.e. (hid!) => (HKL) 

H = h; K= k; L = [ 

h = H; k = K; I =- H-K; [ = L (2.7) 

For directions, i.e. [uvtw] => [UVW] 

U=u-t; V=v-t; W=w 

u=2U-~ v = 2V-U t =- U-~ w=3W (2.8) 
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2.4.2 Concept of slip 

Slip is the most common manifestation ofplastic deformation in crystal solids. It 

can be seen as sliding or successive displacement of one plane of atoms over another 

one known as slip planes. In this case discrete blocks of crystal between two slip planes 

remain undistorted. More movement on existing slip planes or formation of the new slip 

planes may result in further deformation. The slip plane is normally the plane with the 

highest density of atoms while the direction of slip is the direction in the slip plane in 

which the atoms are most closely spaced. 

In bec metals the slip direction is the <111> close packed direction, but the slip 

plane is not well defmed on the macroscopic scale. Microscopic evidence suggests that 

slip occurs on {112} and {11O} planes and that {11O} slip is preferred at low 

temperatures 55). 

The close-packed directions for easy crystallographic slip in hcp single crystals 

are the three (11-20) or <a> directions. The three most dominant sets of planes which 

contain this slip direction are: 1) the (0001) basal plane, 2) the three {1 0-1O} prismatic 

planes and 3) the six {I 0-11} pyramidal planes; see Figure 2.34. 

It is now well established that in hcp single crystals, prismatic and basal slip is 

always the easiest slip mode at low temperature. The activation of the pyramidal slip 

systems in polycrystalline aggregates occurs primarily due to the large stresses 

generated in grain-boundary regions because of the misorientation between 

neighbouring grains 56). 

A grain in a polycrystal is not free to deform plastically as though it were a 

single crystal, for it must remain in contact and accommodate the shape change of its 

neighbours. It requires five independent shear systems to satisfy Von Mises condition 

that every grain should be able to undergo homogeneous strain to meet the shape 

changes imposed by its neighbours. A shear system is independent of others if its 

operation produces a change in shape that cannot be produced by a combination of 

strains on those other systems 55, 56). 

All of the easy <11-20> slip directions that were mentioned before are 

perpendicular to the c-axis, and therefore slip on these systems can not produce any 

elongation or shortening parallel to the c-axis. In order to accommodate straining in the 

c-direction, slip systems with <c+a> slip directions must be operative which are not 
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operational at room temperature. Thus deformation twinning (section 2.4.4) is the 

dominant mechanism of strain in the c-direction at low homologous temperatures. 

However, at high homologous temperatures, slip in the <11-23> directions becomes 

possible, and the slip planes containing this slip direction are the first-order pyramidal 

{IO-II} and the second-order pyramidal {1l-22} planes; see Figure 2.34 55, 56). 

Basal-< a > 
(0001) < ll~ >. 3 

Prismatlo-< a > 
{lOIO} < 1l~ >. 3 

Pyramldal-< a > 
{lOll} < 11~ >.6 

1st order Pyramld&1-< c + a > 2nd order Pyramidal-< c + a > 
{lOll} < ll~ >. 12 {ll~} < 1l~3 >, 6 

Figure 2.34 Basal, prismatic, pyramidal slip systems and first and second order pyramidal slip systems in hcp 

materials 56). 

2.4.3 Dislocations 

A dislocation is a crystallographic defect or irregularity which runs throughout 

the crystal structure or in other words is a linear or one dimensional defect around 

which some of the atoms are misaligned. Deformation occurs by passage of such 

dislocations along the slip plane which may be divided into two regions, one where slip 

has occurred and the other which remains unslipped. Between these two regions the 

structure will be dislocated. This is shown in Figure 2.35. Three simple properties of 

dislocation are evident: (1) line discontinuity, (2) formation of a closed loop positioned 

within the crystal or emerging at the surface and (3) variation in slip across the 

dislocation line is constant. This third property is possibly the most important, given 

that a dislocation is characterised by the magnitude and direction of the slip movement 

~S~ 
U~\\j~t.~~\€.\'O 
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associated with it. This is called the Burgers vector b, which for any given dislocation 

line is the same along its entire length 26,57) . 

Un~lipprd 

a) 

b) 

Figure 2.35 Schematic representation ora) a dislocation loop, b) edge dislocation and c) screw dis location 57). 

2.4.3.1 Edge and screw dislocations 

From Figure 2.35 it can be observed that some sections of the dislocation line 

are perpendicular, parallel at an angle to b. This variation in the orientation of the line 

with respect to Burgers vector gives rise to a difference in the structure of dislocation . 

When the dislocation line is normal to the slip direction it is called an edge dislocation 

and when parallel to the slip direction it is known as a screw dislocation. However in 

reality dislocation lines are rarely pure edge or screw dislocations lines, but it is 

convenient to use these ideal dislocations as any dislocation can be resolved into edge 

and screw components. The atomic structure of a simple edge and screw dislocation is 

shown in Figures 2.36 and 2.37 57). 

-. 
a) b) c) d) 

Figure 2.36 Slip caused by the movement of an edge dislocation57
). 
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a) b) c) 

Figure 2.37 Slip caused by the movement of a screw dislocation 57), 

During slip a dislocation moves from one set of surroundings to an identical set 

of surroundings. The Peierls-Nabarro stress (Equation 2.9) is required to move the 

dislocation from an equilibrium location to another, 

'r = cexp(-kll / b) (2.9) 

Where r is the shear stress required to move the dislocation, d is the interplanar 

spacing between adjacent slip planes, b is the Burgers vector and both c and k are 

constants for the material 62). 

From Equation 2.9 it can be observed that the stress required to cause the 

dislocation to move, increases exponentially with the length of the Burger vector and 

decreases exponentially with the interplaner spacing ofthe slip planes 58) . 

2.4.4 Twinning 

Twinning is an important mechanism by which metals deform and results when 

a section of a crystal adopts the exact same orientation (mirror image) of the parent 

crystal lattice in a defined symmetrical way. The plane of symmetry between the two 

portions is known as the twinning plane. Figure 2.38 shows the atomic picture of 

twinning. Figure 2.38 a) represents a cubic lattice section perpendicular to the surface. 

Figure 2.38 b) corresponds to the same cubic lattice in Figure 2.38 a) under shear stress 

and demonstrates that by applying a shear stress the crystal will twin about the twinning 

plane 59). The region to the right of the twinning plane is undeformed. To the left of this 

plane, the planes of atoms have sheared in such a way as to make the lattice a mirror 

image across the twin plane. In simple lattice such as this, each atom in the twinned 
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region moves by a homogeneous shear a distance proportional to its distance from the 

twin plane. 

~ ~ 
Figure 2.38 Classical picture of twinning. a) Represents a cubic lattice section perpendicular to the surface, b) 

corresponds to the same cubic lattice under shear stress 59). 

Twinning differs from slip in several specific respects. In slip, after deformation 

the orientation of the crystal above and below the slip plane is the same as before 

deformation occurred whereas twinning results in an orientation difference across the 

twin plane. Slip is usually considered to occur in separate multiples of the atomic 

spacing, while in twinning the atom movements are much less than an atomic distance. 

Slip takes place on relatively wider spread planes, however, in the twinned region of a 

crystal every atomic plane is involved in the deformation. Twins may be produced by 

mechanical (mechanical twins) or as the result of annealing (annealing twins) following 

plastic deformation. Mechanical twins are produced in bcc or hcp metals under 

conditions of decreased temperature, high strain rate and quick rate loading e.g. shock 

loading 59). The common twin planes and directions have been documented by a number 

of authors 59,57). This is shown in Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3 Twin planes and directions 59) 

Crystal structure Typical examples Twin plane Twin direction 

bcc a-Fe, Ta (112) [111] 

hcp Zn, Cd, Mg, Ti (10 I 2) [1011] 

Twinning is not a dominant deformation mechanism in metals which possess 

many possible slip systems. Twinning generally occurs when the slip systems are 

restricted or when a factor causes an increase in the critical resolved shear stress so that 

the twinning stress is lower than the stress for slip 59). 
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2.4.5 Dependency of grain size on yield stress 

A general relationship between grain size and yield stress is the well known 

Hall-Petch equation, where the yield stress is inversely proportional to the grain size to 

the power Y2 (i.e. the larger the grains size of a crystalline material, the smaller its yield 

strength) 60). 

ky 
CY =CYo + r-. 

Y -vd 
(2.10) 

Normally at the grain boundaries the crystallographic orientation changes 

rapidly. Therefore due to this orientation change, the movement of dislocations on a slip 

plane is delayed at the grain boundary, Thus the movement of another dislocation on the 

same slip plane requires more stress due to the interaction between two dislocations. As 

a result, an increasing stress is necessary to continue to generate dislocations from a 

source 31). Given that the grain size is the maximum slip length, it can be expected that 

strength is inversely proportional to the grain size. As a result, the bimodal 

microstructure generally shows higher yield strength due to its finer grain size. The 

relationship between yield stress and grain size is shown in Figure 2.39 60). 
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Figure 2.39 Relationship between yield stress and grain size 60). 

Flower 32) also confirmed that reduction in microstructural feature such as grain 

size and the thickness of grain boundary ex, promoted the ductility, This is due to the fact 

that by reducing the grain size, the effective length of the continuous grain boundary ex 

layer is reduced therefore ductility can be increased 34.37), Sauer and Liitjering 37) were 
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also able to increase the ductility from RA=3.7 % to RA=17.1 % by reducing the grain 

size in the lamellar microstructure from 400 to 200 )lm. 

From Figure 2.40 it can be observed that by increasing the yield stress, 

elongation tends to decrease (grain sizes 16 to 3 J-Lm). However grain sizes 1 to 3 J-Lm 

tend to have higher elongation value as well as high strength. Therefore the ductility is 

improved in the ultra fine grain structure with a grain size of about 1 )lm60). 
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Figure 2.40 Relationship between yield stress and elongation 60). 

2.5 Summary 

Within this literature reVlew the background infonnation about titanium's 

history, production and preparation, application and rolls especially in the aerospace 

industry and its future requirements was provided. This was followed by the review of 

fundamentals behind the proposed work including metallurgy, classification, al1oying, 

microstructure and deformation mechanics of titanium and titanium alloys plus the 

overall trends of microstructural features/mechanical properties relationships. The 

differences in phases including the temperatures and composition regimes in which they 

exist, the phase transformations and the development of the microstructures have been 

discussed. Next the thermomechanical properties of titanium including forging, heat 

treatment and the effects of cooling rates on the microstructure were examined. 

Research established that the geometrical parameters of the microstructure are 

influenced by the cooling rate from the {J phase field and the heat treatment conditions. 

Finally a detailed analysis of titanium's crystallographic structure was included. 
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MICROSTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter analyses and interprets the microstructure developed in 

TIMET AL® 6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo during thermomechanical processing as a function of 

process history. Firstly, however, the chapter begins with an overview of the typical 

production routes used by Timet UK to produce titanium billet fit for aerospace 

applications. This is then followed by a description of the specific process route used for 

the TimetaI6-2-4-6 used in the work and an explanation of the experimental procedures 

used. 

3.1.1 Typical thermomechanical treatment of a..+f3 titanium alloys 

For the most demanding applications such as compressor disks, the primary 

forging of a+~ titanium alloys, is concerned with reaching a certain level of 

microstructure development in the most cost effective way. In general, the final forging 

for conventional a+~ forged alloys can affect only modest development of the a+~ 

structure. For this reason, obtaining a fine uniform structure in a forged and heat treated 

disk, for example, is dependant upon having an optimum structure in the as-received 

billet. For high quality compressor disk applications the ingot to billet conversion 

practice may consist of several stages as illustrated in Figure 3.1 I). The key aspects of 

each stage are reviewed in the following section. 

Staee 1 

Ineot Breakdown 

Stalte 2 

Prestrain & 
Recrystallisation 

Stalte 3 

Final AlphaIBeta 
Work 

_ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _ _ _ __ __ ___ ___ _ _ ___ __ __ __ _ __ _ ______ __ _____________ _ ~eta Transus 

Figure 3.1 A typica l forgi ng sequence for a+p alloys I). 
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Stage 1 (Ingot breakdown above ~ transus): The purpose of this stage is firstly to 

break up the coarse ingot structure produced by the V AR process, and secondly to 

provide large cross-sectional shape change at relatively low loads. Temperatures used 

during this stage are normally in excess of 1100°C thus quite large reductions can be 

achieved quickly. After forging the billet is generally allowed to cool in air and because 

its diameter is still relatively big, the cooling rate experienced within the billet is slow 

thus producing a very coarse acicular structure. 

Stage 2 (Prestrain in the (l+~ region followed by ~ recrystallisation): The idea 

behind this stage is to render sufficient plastic strain into the billet (usually at a 

temperature below the ~ transus) so as to drive complete recrystallisation of the ~ phase 

during a subsequent thermal treatment (normally above the ~ transus). The 

recrystallisation is thought to be completely static and important parameters are the total 

plastic strain and the temperatures of both the prestrain and recrystallisation operation, 

all of which affect grain size after the recrystallisation treatment. However, minimising 

the time of the recrystallisation treatment is the most critical factor as ~ grain growth in 

titanium alloys is generally rapid. The billet is then quenched which produces again a 

coarse acicular structure but with much reduced lath length due to the final ~ grain size 

(Figure 3.2a). 

Stage 3 (Final (l+~ forging): This is the most important stage and takes place 

below the ~ transus (i.e. within the (l+~ phase field). The reason behind this stage is to 

break up the coarse acicular structure to produce a uniform equiaxed (l (i.e. produce the 

(lp) structure (Figure 3.2b, c) I). 

a) Initial coarse acicular structure b) Part processed structure c) Final equiaxed a+p structure 

Figure 3.2 Typical structures found during processing a+p alloy billet I). 
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3.1.2 High strength intermediate temperature alloy Ti 6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo 

Ti 6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo is a heat treatable, a+p alloy which was mainly designed 

for high temperature applications. It's normally selected over its major competitor, Ti 

6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo because of its higher strength at higher temperatures. It combines 

good strength and corrosion resistance and it can be found in gas turbine engines 

(particularly in compressor disks and fan blades) and impellers and has been evaluated 

for use in deep sour well applications 12.17). 

Ti-6-2-4-6 aerospace components are fabricated by hot die and isothermal 

forging techniques, resulting in cost effective near net shape forgings, due to reduced 

fmal machining. As component complexity increases, improved accuracy of 

microstructural predictions is required, due to the inevitable variation in TMP 

parameters, even under isothermal conditions 18). 

Ti-6-2-4-6 alloys are similar to Ti-6-4 in forgeability and crack sensitivity, but 

are stronger and more readily heat treated than Ti 6-4. These features are due to the 

increased solid solution strengthening provided by the addition of tin and zirconium 

which have relatively small effects on the transformation temperature, as well as the 

large molybdenum additions which result in an increased amount of p phase 12. 17) 

Martensite does not form in ordinary situations in Ti 6_2_4_612
). 

The high elevated temperature strength of Ti 6-2-4-6 has been one of the most 

attractive features of this material. More recently, their high low-temperature strength 

has also been exploited. Figure 3.3 shows the yield strength range of the a+p Ti 6-2-4-6 

alloy at the low to high temperatures commonly encountered in various applications. It 

is quite apparent that the higher temperature usefulness for Ti-6-2-4-6 is limited by a 

rapid decrease in tensile yield strength above about 555°C (1032 F). 

In genera~ the upper service temperature limit for titanium alloys is 537°C (1000 

F). However, the limit for anyone alloy depends largely on composition, mill product 

form, heat treatment condition, and the time, temperature, and stress combinations of 

the application 9). 
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Figure 3.3 Typical range in tensi le yie ld strength found for TlMETAL® 6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo alloy due to variation in 

chemistry, structure, mill product form, heat treatment and test conditions 17). 

3.1.3 TIMETAL® 6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo production route 

A typical billet manufacturing process route for TIMETAL 6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo 

begins with mixing the raw materials. At this stage the raw materials (Ti sponge, scrap, 

elementals ... . ) are mixed together in groups of 3 tonnes which then are separated into 

six half Tonne lots. Batches are then broken down into 14 equal 43kg lots to ensure a 

homogenous distribution of alloying elements. 

For better handling each 43kg lot is then compressed into D-shaped solids 

(Figure 3.4 b). These compressed D-sbaped solids (compacts) are then used to build up 

the electrode (84 compacts are used to piece together a 483 mm diameter electrode) that 

will be used in the V AR furnace later in the process. 

The compacts are plasma welded together and then are ready for the first VAR 

melt. Care is taken in order to stop the electrodes from coming into contact with 

contamination, such as dust, which can affect the chemistry of the product if carried into 

the furnace . 

Once the electrode is prepared, it is placed within the copper crucible of the 

V AR furnace. A stub is used to spark an initial contact, causing a small melt pool on the 

top of the electrode. 

Next, the stub, held by a ram, is forced into the melt pool which then solidifies 

producing a join between the stub and the electrode. The ram is then moved up and the 

electrode is lifted off the ground. A spark is then initiated between the electrode and the 

copper crucible causing the electrode to melt. The spark is maintained between the top 

of the melt pool and the electrode until the electrode is consumed. Control of the melt 
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pool is gained within the V AR furnace by varying parameters such as Arc Coil, Stirring, 

Vacuum, etc. 

Following the first melt process the electrode is machined with a floating tool in 

order to remove scale followed by a fixed tool for shaping. An additional two melts are 

carried out in a different furnace so as to isolate the impurities from the first step of the 

process. The electrode is inverted after each step so that any solidification induced 

segregation is distributed and broken up slightly. The diameter of the electrode 

increases as the melt progresses (diameter of the ingot at the end is 760 mm). Figure 3.4 

shows some of the production oftitanium alloy ingot. 

Figure 3.4Titanium ingot production a) Granules b) D-shaped compact c) Lowering electrode into furnace d) Final 
. 12) 
Ingot . 

Following ingot production, to break up the microstructure and create a desired 

shape, hot forging is necessary. The process is shown schematically in Figure 3.5, based 

on private communications with TIMET, UK. 
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Figure 3.5 Schematic ofTIMETAL® 6AJ-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo billet process route. 

The manufacture of the TIMET AL® 6Al-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo billet used in this work 

was carried out using an 1800 Tonne Davy hydraulic uniaxial open die press (Figure 

3.6), forging a triple vacuum arc remelted ingot to produce finished diameters of 213 

and 313 mm. 
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Figure 3.6 DEFORM -3 D model ofDavy open die forging 3). 

Unlike other types of deformation processes, open die forging provid s 

discontinuous material flow as opposed to continuous flow. In general open die forging 

is used when: 

• The forging is too large to be produced in closed dies 

• The required mechanical properties of the worked metal that can be developed 

by open-die forging cannot be obtained by other deformation processes 

• The quantity required is too small to justify the cost of closed die 

• The delivery date is too close to pemrit the fabrication of dies for closed die 

forging 

A number of simulations have been carried out for the complete a+~ processing 

route using the DEFORM-3D model 3). Predicted strain distribution is shown below 

(Figure 3.7). 

Figure 3.7 Transverse slice showing predicted strain distribution in Davy press 3). 

From the above model it can be observed that the strain levels are not radially 

uniform and strain distribution decreases from about 2 near the surface to about 1 in the 

centre. 
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Using a phase globularization model, the effect of time, temperature and strain 

on microstructure refinement was also studied. Results suggest a significant amount of 

a phase globularization during the final a+p forging and ensuing heat treatment (Figure 

3.8). The Davy process resulted in an approximately uniform fraction of globularized a, 

which ranged from 70-99 %, centre having less globularization. A significantly larger 

fraction of a globularization was caused by a combination of a greater number of 

reheats (i.e. longer time at temperature) and higher average strain levels in the Davy bar 

3) 

Figure 3.8 Transverse slice showing predicted volume fraction of globularized alpha distribution in Davy press, 

following final a+~ forging and heat treatment 3). 

3.2 Experimental work 

The chemical composition of as-received TIMETAL® 6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo billet 

material, originating from Timet UK is shown in Table 3.1. The p transus was found to 

be 990 ± 5 Co. 

Table3.J chemical composition ofTi 6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo. 

Element AI Sn Zr Mo Fe Si C N2 0 2 

Weight% 6.14 1.97 4.03 6.08 0.06 0.06 0.008 0.002 0.09 

At an intimidate stage of the processing when the billet was rectangular, two 

orthogonal marks on the long and short axes 0 f the rectangle were placed on the billet. 

These marks stayed orthogonal and remained on the sample during the process and were 

designated as RI (long) and R2 (short) as shown in Figure 3.9. A section for 

microstructure investigation was then cut from the middle of the billet to avoid any end 

effects. Microstructure investigation, using scanning electron microscopy, was then 
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undertaken within four slices of this section. Slices SI and S4, from the small billet and 

LS 1 and LS4 from the larger billet were in planes parallel to RI and R2, respectively 

whilst slices S2 and S3 (from the small billet) and LS2 and LS3 (from the large billet) 

were at approximately 30° and 60° from RI, respectively. In all cases the 

microstructure was analysed in the plane containing the longitudinal axis ofthe billet, Z. 

LSI 

III 

a) b) 

Figure 3.9 Cross-section of the as-forged billets, a) 313 mm and b) 213 mm a diameter with reference axes RI , R2 

and Z defined. S I to S4 and LS I to LS4 represent locations of microstructure analys is. 

3.2.1 Preparation 

Due to its high ductility, titanium produces long chips when machined or cut, 

which makes metallographic cutting with regular aluminium oxide cut-off wheels very 

ineffective. Heat damage can occur easily and therefore special silicon carbide cut-off 

wheels have been used specifically for cutting of titanium. 

Once sectioned and mounted each specimen was ground then polished using a 

Struers grinding system and a Struers MD-Largo honeycomb pad with 9).l.m diamond 

suspension respectively. The aim of these processes was to create a flat, smooth clean 

surface ready for etching. The best results were obtained when using a disc speed of 150 

rpm with loads of approximately lOON. 

The final step was a chemical-mechanical polishing with colloidal silica (SiJco 

ofO.05).l.m), which led to an improved surface finish. If this chemical-mechanical polish 

is not used, the surface ofthe titanium sample displays a more scratched surface as it is 

almost impossible to achieve a good polish with diamond only. 
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3.2.1.1 Etching 

Once fully polisbed the specimen was etched in order to show up the 

microstructure for optical analysis. Etching of the samples was carried out using Kroll's 

reagent (lOO ml water, 1-3 ml hydrofluoric acid, 2-6 ml nitric acid). The concentration 

can vary depending on the alloy and can be adjusted individually. Each sample was 

submerged in the Kroll's reagent for a period of 8-12 seconds. This was followed by 

soaking the sample in a lime solution for 30 seconds and then by holding it in wat r for 

60 seconds. Once etched the specimen's microstructure was ready for optical 

examination using reflected light microscopy. Figure 3.10 illustrates the cross section of 

two samples after etching. 

b) 

Figure 3.10 Cross section of samples a) S2 and b) S3 after etching. 

3.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

The Camscan series 2 SEM was used for imaging. The SEM images were taken 

using secondary-electron (SE) imaging. 
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Throughout the whole cross-section of the billet analysed, a bimodal 

microstructure consisting of relatively equiaxed <l-p within an acicular transformed P 
matrix was observed, examples of which are shown below. 

a) Secondary electron image of TfM ET AL® 6-2-4-6 containing 30% a p in a matrix oftransfonned ~ 

b) Large scale secondary electron image of sample S4 near the billet centre 
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c) Large scale secondary electron image of sample S4 near the billet centre 

d) Large scale secondary electron image ofthe large billet near the billet centre 
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f) 

Figure 3.11 a) Secondary electron image ofTIMETAL® 6-2-4-6 containing 30% !lp in a matrix of transformed ~, b, 
e) large scale secondary electron image of sample S4 near the billet centre d, e, f) large scale secondary electron 

image of the large billet near the billet centre. 
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Detailed analysis of slices SI through to S4 and LS 1 to LS4 was performed at 

two locations: 1) near the edge of the billet to a depth of approximately 30 mm and 2) at 

the centre of the billet up to a radius of roughly 30 mm (Figure 3.12). For all cases, a 

series of slightly overlapping micrographs, each covering 550 f..Lm x 550 f..Lm was taken 

to cover the whole 30 mm. 

a) 

b) 

Figure 3.12 a) Slices SI to S4 in the small billet (213 mm a diameter) b) Slices LSI to LS4 in the large billet (313 

mm a diameter). 

An example of the series of micrographs from sample S2 edge each covering 

approximately 550 f..Lm x 550 Ilm for the whole 30 mm is shown below in Figure 3.13 . 
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11.. '. ___ _ •. ';. t ~ ---_ 

a) Micrographs from 0 to 3300~m 
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u· .... 
I j • l ___ _ 

b) Micrographs from 3300 to 6600fLm 
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l ,_ ,. - ___ _ 
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c) Micrographs from 6600 to 9900f!m 
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d) Micrographs fTom 9900 to 13200~m 
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e) Micrographs from 13200 to 16500llm 
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f) Micrographs from 16500 to 19800llm 
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g) 

Figure 3.13 Series of micrographs, each covering 550 ~m x 550 ~m covering approximatly 30 mm (S2 at the edge) 

Digital image analysis software KS400 was then used to determine the volume 

fraction of ap, its size distribution and its aspect ratio distribution. Note that within each 

micrograph, the majority of as was eliminated in order to obtain accurate results. This 

was achieved using Carnscan series 2 SEM. Figure 3.14 illustrates schematically the 

principals behind the KS400 software. 
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c) d) 

e) 

Figure3.14 a) Modified micrograph, using ks400 (majority of secondary alpha having been omitted) with increased 

contrast between dark and light greys b) selecting all the black features within the micrograph c) setting the frame (in 

order to prevent counting of unwanted black areas at the bottom edge of each micrograph) d) measuring the required 

dimensions of selected areas (e.g. area of primary alpha) e) red lines around some grains illustrate that si ngle wanted 

grains can be select or deselected. 
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Any misidentification between primary and existing secondary u can be rectified 

at a later stage in this process using Microsoft excel. Using KS400 software the width 

and length of individual up grains, total area of the frame, total area of up and total 

percentage of up within each micrograph was measured. 

3.3 Results and discussions 

Major differences between the large and small billet were observed at the centre 

of each billet when the corresponding micrographs were compared (Figures 3.11). 

Continuous u grains were observed (grain boundary u) at the centre of the larger billet. 

Grain boundary a. is formed along the p grain boundaries (as shown by SEM 

micrographs Figures 3.11 d, e, f) due to slower cooling rates at the centre in comparison 

to the edge of the larger diameter billet. 

The work done by Fox and Neal 1) also showed that following the 

recrystallisation stage, the rate of cooling dictates the scale of the transformation 

product and the thickness of grain boundary a.. This is revealed in Figure 3.15. 
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Figure 3.1S a) Relationship between the cooling rate and the grain boundary a thickness and b) variation in grain 

boundary a width with location for an IMI 318 billet I). 

By calculating the ratio of the cross section area of the billets after the 

recrystallisation stage to the final cross section area of the billets, it can be revealed that 

the amount of strain being applied to the smaller billet is twice as much as the strain 

being applied to the larger billet. It can therefore be argued that there is more 

penetration of strain at the centre of the smaller billet causing the grain boundary u to 

break up. 
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3.3.1 Total percentage of o.p volume fraction 

The total percentage of a.p volume fraction for each sample was then calculated 

using both the area of each grain within each micrograph and the total frame area in 

each calculation. The volume fraction of a.p as a function of location within the small 

and large size billet is shown in Figure 3.16 a) and b). 
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Figure 3.16 The total percentage and the distribution of the Q p at the edge and centre of a) small billet 

b) Large billet. 

Figure 3.16 a) show that with the exception for the extreme edge (~ 1 mm), 

where the a.p fraction is close to 40%, the a.p volume fraction is consistently between 25 
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and 30% from edge to centre regardless of sample location. However, within this data 

there is some sensitivity to specimen location with, for example, sample S2 is 

consistently 2 to 3% higher than sample SI. Possible reasons for this discrepancy 

become evident when the microstructure is analysed at lower magnifications, e.g. 

Figure 3.11 c), where clear regions of different (lp morphologies and sizes can be 

recognised. These regions are equivalent to already well described phenomena such as 

blocky alpha and aligned alpha colonies. It is difficult to fragment the grain boundary 

alpha during the a+J3 phase processing. As a result they remain in the final 

microstructure of the billet, resulting in the formation of features such as blocky alphas 

1.5) 

In the larger billet (Figure 3.16 b) there is a slight increase in the total 

percentage of (lp volume at the centre of the billet. This can be due to its greater 

diameter in comparison to the smaller billet which causes the cooling rate being slower 

at the centre of the billet in comparison to its edge. The work of Senkov et al. 50) too 

revealed that the volume fraction of (lp particles decreases when cooling rate increases. 

This can also be shown by using the power law equation (equation 3.1). Where VF is 

the volume fraction and eR is the cooling rate (K min -1): 

VF = 1.67(CR),0.36 (3.1) 

Note that although the total percentage of (lp volume in the larger billet is 

generally uniform (Figure 3.16), there is a higher percentage of (lp volume in the smaller 

sized billet when compared to larger billet. This may be due to a number of reasons. 

Work done by Dietmar Helm 38) showed that the volume fraction of the (lp phase 

can be effected by the temperature of the recrystallisation or solution heat treatment 

after the forging procedure. 

Another possible reason may be due to a slight difference in the chemical 

composition of both billets which can alter the shape of the ~ transus approach curve. 

Effects of the chemical composition on the ~ transus approach curve for IMI 

834, IMI 829 and Ti 6-4 is shown as an example in Figure 3.17. It can be observed that 

the slope of the J3 transus approach curve for IMI 834 is less than IMI 829 which causes 

widening of the allowable temperature range to obtain the microstructure containing a 

small amount of (l phase. Therefore, by altering the angle of the J3 transus approach 
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curve, the percentage of ~ phase volume changes consequently changing the percentage 
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Figure 3. 17 ~ transus approach curve for IM r 834, IM I 829 and Ti-6-4 57). 

Finally the difference in total percentage of Up volume within the billets may be 

due to a phenomenon called segregation. V AR is the main method used to produce 

titanium alloys however, the V AR slow solidification speed causes microstructure 

defects initiated by segregation of alloying elements and composition etc.6 1
• 62). 

Segregation in titanium ingots can lead to several different types of imperfections that 

cannot be readily eliminated by homogenising heat treatments or combinations of heat 

treatment and primary mill processing 12) . 

It is important to note that segregation tendency is different within different 

sections ofthe billet and because the cross section slices taken from the large and small 

billets may have been cut from different sections within each of the different diameter 

billets, one could be effected to a greater degree by the different chemical composition 

e.g. u stabiliser in comparison to the other. 

Liu et al. 61) investigated the microscopic composition characteristics of the 

typical Ti-6-4 alloy ingot. Figure 3.18 shows the change tendency of alloying elements 

along axial direction. In the middle ofthe ingot, element V is rich, while Al is lacking. 
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Figure 3.18 Axial distribution of alloying elements 61) . 

Additional research was undertaken by Yokoyama et al. 62) on a Ti lOV-2Fe-3AI 

ingot 700 mm in diameter and 1320mm in length which was manufactured following 

conventional two times V AR method. The detected amount of Fe in the Ti 1 OV -2Fe-

3Al ingot is shown in Figure 3.19. It shows that the Fe content changes largely both in 

the longitudinal direction and at the centre of the ingot. 
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Figure 3.19 Experimental results of Fe content in VAR ingot 62). 

3.3.2 Size distribution of o.p 

To investigate whether there is a prevalence of features such as blocky alpha at 

certain positions leading to an increased up content, a detailed analysis of the up size 

distribution as a function of location was performed. Results are shown in Figure 3.20 

and 3.21 for small and large billet respectively. 
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Using micrographs from different sections of each sample, the graphs below 

compare the grain area and the percentage of total up present. Each colour represents 

one micrograph and as mentioned before every micrograph is 550 !lm x 550 !lm e.g. 

navy blue corresponds to the fIrst micrograph (0-550 !lm), pink to the second 

micrograph (550-1100 !lm) , yellow to the third (1100-1 650 !lm) and light blue to the 

fourth (1650-2200 !lm) and so on respectively. 
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a) up area distribution for the edge of the small billet, SI. 
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Figure 3.20 up area distribution for the edge (a, c, e, g) and centre (b, d, f, h) of the small billet at selected locations. 

a and b; c and d ; e and f; g and h are for samples SI , S2, S3 and S4 respectively. 

The graphs below compare the grain area and the percentage of total primary 

alpha present in the large billet. 
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Figure 3.21 Oparea distribution for the edge (a, c, e, g) and centre (h, d, f, b) of the large billet at selected locations. 

a and b ; c and d ; e and f ; g and h are for samples LS I, LS2, LS3 and LS4 respecti vely. 

The figures clearly show that the size distribution of up is virtually the same, in 

the form of a lognormal distribution with a maximum at an up area of 30-35 ).!m2, for 

every location analysed. The only major variation in the distributions occurs at th edge 

where there are significant differences in the levels of smaller up particles. 

Closer examination of the data shows that there is a clearly identifiable incr ase 

in Up particles with sizes between 20 and 40 I-lm2 in the 10 mm closest to the edg . In 

order to make this more obvious, the data has been plotted in terms of frequency of up 

particles in groupings of 20 flm2 as a fu nction of distance from the edge (Figures 3.22, 

3.23) . 

Within each graph (Figures 3.22 and 3.23) points at the same distance from the 

edge correspond to one micrograph and different colours represent different grain areas. 

For example navy blue represents grains between 0 and 201-lm2, Pink fo r grains between 

20 and 40flm2, yellow for grains between 40 and 601-lm2, Light blue fo r grains between 

60 and 80l-lm2 and so on. 
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Figure 3.22 The distribution of <lp particle as a function of distance from the edge with a, C, e, g) at the edge and b, d, 

f, h) at the centre of the sample (smal l billet). 
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Data has again been plotted in tenns of frequency of up particles in groupings of 

20 )lm2 as a function of distance fro m the edge of the larger billet (Figure 3.23). Colour 

key used is identical to that used in Figure 3.22. 
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d) The disoibution of Up particle as a function of distance at the centre (large billet, LS2). 
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Figure 3.23 The distribution of Up panicle as a function of distance from the edge with a, C, e, g) at the edge and b, d, 

f b) allhe centre of the sample (large billet). 
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These figures makes it quite clear that beyond the first 10-15 mm closest to the 

edge the size the distribution of (lp is virtually the same all the way to the centre ofth 

billet. Thus we believe at the scale at which we are investigating the microstructure, the 

bulk of the billet can be considered to be homogeneous in terms of (lp content and (lp 

size distribution. At the edge where differences are observed, we believe there are tw 

factors playing a role. At the extreme edge to a depth of approximately 1 mm th r i an 

increase in (lp volume fraction due to oxygen pick-up (Figure 3.24); whilst up to a d pth 

of 10 mm there is an increase in the number of smaller Clp particles due to an incr a d 

level of strain at the surface, which has been previously identified by Wil on t a1.3) 

using finite element analysis, leading to a greater break-up of the particle. 

Figure 3.24 Large scale secondary electron image of the small billet at the extreme edge (majority of Os has been 

eliminated) 

3.3.3 Shape distribution of ap 

The shape of the Clp particles (this is simply the ratio of the width against the 

length of each individual Clp grains) for each sample within the small and large ized 

billet was calculated. An analysis of the shape of the <lp particles is shown in Figur 

3.25 and 3.26 which compare the aspect ratio distribution of the particle at the edg 

and centre of the entire area of each of the samples. 
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S3 d) S4. 
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Figure 3.26 The aspect ratio of the <lp particles for the large billet at the edge and centre for samples a) LS I b) L 2 c) 

LS3 d) LS4. 
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All the samples previously investigated were in the plane containing the 

longitudinal axis of the billet, Z. In order to ensure that the aspect ratio of o.p follow a 

similar pattern at different sections within the billet, additional slices were tak n but thi 

time at a plane perpendicular to the Z axis (Figure 3.27). 

Figure 3.27 Slices SS through S7 in the small billet (213 mm a diameter). 

Slices SS and 7 from the small billet were in planes parallel to RI and R2, 

respectively whilst slices S6 (from the small billet) were at approximate ly 45° from RI . 

An analysis of the shape of the o.p particles is shown in Figure 3.28. 
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Figure 3.28 The aspect ratio of the <lp particles for the small billet at the edge and centre for samples :I) SS b) S6 c) 

S7 

These figures clearly show a nonnal distribution centred on an aspect ratio of 

0.7 for all samples for both centre and edge with no noteworthy difference between any 

of the locations. Again this suggests that at the scale at which we are analysing, the 

microstructure is homogeneous. Interestingly, this also suggests that the large variation 

in strain experienced by the different locations has not influenced, in any significance, 

the general morphology of the microstructure. Moreover, the appearance of features 

within the microstructure such as blocky alpha must, therefore, be relatively uniformly 

spread throughout the cross-section of the billet. 

3.4 Summary 

The proportion, size and shape distribution of up within the cross section of both 

313 and 213 mm diameter billets of the u+~ alloy TIMETAL® 6-2-4-6 has been 

analysed. For all three parameters investigated there was no variation throughout the 

cross-section except for the extreme edge of the samples to a depth of 10 mm. This 

leads to the conclusion that on the scale that we observed the microstructure any 
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variation of deformation history within the billet had little or no influence on 

microstructure evolution. The next chapter investigates this work further in order to 

determine whether the same can be said for crystallographic texture. 
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Chapter 4 

TEXTURE ANALYSIS 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter analyses and interprets the crystallographic texture developed in 

TIMET AL® 6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo during thermomechanical processing as a function of 

process history. Firstly, however, the chapter begins with an overview of 

crystallographic texture, with particular reference to titanium, and methods of its 

analysis. This is then followed by an explanation of the experimental procedures used. 

Texture refers to the distribution of the orientations of individual grains within a 

polycrystalline material. Texture development is a complex function of mechanical and 

thermal treatments as well as the material itself: i.e. crystal structure, stacking fault 

energy, alloy content. The importance of texture to materials lies in the fact that many 

material properties are texture specific. Some examples of properties which depend on 

the average texture of a material are Young's modulus, ductility, thermal expansion 

coefficient and toughness etc 54, 63). In this section background information about 

crystallographic texture such as techniques used in its measurement, methods of 

representation, texture in titanium alloys and orientation relationships between (l and P 
phases are presented. It also illustrates how an important parameter to aeroengine 

component design, dwell fatigue, is dependant on the crystallographic texture of 

titanium. 

4.1.1 Techniques used in the measurement o/texture 

Texture can be determined and quantified by simple X-ray diffraction, neutron 

diffraction or the electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) method (Figure 4.1). X-ray 

diffraction is frequently used for macro texture determination and EBSD is used to 

obtain higher resolution micro textures where orientation and spatial location of data can 

be obtained. 
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In order to obtain micro textural information it is important that the probe size 

formed by the exploring radiation (i.e. X-ray, neutrons or electrons) is smaller than the 

size of the microstructural units themselves. For this reason X-ray diffraction is not 

suitable for microtexture determination, thus EBSD techniques are typically used 55 , 64), 

Neutrons 

I 
dlftractometer 

X-rays 

I ""''''i'''''' I 
diffractometer Oebye

Scherrer 

Macrotexture 

I 
Laue I 

SAC 

I 
SEM 
I 

Electrons 

I 

I I 
EBSO SAD 

Microtexture 

Figure 4.1 Mainstream techniques for texture determination 54). 

4.1.1.1 Electron Back Scatter Diffraction (EBSD) 

I 
TEM 

I 

Kikuchl 

Electrons are ideal for combined microstructuraVcrystallographic tudi s. Back 

scattered electrons CBSE) are emitted when an electron beam incises on a sample. h 

number of back scattered electrons collected from each point is dependent on th atomic 

number CZ) of the material and the crystallographic orientation in the cas of a 

crystalline sample in addition to the current and accelerating voltage applied. Until the 

1980's Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was the major technique used for thi 

type of work, with some involvement from selected area channelling in an EM. inc 

then a more suitable SEM-based technique for micro-texture has been developed, 

known as electron back-scatter diffraction (EBSD). EBSD is now the most important 

component of most microtexture research 54) . 

Since its launch, EBSD has revolutionised texture investigations both in re arch 

and industry. The technique has passed through various stages of development, and in 

its most advanced form provides the tool for a totally synthesised approach to 

orientation and microstructure 54). 

In EBSD, a fixed electron beam hits a tilted sample and the diffracted electrons 

form a pattern which is recorded and the crystal orientation of the microstructur i 

calculated. When the beam is scanned in a grid across a polycrystalIine sample and the 

crystal orientation measured at each point, the resulting map reveals the constituent 

grain morphology, orientations and the location of boundaries etc on the specimen' 
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surface. Also from these data, the preferred crystal orientations (microtexture) present in 

the material can be quantified. 

Depending on the material, the sample preparation for EBSD analysis varies. In 

general it consists ofa combination of mechanical grinding using silicon carbide papers 

or equivalent, mechanical polishing using diamond paste on the appropriate pads and a 

mechanica1lchemical polish using colloidal silica. Additional electro-polishing may be 

required for some samples in order to obtain a good diffraction pattern for EBSD 

analysis. The surface of sample must be smooth and free of dust or scratches. 

The principal components of an EBSD system (Figure 4.2) which was taken 

from Oxford Instruments are shown below 65): 

• Sample is tilted at 70° from the horizontal. 

• A phosphor screen which is fluoresced by electrons from the sample to form the 

diffraction pattern. 

• A sensitive charge coupled device (CCD) video camera for viewing the 

diffraction pattern on the phosphor screen. 

• A vacuum interface for mounting the phosphor and camera in an SEM port. The 

camera monitors the phosphor through a lead glass screen in the interface and 

the phosphor can be retracted to the edge of the SEM chamber when not in use. 

• Electronic hardware that controls the SEM, including the beam position, stage, 

focus, and magnification. 

• A computer to control EBSD experiments, analyse the diffraction pattern and 

process and display the results. 

• An optional electron detector mounted below the phosphor screen for electrons 

scattered in the forward direction from the sample. 
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ltag. 
control 

Figure 4.2 Components of an EBSD system 54). 

comput.r 

The reason behind tilting the sample is to decrease the path length of the 

electrons which have been backscatted by lattice planes as they enter the sample 

therefore allowing a far greater amount of electrons to undergo diffraction and break out 

from the sample before being absorbed and thus improving the pattern contrast. When 

the sample is flat (e.g. conventional SEM), the path length is longer therefore absorption 

of the backscattered electrons is too great to produce detectable diffraction however 

,tilting beyond about 800 causes unnecessary anisotropy of the sampled volume and 

distortion of the uncorrected image. 

The principal features by which the diffraction patterns are formed are described below 

66). 

• The electrons strike the specimen, and within the pattern source point (PSP) 66) 

they are inelastically scattered, losing small amount of their energy 

(approximately 1%). 

• These scattering events generate electrons travelling in all possible directions in 

a small volume which is effectively a point source. 
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• Electrons that satisfy the Bragg diffraction condition* for a particular plane are 

channelled differently to the other electrons - thus producing a change in 

intensity. 

• For each crystallographic plane, these diffracted electrons form sets of paired 

large angle cones where they form a fluorescent pattern on the phosphor screen 

on the front of the detector. Regions of better electron intensity between the 

cones produce the characteristic Kikuchi bands of the electron backscatter 

diffraction pattern as shown in Figure 4.3. 

Electrons 

Braggangle 

~ 
Diffracting 
crystal planes (hkl) 

Projecti on of (hkl) 
plane onto scree 

Phosphor 
screen 

~ 

Crystal direction [uvw] 

! (hkJ) 
Kikuchi 
band 

Figure 4.3 shows schematically how features in the diffraction panern are related to the crystal structure. 

The electron backscatter pattern (EBSP) consists of many intersecting Kikuchi 

bands shown as highlighted strips, brighter than the background, bounded by two edges. 

This is shown schematically in Figure 4.4. 

Figure 4.4 Intersecti ng Kikuchi bands shown as high li ghted strips 65). 

* Diffraction occurs according to Bragg's law which states : 

I) The lanice plane Ilk! diffracts ifit is in a reflection position between incident and diffracted X-ray. 

2) Lanice planes with a spacing dhkl obey the law; 

2dhkl sinB = ,,), 

Where n is an integer determined by the order of difTraction, A is the wavelength of the X-ray, dhkl is the spacing 

between Ule planes in the atomic lattice, and () is the angle bctween the incident ray and the scanering planes. 
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4.1.1.1.1 Background removal 

In general the contrast of the Kikuchi bands of the initial image is weak. In order 

to improve this visibility of the Kikuchi bands, the background intensity can be 

removed. This is done by subtraction or division of the image of the background from 

the original pattern. Note that the background is measured over a relatively large area on 

the specimen at a low magnification. This is shown schematically in Figure 4.5. 

c) 

Figure 4.5 a) Background b) Origi nal pattern c) Background subtraction 65) . 

The subtraction of the background is then followed by indexing the Kikuchi 

bands using Miller indices of the diffracting crystal plane which has generated them. 

Each point on the phosphor screen corresponds to the intersection of a crystal direction 

with the screen. In particular, the intersections of the Kikuchi bands correspond to the 

intersection of zone axes in the crystal with the phosphor screen. These points can be 

labelled by the crystal direction for the zone axis. The indexing of the diffraction pattern 

is shown in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6 Kikuchi bands are labelled with the Miller indices of the crystal planes that generated them (red). The 

planes project onto the screen at the centre of the bands. Kikuchi band intersections are labelled with crystal direction 

that meets the screen at this point (white). This direction is the zone axis of the planes corresponding to the 

. .. h ' b d 65) IntersectIng Klkuc I an s . 

As an example, a nickel crystal unit cell has been placed over on the diffraction 

pattern in the orientation which generates this pattern. The crystal plane are labelled 

which correspond to the (2-20) and (020) Kikuchi bands in the diffraction pattern. This 

is shown in Figure 4.7 65). 

Figure 4.7 ickel crystal unit ceJl being placed over on the diflTaction pattern in the orientation which generates this 

65) 
pattern . 

4.1.1.1.2 A utomated indexing and orientation measurement 

The crystal orientation is calculated from the Kikuchi band po it ions by the 

computer processing the digitised diffraction pattern collected by the CCD camera. Th 

Kikuchi band positions are found by calculating the average intensity along lines 

inclined at an angle () and displaced from the centre of the image by p using the Hough 

transform (Figure 4.8). 
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Figure 4.8 The Hough Transform transforms lines into points in Hough space 65). 

The transformation between the coordinates (x, y) of the diffraction pattern and 

the coordinates (p, 8) of Hough space is given by Equation 4.2. 

p = x cos 8+ y sin 8 (4.1 ) 

Based on Hough space a straight line is characterised by p, the perpendicular 

distance from the origin and 8 the angle made with the x-axis and so is represented by a 

single point (p, 8) in Hough space. Figure 4.9 illustrates schematically the principals 

behind finding the position of the Kikuchi bands in the diffraction pattern using the 

Hough transform 
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Figure 4.9 a) Diffraction panern collected from germanium at 20kY accelerating voltage, b) The Hough transform 

of this diffraction panem, c) The peaks in the Hough transform identified and coloured, d) The lines in the original 

diffraction panern corresponding to the peaks found in the Hough transfonll and coloured simi larly, e) The indexed 

d 'ffr' 65) 
I actIOn pattern . 

4.1.1.1.3 Parameters/or EBSD analyses 

One of the major factors affecting the EBSD run is the time and quality of the 

patterns produced for mapping. Time taken to index a Kikuchi pattern can be effected 

by number of parameters. 

tep size is an important variable since it obtains sufficient amount information 

on the desired area. By decreasing the step size the accuracy is increased, but this 

increases the run time to a great extent. However by increasing the step sizes, there is an 

increased chance that microstructural features such as grain boundaries will be 

misplaced. 

Frame average is the average of the numbers of frames taken to produce the 

pattern for that particular area. In general increasing the number of frames increases the 

clarity of the pattern, but this al 0 increases the run time. The background pattern (taken 
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prior to the run) is subtracted from this averaged frame and the diffraction pattern is 

then indexed and saved using the software 66) . 

Timing per a frame is the time used to obtain a frame . Insufficient signal in the 

image (too dark) is the results of time per frame being too low, while if the time is set 

too high, then part of the image will be over-saturated forming a white area 66) . These 

are shown in Figure 4.10. 

a) b) c) 

Figure 4.10 Example of time per a frame being a) to low b) good c) to high 66). 

Other important factor which effects the time considerably is the camera 

binning. The digital camera allows users to adjust the quality of diffraction pattern in 

order to suit each particular analysis. The camera has a high resolution which allows the 

acquisition of good quality EBSPs. However, by binning (clustering groups of pixels 

together), it is possible to collect different resolution EBSPs at different speeds. Figure 

4.11 shown as an example. 

None 2x2 4x4 8x8 

Figure 4.11 different binning levels on a small part of an EBSP 66). 

When analysing the texture if accuracy IS more important than speed for 

example phase identification, 2x2 Regular EBSD analyses is used. Whereas if slight 

loss in accuracy is not an issue for example large texture analyses, 8x8 High speed 

analyses can be used 66). 
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4.1.2 Methods o/representation o/texture 

• Pole figures: are graphical representations of the strength of orientation 

distribution of crystallographic lattice planes or directions on a stereographic projection 

with respect to the coordinate system of a sample. Pole figures represent the orientation 

of the crystal coordinate system in the sample coordinate system. The co lours and 

contour lines applied to each pole figure illustrate the strength of the texture as the 

number of magnitude random occurs. Pole figures for hexagonal materials are normally 

presented in three {000 1}, {lO-IO} and {11-20} planes. An example of the construction 

of a pole figure is shown in Figure 4.12 63, 66). 

RD RD 

TO 

RD 

~?D 
~1 o 

N·D TO 

Idl projtctl .. pion, 

Figure 4.12 TIlustrating a) projection sphere and reference direction, b) projection of poles for a single 

grain, c) projection of poles from textured grains d) pole density di stribution and e) contour map of pole 

d 
. 63) 

en SI ty . 

• Inverse pole figures: Unlike pole figures (representing the orientation of the 

crystal coordinate system in the sample co-ordinate system) the orientation of the 

sample coordinate system can be projected into the crystal co-ordinate system. This 

representation is called the inverse pole figure (IPF). This system although being the 
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simplest way of showing the texture in a material has one key disadvantage. It only 

shows the orientation of one reference axis but rotations about this axis are ignored. 

Typically for cubic phases, red, green, and blue are assigned to grains whose < 100>, 

< 110> and < 111 > axes, respectively, are parallel to the projection direction of the IPF 

(typically the surface-normal direction). For hexagonal phases however, full red, green, 

and blue are assigned to grains whose <0001 >, <-12-10> <01-11 > axes respectively, 

are parallel to the projection direction of the IPF. Orientations in the middle are 

coloured by an RGB mixture of the primary components. The colour scheme in IPF 

colourings for cubic face is shown in Figure 4.13 54, 67). 

Figure 4.13 Legends illustrating the colour schemes in lPF colouring 67). 

• Euler angles: The Euler angles refer to three rotations which are used to 

describe the sample orientation relative to the crystal or vice-versa. This involves 

rotating one of the coordinate systems about various axes until it comes into 

coincidence with the other. There are different possibilities concerning the selection of 

the axes and the order of which they function. The most commonly used rotations for 

expressing Euler angles and that which is also used by the ChannelS EBSD software is 

called the Bunge rotation. The three Euler angles <PI'~ ' <P2 represent the following 

rotations are shown schematically in Figure 4.14: 

1) A rotation of <PI about the z-axis followed by, 

2) A rotation of ~ about the rotated x-axis followed by, 

3) A rotation of <P2 about the rotated z-axis. 
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Figure 4.14 Euler angle rotations according to Bunge's convention 66) . 

In order to show the three rotations in a simple arrangement, by setting <P2 to 

zero, it is possible to demonstrate the effects of <P I and ~ . The following schematic 

(Figure 4.15) shows a silicon unit cell (Si atoms shown as black circles) being rotated. 

~1 
0° 15° 45° 90° 

0
0 i·:·! isS 121 I!I!l I3l • • , ... • • •• 

15° ~§ ~ ~ I!I!l /:!;f •• • 

30° • ·a Z cD S3 ~ ® ® ~ 
45" ffi3 ~ ® $I -$- x.-ly 

Specimen 
axes 

Figure 4.15 The efTects of <PI and $ Euler angles on a silicon unit sell (<P2 is set to zero) 66). 

When using Euler angles to describe metalworking textures, it is common to 

relate the sample coordinate system X, Y, and Z to directions defined by the forming 

process such as rolling direction (RD), Transverse direction (TD), Extru ion direction 

(ED) and normal direction CND) 54, 66) . 

In Euler colouring maps, each pixel is a combination of the 3 colours depending 

on the magnitude of each Euler angle seen in Figure 4.16. 

All Euler Ti·Hex 
~~~--------------------------------------~ 

~Ier 1 :0"'1" b"2b-:l"'b4b"5"5b-8b"'7"'b "sh-Qb~1 O;:,0= tl:;0==id1 ='0 =1:1:;::'0=1:;:::"" 4al"'~'O 180 110 

l:uler 2 :0 10 20 30 40 60 80 70 QC 00 100 110 120 130 140 160 160 170 

~Ier 3:0 6 10 16 20 26 30 36 '10 '16 60 66 

Figure 4.16 Legends illustrating the colour schemes in Euler colouring 66) . 
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Unlike IPF in Euler colouring all the information about a particular 

crystallographic direction is shown. But because of the way that Euler angles are 

defined they can generate two completely different colour for two close orientation e.g. 

two neighbouring grains having 179.50 and 0.50 degree of miss-orientation will have 

completely different colouring despite being only a degree missorientated. Thus care 

must be taken in interpreting results. 

• Orientation distribution function (OD F): the projection of a three dimensional 

orientation distribution onto a two dimensional projection plane makes it difficult to 

define the complete orientation of the crystals orientation, therefore the calculated pole 

figure from a three dimensional orientation (texture for example), might result in 

reduced accuracy (Pole figures are sufficient for simple textures consisting only a small 

number of orientation e.g. texture of single crystals or the cube texture in recrystallised 

aluminium or copper). Also most experimentally obtained pole figures from X-rays are 

incomplete pole figures, which means the entire pole figure range has not been 

recorded. This further reduces the texture information available in such pole figures. To 

overcome these uncertainties and therefore to permit a quantitive evaluation of the 

texture, it is necessary to describe the orientation density of grains in a polycrystal using 

ODF 54). 

The ODF is a four dimensional object and is a method of representing preferred 

orientations for materials, the four dimensions being the three Euler angles (The three 

Euler angles are used to form a three dimensional coordinate system) and a density 

value corresponding to how strongly a particular orientation appears. This strength is 

expressed as a ratio to that expected for a completely random distribution of orientations 

66). 

Figure 4.17 shows a general case of triclinic crystal symmetry and no sample 

symmetry. The Euler angles are defined in range of 00 ~ <PI, <P2~ 3600 and 00 ~ ~ ~ 1800 

which in turn defines the maximum size of the Euler angle space, the so called 

asymmetric unit. 
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360·~------~--------~ 

9 220· 

Figure 4.17 Representation of orientation in a three -<limensional orientation space defined by the Euler angles. Each 

orientation g correspond to a point in the Euler space whose coordinate are given by the three Euler angles <Ph $, <P2 

describing the orientation (Bunge's convention) 54). 

A representation of an ODF in a three dimensional space is shown in Figure 4.18 

a) . This type of representation is not generally suitable for publication on the printed 

page. Therefore, it is common practice to represent ODFs in the form of sections 

through the orientation space. The intensity distribution in the individual sections can be 

displayed by different colours, different gray values or most commonly by contour 

lines. This is shown in Figure 4.l8 b) 54) . 

CI1=2 z CI1~3O" 
I Z 

cp=500 cp ...s~ 

:::==~ ----~-

I CIIz~ %=const 
S° --------
11 

Figure 4.18 a) An ODF in a three dimensional space b) same texture as in (a) plotted using contour lines in <1'2 

section (L'l.<p2=5°) through the Euler space 54). 
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• Orientation maps: Orientation maps are used in order to express the basic 

characters of the material's microstructure in 2D (grain size, shape, overall preferred 

orientation and etc.) . Using Orientation Imaging Microscopy (OIM), regions with the 

same Euler angles can be mapped using the same colour (Figure 4.19) showing 

correspondence with the microstructure in the region and thus distinguishing regions of 

different orientations 63). 

Crystal orientation, colour 
~pecimen axes 

<1>1 = 1 

Figure 4.19 A simple illustration of Orientation lmagi ng Microscopy (OIM) in Euler colouring 66) . 

4.1.3 Texture in Titanium alloys 

Titanium alloys can have a pronounced ani otropy of propelties, which can be 

directly related to the inherent anisotropy of the hexagonal crystal structure of u. These 

crystallographic textures develop during olidification and deformation and can be 
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further pronounced by a subsequent recrystallisation and/or annealing. rystallographic 

textures also normally depend on the degree, the mode and the temperature of 

deformation. Generally the intensity of the texture is directly affected by the 

deformation degree, i.e. the total strain imposed on the material and strain path history. 

Figure 4.20 shows the influence of temperature and deformation on (0001) pole 

figures in a basic deformation mode (upset forging). 

Figure 4.20 Influence of forging on texture ofTi 6-4 during di fferent temperature periods 9). 

Within the a+p Ti 6AI-4V a1Joy, four temperature regions can be distinguished. 

At temperatures below 9000 C, where the structure is predominately hcp, a basal t xture 

perpendicular to the compression direction is developed. At this point the vo lume 

fraction of a is much higher compared to p therefore material deforms like a single a 

phase with a hcp structure. Between 900 and 9300 C, the vo 1ume fraction of a and p is 
generally the same therefore no preferential texture is observed (independent of 

deformation mode). 

If EBSD is used however, both a and p texture should be visible. If an equal 

volume of a and P is present, when strain is applied, the majority of the strain is 

accommodated by the softer cubic phase therefore resulting in a larger deformation in 

the P phase. By having deformation in the ~ phase, on cooling ~ transforms by the 

Burgers orientation relationship (Section 4.1.3.1) to a s therefore resulting in a strong a s 

texture at the edge and a very defined a texture at the centre of the pole figure. 

Just below P transus temperature, there is a high volume fraction of ~. At this 

temperature a very strong ~ texture is generated meaning a commensurate a texture in a 

should be seen. If the the p grain has a very strong texture then a very strong texture in 

the a s will subsequently be noted due to the Burgers orientation relationship. Therefore 
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due to the large volume of p texture, a reflection of the p t xture in th Cls hould be 

seen. Above p transus temperatures structure consists entirely of !3 phase, howev r 

within the pole figure observed in Figure 4.20, in addition to the outer ring een at 

temperatures just below transus a second inner ring is noted. The outer ring positioned 

at the edge must be Cls (because there is such little Clp) as was seen at temp rature ju t 

below transus due to the volume consisting of virtually all p. The exi tenc of the 

second inner ring seen at temperatures above p transu is not understood a , at thi 

point, the volume consists entirely ofp. The exi tence ofth second ring may, however 

be due to the growth of certain p grains at the expense of the others which, when they 

transform, create this texture 9) . 

4.1.3.1 Orientation relationships between a and fJ phases 

During transformation from P to Cl or Cl to P titanium exhibits a p cial 

orientation relationship between the two phases known as the Burger relation hip. Th 

Burgers orientation relationship is the major orientation relationship between the Cl and 

the P phases, in which the basal plane (0 0 0 l)a is parall I to the (1 1 O)p and the 

[11"20Ja direction is parallel to the [1 T 1]P direction 6 , 69) . Burgers relation hip i 

generally shown as: 

(11 O)p 11 (OOOl)a 

[1 T I JP 11 [11 '20Ja 

The Burgers orientation relationship is show diagrammatically in Figure 4.21 

Figure 4.21 nlustralion of mechanism proposed by Burgers for trans fonnation ofbcc lattice to hcp lattice 70) . 
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According to the Burgers relationship during ~ --+ a transformation the 

individual ~ grains can potentially transform into 12 daughter variants (6 planes with 2 

directions) of the a phase. Also each (0001) plane ofa phase can be parallel to one of 

six (110) planes in ~ phase when a~~ 71.72). 

4.1.3.2 Variant selection 

In most diffusional phase transformation and precipitation processes, nucleation 

of the product phase occurs heterogeneously at some preferential nucleation sites in the 

matrix such as a grain boundary, dislocation etc. As mentioned previously, the 

refinement of grain size is the most efficient method of obtaining metallic materials 

with high strength and high toughness. The introduction of lattice defects into the 

matrix by thermomechanical processing increases such nucleation sites and 

subsequently raises the nucleation rate of the product phase. This product phase 

maintains coherency with its matrix phase as much as possible to reduce the activation 

energy for the nucleation. Under such a situation, a specific, rational orientation 

relationship is held between the two phases. When the crystal structure is dissimilar 

between these phases, there are a number of equivalent orientations of the product phase 

for a given orientation relationship, which are called variants. 

Figure 4.22 a) schematically shows the situation in which the formation of the 

variant occurs randomly and adjacent nuclei are of different variants. In this situation, 

each nucleus becomes a grain after the growth and coalescence and a fine grain 

structure is formed. In the heterogeneous nucleation on lattice defects, however, the 

variant formation of the product phase is extremely restricted by the nature of the 

defects. Figure 4.22 b) schematically shows that the variants formed are severely 

selected in local areas. Even though the nucleation rate is high, the number of variants 

formed within a matrix grain is reduced. When neighbouring nuclei with the same 

variant are coalesced, they emerge to one large grain, resulting in a coarse grain 

structure 73). 
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(a) matrix product 

(b ) 

Figure 4.22 Microstructure development by di ffusional phase transformation : a) with no vari ant selection and b) 

with severe variant selection which occurs locally 73) . 

Due to variant selection some orientation variants are preferentially selected 

during a ----. ~ ----. a phase transformation in titanium 72) . For example, it has been 

reported that hot rolling above ~ transus and heavy cold rolling before ~ annealing in 

titanium alloys leads to variant selection during p----. a 7 1). Some other work done on Ti 

6-2-4-6 states that there is a tendency for a prior PIP grain boundary to have a product 

on either side with close alignment of their (0001) poles. Also other authors have shown 

variant selection is the result of preferential nucleation of certain a orientation betwe n 

P grains having nearly parallel (110) planes 72, 74) . 

4.1.4 Dwellfatigue 

During service, compressor disks are under severe operating conditions due to 

high cyclic loads. Conditions such as fatigue, creep oxidation and corrosion are 

important factors in determining the life of the component. Resistance to fatigue crack 

initiation for titanium alloys is generally reduced as the microstructure coarsens 75) . 

Dwell fatigue is of particular importance to aeroengine components, as 

maximum stresses may be ustained over lengthy periods. Dwell fatigue life is much 

shorter than for simple sinusoidal cyclic loading when a particular maximum stress, or 

stress intensity factor is reached (Figure 4.23) 75). 
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Figure 4.23 effect of dwell fatigue loading on titanium alloys 75). 

Dwell fatigue was first recognised in late 1972 due to an unexpected failure of 

two titanium alloy fan disks in Rolls-Royce RB211 engines. The fan disks were 

manufactured from the near a alloy IMI 685. These disks had passed all the fatigue 

criteria of that era. Therefore the early service failures were indicative that additional 

factors were affecting the fatigue response. This was soon fo Howed by an agreement 

that fatigue in titanium alloys at ambient temperatures could no longer be described by 

simple load on/load off cycles 76) . 

Figure 4.24 shows a typical flight operation, broken down in simplistic terms 

into a sequence comprising take off, cruise and landing. It can be observed that the 

stress cycle cannot be modelled as single low cycle fatigue (LCF) and the relatively 

long term hold or "dwell" at high mean stress during the cruise stage must be 

considered. 

As a reaction to the above events, the IMI 685 disks were replaced with a finer 

grained variant Ti 6AI-4V due to the fact that this alloy had already gathered significant 
. . 76) 

servIce expenence . 
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fa ure 
slip band 

Figure 4.25 The Stroh model for planar slip 76) 

An example of faceted initiation in support of the above model is shown in 

Figure 4.26 for a relatively coarse grained alloy TIMETAL® 685 tested under torsional 

fatigue loading. The metallographic section is shown through the grain containing the 

facet (inclined to the left hand side). Evidence of the original shear deformation that 

preceded the facet formation is included in the right hand neighbouring grain. The 

principal tensile stress axis is inclined at 45 degrees and is therefore perpendicular to the 

facet. The weak grain has undergone slip on a plane of maximum shear. Secondary 

cracking has been caused by the complexity of the stress state as the pile-up intersects 

the grain boundary. Discrete electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) measurements 

evaluating the crystallographic orientation of the two individual grains confirms that the 

slip and facet planes both have near basal orientations 81) . 

1 mm 
Figure 4.26 Vertical section taken through facets developed under cyclic torsion LCF in TlMETAL® 685 81

). 
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Figure 4.27 illustrates the room temperature low cycle fatigue (LCF) data from 

the alloys TIMET AL® 685, 829 and 834 together with Ti 6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo. A 

normalised applied stress criterion is used to account for different strengths between the 

alloys (applied stress divided by the respective ultimate tensile stress for the specific 

alloys). Results are plotted against cycles to failure. Of all the different alloys, Ti 6AI-

2Sn-4Zr-6Mo clearly shows the optimum performance under dwell loading conditions 

(again two minute dwell at peak stress) in comparison to the cyclic performance of 

other alloys. This has been achieved as a result of careful processing above the p 
transus temperature to guarantee a randomly orientated, fairly fine scale microstructure 

(i.e. the microstructure is fully transformed) 81). 
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Figure 4.27 Combined LCF data for the alloys TIMETAL® 685, 829 and 834 together with Ti 6_2-4_6
81

). 

In addition several different authors 5, 82, 83, 84) have reported that the poor 

performance of TIMET AL® 834 billet under dwell loading conditions are due to 

regions of similar orientated Clp grains. The EBSD map done by Germain et al. 5) is a 

good example (Figure 4.28). The large EBSD map was acquired in the longitudinal 

plane using a step size of 151lm. Red colour represents the basal planes (0001) having 

their c-axis aligned with the billet axis. In the OIM shown in Figure 4.28 band-like 

regions with sharp local textures, commonly called macrozones, can clearly be 

revealed. 
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Figure 4.28 Low magnification lPF map of the reference sample revealing sharp texture heterogeneiti es 5) . 

Macrozones are the result of a pronounced variant selection mechanism, often 

reported after severe deformation in p. As mentioned before, the coarse up lamellae i 

the result of p -. u phase transformation after primary ingot breakdown in p. It is very 

likely that upon cooling large sets of a variants with close orientations have been 

generated therefore these sets of similarly oriented lamellae subsequently undergo 

heavy deformation at high temperature, each accommodating the strain In 

approximately the same way. This maintains or strengthens variations in local t xtures 

and causes the formation of macrozones 5,85) . 

Macrozones are important parameters when it comes to fatigue. Fatigue cracks 

are initiated on the basal plane or prismatic plane (if basal slip is difficult). Therefore in 

macrozones where basal or prismatic slip is easy, many adjacent tiny cracks (which 

have the size of the primary up grains) can appear over the entire macrozone. Thi 

contributes to the crack growth over the whole macrozone 86) . In order to improv the 

fatigue life of the components either the orientation of the macro zones should be 

modified or the size of the macro zones could be reduced to ensure that slip is difficult 

and to reduce the initial flaw size respectively. This could signi ficantly improve the 

fatigue life of various titanium alloys in which the existence of macrozones is expected 

86) 

Bache et al. 87) used EBSD to investigate the orientation of fracture facets of 

IMI685 and IMI834 (TIMET AL® 834) produced by fatigue failures generated in the 

laboratory. Figure 4.29 shows these facets at the initiation site in TIMET AL® 834. 

EBSD analysis was then carried out on the facets resulted in the observation of a near

basal orientation of the facet. This is shown in Figure 4.29 using IPF colouring. 
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a) b) 

Figure 4.29 [1\ustrates a) Facets at the initiation site in Timetal 834 and b) inverse pole fi gure for EBSD 

measurements taken of the fracture site facets 87). 

4.1.5 Summary 

Within this section the background information regarding the crystallographic 

texture in titanium alloys and the techniques used in the measurement of texture was 

provided. 

The next section contains experimental work which will investigate the texture 

evolution of the a+p TIMETAL® 6-2-4-6 during billet manufacture. Textures will be 

analysed in longitudinal slices at different parts of the billet. The aim of this 

experimental section is to find out if any texture variation within the billet cross-section 

can be related back to deformation history during breakdown from the V AR ingot. 

4.2 Experimental work 

In Chapter 3, the size and shape distribution of spheroidised a within the cross 

section of a billet of the a+p alloy TIMET AL® 6-2-4-6 under conditions applicable to 

the manufacture of billet materials via hot working was investigated. Interestingly, the 

results suggested that the large variation in strain experienced by the different locations 

within the cross section of the billet has not influenced, in any significance, the general 

morphology ofthe microstructure. 

This Chapter investigates the texture evolution of the a+p alloy TlMETAL® 

6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo under conditions applicable to the manufacture of billet materials. 

This investigation is necessary in order to determine whether any texture variation 

within the billet cross-section can be related back to its deformation history ofthe billet. 
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Note that the samples used for texture investigation are the same samples used in 

the previous chapter for the microstructural analysis. Here samples were polished again 

but this time with colloidal silica (silco) and 10% hydrogen peroxide mix. This was to 

prevent etching from the silco. 

The local texture of the billet was then investigated using the EBSD technique. 

As described before, EBSD is an orientation imaging microscopy (OIM) where the data 

is saved as a series of mapped orientations in a grid determined by the step size. For 

analysing large surfaces, maps are taken individually and stitched together. EBSD 

analysis was carried out on a Sirion FEGSEM equipped with Channel 5 software, 

operating at 15 KV. One of the major factors when using the FEGSEM is the time and 

quality of the patterns produced for mapping. The Parameters used for EBSD pattern 

acquisition in this investigation are given in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Parameters used in the Sirion FEGSEM 

EBSD Parameters for the FEI Sirion Values Used 

Magnification 200-400X 

Beam spot size 3-4 

Beam voltage 15KV 

No. of background frames 64 

No. of averaged frames 4-8 

Timing per frame IOms 

Step size 0.3J.lm-3J.lm 

Mapping Rate 0.8-1.2 S-l 

Camera binning 4x4 or 8x8 

4.2.1 Billet co-ordinate system 

The billet macroscopic coordinate system used for the texture analysis is the 

same as that for microstructural analysis as shown in Figure 3.9 in Chapter 3 (Z: 

longitudinal axis of the billet, RI and R2: two orthogonal marks that were placed on the 

billet when having a rectangular cross section). The reference directions used by 

ChannelS software is shown in Figure 4.30. Note that in order to present and analyse 
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the data based on the billet macroscopic co-ordinate system (i.e. perpendicular to the 

longitudinal axis ofthe billet Z), the reference directions must be edited. 

Zm 

Xl 

Figure 4.30 A schematic of vi rtual chamber with the major re rerence axes illustra ted. 

Figure 4.31 describes the billet and sample co-ordinate system in green and blue 

respectively. This figure demonstrates that the co-ordinates of sample S 1 (X, Y, Z) are 

parallel to Rl , Z and R2 respectively of the billet's co-ordinate system while the co

ordinates of sample 4 eX, Y, Z) are parallel to R2, Z and RI respectively. 

Figure 4.3\ Billet and samples coordinate system in green and blue respectively. 
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4.3 Results and discussions 

4.3.1 Small billet 

Large EBSD maps were acquired with a step size of 3 f.lm on the reference 

samples (samples SI edge, SI centre, S4 edge and S4 centre). Figures 4.32 to 4.35 

present the texture of samples Sledge, SI centre, S4 edge and S4 centre in Euler and 

IPF colouring with their corresponding pole figures. One can clearly observe band like 

regions, with significantly different colours, elongated over a few hundreds of f.lm. 

Note that within the pole figures the axes of projection sphere are aligned with 

the axes of the billet and the colours display the strength of the texture as the number of 

magnitude random occurrence. 
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d) 

e) 

Figure 4.32 Crysta l orientation map for sam ple S I edge . a) Eu ler colouring b) IPF colouring c) alpha phase only d) beta phase only and e) alpha t) beta phase pole fi gure from Sample S I edge. 
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z 

Figure 4.33 Crystal orientation map for sample S I centre. a) Euler colouring b) IPF colouring c) alpha phase only d) beta phase only and e) alpha f) beta phase pole figure from Sample S I 

centre. 
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Figure 4.34 Crystal orientation map for sample S4 edge. a) Euler colouring b) IPF colouring c) alpha phase only d) beta phase only and e) alpha f) beta phase pole fi gure from Sample S4 edge. 
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c) 

Figure 4.35 Crysta l orientation map for sample S4 centre. a) Euler colouring b) [PF colouring c) alpha phase only d) beta phase only and c) alpha f) beta phase pole fi gure from Sample S4 

centre. 
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Macrozones, are clearly revealed in all the OIMs in Figures 4.32 to 4.35. These 

macrozones are all aligned along the longitudinal axis of the billet, Z and stretched out 

over a few hundreds of flm. Each region presents a main texture component, differ nt 

from the adjacent regions. The OIM from the tested samples showed that the billet 

contained macro zones at all these locations. Figure 4.36 is shown as an example as to 

how a randomly chosen macrozone consists ofa sharp local texture. 

Figure 4.36 O LM map in lPF colouring revealing sharp local textures with their corresponding pole fi gures. 

Macrozones were observed and analysed in details by Germain et a1. 5, 88) in hot 

deformed near a titanium alloy IMI 834. The microtextures of the ap grains, the a 

inherited colonies and the parent P phase for each macro zone were determined and th ir 

contribution to the local texture sharpness discussed. Germain et a1. 5) defined 

microzones initially as a group of a p grains oriented around a single texture component 

with about 20° spread and demonstrated that although a p grains represent only 30% of 

the volume, they significantly contribute to the sharp texture of a macrozone. They then 

studied as and determined that although as texture components are significantly different 

from one zone to the other, they match the corresponding main a p orientation. The 

authors then determined that the sharp local texture of a macrozone is the result of the 

overlapping of an ap single component and a main as texture component. In their 

research, Germain et a!. 5) also discovered that groups of P grains in the same vicinity 

can locally share close orientations. These P grains are either adjacent or separated by 

primary a p grains and form volumes known as clusters of different orientations and 

sizes. Within these clusters, some P grains with differing orientations were also 

observed. 
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By monitoring the pole figures from Figures 4.32 to 4.35 it can be noticed that 

the general billet texture is quite weak. Despite this, there are some noticeable 

differences in the texture when moving from the edge towards the centre of the billet. 

The samples appear to follow a symmetric pattem. This can mainly be due to the 

forging process of the billet from the primary/original ingot (Billet wa forg d from a 

rectangular cross-section to a circular cross-section). This symmetric pattern can b 

observed more clearly at the centre of the billet (Figures 4.33 and 4.35). 

The corresponding orientation maps for the ~ phase of ampl I centre i 

displayed in Figure 4.37(a grains are not represented). It can be noticed that there are 

only three clearly different oriented ~ within th is region (With one orientation the 

strongest), elongated perpendicular to Z and approximately 45° to RI which again 

confirms the result of the process history on the texture of the billet. These ~ 

macrozones are the remaining trace of initially large prior p grains. 

_ _ _____________ 50001-1
01 

a) 

b) 

c) 

Figure 4.37 a, b, c) The only three existi ng beta crystal orientation map for sample SI ccntrc in Eul er colouring. 

As mentioned before, IPF colouring does not describe the texture completely 

because it only shows the orientation of one reference axis. In order to truly d scribe the 

nature of the texture the orientation of two reference axes would be required. Therefore 

in order to confirm the result, texture was represented in terms of its ODF. This str ngth 

was expressed as a ratio to that expected for an entirely random distribution of 

orientations 67). 

Figures 4.38 and 4.39 show a) the 3D vIew of the orientation distribution 

function coefficient showing the strongest texture on the ~ -<P2 plane and elongated 

parallel to the <P I Euler angle, b) the strongest texture on ~-<P I cross section, which is a 
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single slice along the length of the cuboids and c) the density profiles of a chosen slice 

at both the edge and centre of samples SI and S4. 

The complete ODF of the samples plotted in sections through the three 

dimensional Euler space is shown in Figures 4.40 and 4.41. Each contour line is 

representative of an additional multiple of times random. It is important to note that the 

value of Gaussian distribution (spread of orientations around an ideal orientation) used 

is 5°. 

Although the general texture features are consistent throughout both edge and 

both centre samples, the results show a large variation in the intensity of the texture 

when comparing results from samples taken at the edge of the billet to those from the 

centre. Even though the process route inherently produces a non-uniform strain 

distribution from the surface to the centre, the texture at the centre is similar through 

each incremental 5° slice ofthe sample. 
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Figure 4.38 nIustrates the a) Orientation distribution function coefficient b) Q>-q>! parallel slice through ODF al q>2 = 

19° and q>2 = 25° for samples S I Centre and S4 Centre respectively c) the density profiles of a chosen slice. 
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Figure 4.39 nIustrated the a) Orientation distribution function coefficient b) ~-<ill parallel lice through ODF at <il2 = 

460 and <il2 = 10 for samples S I Edge and S4 Edge respectively c) the density profiles ofa chosen slice. 
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Figure 4.40 The complete ODF for a) Sample S I centre b) Sample S4 centre at incremental 5° slices. 
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Figure 4.41 The complete ODF for a) Sample S I edge b) Sample S4 edge at incremental 5° slices. 
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To this point, a (which i a mixture of a p and a s) and ~ phase w re m asured 

experimentally using EBSD (Figures 4.32 to 4.35). 

According to the Burgers orientation relation , the as orientation are inherit d 

from the parent ~ one, possibly with some variant selection 5, 8 >. Therefore using 

Burgers relations, a s texture was calculated from the existing ~ textur (using oftware 

written by Dr Brad Wynne). 

The software uses the existing ~ texture and creates an a pole figure which 

shows the texture with no variant selection. The exp cted results would thus give th a s 

pole figures of the experimental material only. But in some ca e , e pecially at the 

centre, the texture calculated from the ~ produced a s imilar texture as the tota l 

experimental a texture. This raised the question of th significance of th a p within the 

texture. Pole figures for the experimental and theoretical data are shown in Figures 4.42 

and 4.43. 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 4.42 Comparison of the experimental data (a, c) to the theoretica l (nol1 variant selection) data (b, d) for 

sample S I edge (a) and centre (c). 

Figure 4.43 Comparison of the experimental data (a, c) to the theoretical (non varian t selection) data (b, d) for 

sample S4 edge (a) and centre (c). 
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In order to validate such findings, further ana lysis at higher magnification were 

required. The higher magnification of the local map allows ea ier differentiation of 

individual up and Us orientations. The contribution of each type of grai n to thc harp 

local texture can therefore be estimated. 

An area of approximately 300mm2 on ample I centre and edge wa cann d 

using OIM. The OIM was obtained using a step size ofO.3flm. The OIM maps obtained 

from the scan are shown in Figures 4.44 and 4.45 for ample I centre and edge 

respectively. Figures 4.44a, b) and 4.45a, b) show the u and the ~ pha e in ul r and 

IPF colouring respectively. In Figures 4.44c) and 4.45c) the up and Us phase arc 

highlighted in IPF colours while in Figures 4.44d) and 4.45d), the ~ is also highlight d 

in IPF colours as shown in the legend. Finally in 4.44e) and 4.45e) the u and the ~ 

phases are shown in red and blue colours respectively. 
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Figure 4.44 Crystal orientation map for sample S I centre at higher magnifica tion (usi ng a stcp size ofO.3~m) . a) 

Euler colouring b) IPF colouring c) alpha phase only d) beta phase only e) Phase map (colour Red corresponds to thc 

alpha phase and colour blue represents the beta phase). 

d) 
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Figure 4.45 Crystal orientation map for sample S I edge at higher magnification (us ing a stcp size orO.3f.lm). a) Eu ler 

colouring b) lPF colouring c) alpha phase only d) beta phase only e) Phase map (colour Red corresponds to the alpha 

phase and colour blue represents the beta phase). 

Figures 4.44 and 4.45 demonstrate that as colonies are also strongly textured 

around the same texture component as the a p grains. The scale at which analysi of the 

texture is performed shows there is a close orientation among the ap grains and as 

colonies which contributes to the sharp local texture. This result is unexpected as the 

formation of each grain type results from entirely different mechanisms. As was hown 

by various researchers 5, 88) ap grains are formed by deformation and globularization of 

originally coarse a lamellae, in comparison to as colonies which are a direct product of 

the transformation of P phase, present during the last u+P treatment 5) . The similarity in 

up and Us orientation can be due to the orientation variant selection criteria, by which 

some orientations developed preferentially and others were suppressed during the phase 

transformation. 

Similar results were reported by Germain et al. in the analysis of TIMET AL 834 

samples. In order to determine and understand the formation of the Us texture, they 

reconstructed the parent ~ orientation map from the as 5) 

As mentioned previously, before any deformation at high temperatures the 

orientation relationship between the up grains and sunounding p phase follows the 

Burgers orientation relationship . It is only after deformation at high temperature which 

the crystal lattices of up and ~ grains starts to rotate. However fUI1her analysis by 

Germain et al. showed that the majority of the grains maintain their Burgers relations 

(or at least common crystallographic planes) . As a result, the p grains of a sharp 

textured up region, can change into as colonies with orientations close to those of the 
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surrounding ap grains even if they have different orientations. In addition this 

demonstrates that the inherited orientations were less numerous than Burger orientation 

relations allow and that colonies were preferentially selected during the transfo rmation 

5) 

In order to characterise such texture over larger and therefo re more 

representative surface, additional samples (edge and centre of both sample 2 and 3) 

were analysed from different locations of the billet (Figures 4.47 to 4.50). 

Note that in order to be able to compare the result with re pect to RI and R2 the 

sample's co-ordinate system must be rotated about the Y axis by 30° and 60° for 2 and 

S3 respectively. This is shown schematically in Figure 4.46. 

Figure 4.46 A schematic of virtual chamber being rotated 30° around Yaxis 

Large EBSD maps for samples S2 edge and centre (Figures 4.47 and 4.48) 

covering approximately an area of 6.5mm x I mm and 8.5mm x I mm respectively and 

for samples S3 edge and centre (Figures 4.49 and 4.50) covering approximately an ar a 

of7 .5mm x 0.8 mm and 8.5mm x 7.5mm respectively were acquired using a step size of 

31ltn. 
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c) 

e) 

f) 

Figure 4.47 Crystal orientation map for sample S2 edge. a) Euler colouring b) IPF colouring c) alpha phase only d) 

beta phase only and e) alpha and f) beta phase pole figure from Sample S2 edge. 
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b) 

d) 

e) 

1) 

Figure 4.48 Crystal orientation map for sample S2 centre. a) Euler colouring b) IPF colouring c) alpha phase only d) 

beta phase only and e) alpha and 1) beta phase pole figure from Sample S2 centre 
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a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

Figure 4.49 Crystal orientation map for sample S3 Edge. a) Euler colouring b) IPF colouring c) alpha phase only d) 

beta phase only and e) alpha and f) beta phase pole figure from Sample S3 Edge. 
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b) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

Figure 4.50 Crystal orientation map for sample S3 centre. a) Euler colouring b) JPF colouring c) alpha phase only d) 

beta phase only and e) alpha and I) beta phase pole figure from Sample S3 centre. 

The ODF coefficient for samples S2 and S3 showing the strongest texture on ~

q:>2 and ~-q:>l cross section, the density profiles of corresponding planes and the complete 

ODF through each incremental 5° slice are shown below (Figures 4.51 , 4.52 and Figures 

4.53,4.54). 
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Figures 4.51 nIustrates the a) Orientat ion distribution function coeffici ent b) ~-<jll parallel slice through ODF at <jl2 = 

26° and <jl2 == 50° for samples S2 Centre and S3 Centre respectively c) the density profil es of a chosen slice. 
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Figure 4.52 lllustrated the a) Orientation distribution function coefficient b) $-q>! parall el s lice through ODF at q>2 = 

60° and !j>2 = 48° for samples S2 Edge and S3 Edge respectively c) the density profiles of a chosen li ce. 
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Figure 4.53 The complete ODF for a) Sample S2 centre b) Sample S3 centre at incremental 5· slices, 
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Using software written by Dr Brad Wynne the a s texture for sample 2 and 3 

was calculated from their existing ~ texture. The results are shown in Figure 4.55 and 

4.56. 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

Figure 4.55 Comparison of the experimental data (a, c) with theoret ical (non variant selection) data (b, d) 

for sample S2 edge (a) and centre (c). 
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Figure 4.56 Comparison of the experimental data (a, c) with theoretical (non variant selection) data (b, d) for ample 

S3 edge (a) and centre (c). 

If no variant selection occurs, the pole distribution in the theoretical pole fi gur 

should be similar to that of the experimental ones. The comparison of the COIT ponding 

pole figures for samples S2 and S3 edge clearly shows that pole inten ities are not 
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similar. This clearly demonstrates the strong influence of the variant se lecti n 

mechanism on the local texture sharpness of the billet. 

The initial observation when comparing the exp rimental and th retical p le 

figures at the edge of the billet (samples S2 and 3 edge) would be that the texture are 

completely different. However, when the intensity contour bar of the experimental p le 

figure is adjusted and the resulting figure compared to that of th the retica l figure it 

can clearly be seen that the texture of as which has been produc d the r tic lIy i seen at 

a lower intensity in the background of the experimental pole fi gur (gre n c I llred 

areas). This demonstrates the strong influence of the variant election mechani m n the 

local texture sharpness of the billet at the edge. Figure 4.57 i shown a an example. 

a) 

b) 

Figure 4.57 Comparison of the a) experimental data with b) theoretical (non variant selection) data for ample S3 

edge. 

Based on the finding above, the initial observation would be that the diffi r nce 

between the theoretical po le figures and the experimental po le figures wou Id b the a p 

texture (po ints with higher intensity represent the texture of a p) . For exampl , th trong 

texture observed in sample S2 edge would be mainly due to the strong orientation of a p 

under the influence of an enormous variant selection mechanism. 
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However, from all the results above it is almost impossible to di tingui sh 

between the a p and a s. As shown in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.1, the volum fraction of a 

constitutes approximately 25-30% of the total billet volume. By examining the previou 

a phase OIM it can be seen that the total percentage a is much great r than 30% 

meaning a high percentage of a s exists within the macrozones. AI 0 , a previou Iy 

discussed, as colonies are direct products of the transformation of~ phase, therefor a B 
texture at the edge is very strong, a s may consequently be the stronge t t xture. 

Ideally, it is necessary to separate the ap and a s, however thi w u Id not be 

straightforward due to the fact they both have very similar orientation (Figures 4.44 

and 4.45) throughout the whole billet. It is therefore not possible to draw any fina l 

conclusion as to whether the strong texture within the pole figures is due to the ap or as. 

More detailed analysis was performed on the ~ macrozones for sampl 2 dge 

(Figure 4.47 d)). It is evident from the orientation map that there are only two major ~ 

orientations (highlighted in red and green). Two subsets were taken [Tom the OIM map 

in areas where the green and red colour orientation grains exist. The corresponding a 

and ~ phase pole figures were then plotted. The results are shown below in Figure 4.58 

and 4.59. 

a) 

b) 
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a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 4.58 Subset taken from the a) Crystal orientation map for sample S2 edge in Euler colouring .The 

corresponding b) alpha c) beta phase pole fi gure from Sample 2 edge. 

z 

Rl l'J=::=======4 

Figure 4.59 Subset taken from the a) Crystal orientation map for sample S2 edge in Euler colouring. The 

corresponding b) alpha c) beta phase pole figure from Sample S2 edge. 

It can clearly be seen that the pole figure shown in Figure 4.47 e) i the 

combination of two major orientations shown in Figures 4.58 and 4.59. The result 

shows that there is only a 21 degree rotation between the two a orientations in Figure 
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4.58 and 4.59 and the two ~ orientations in Figures 4.58 and 4.59, re ulting in p rrect 

Burgers relations. 

Figures 4.58 and 4.59 clearly demonstrate there is only one ori ntation within 

each pole figure therefore by taking a subset of the existing ~ textur and using software 

written by Dr Brad Wynne, it is possible to calculate as t xture (a xp tedfi'om the ~ 

grains). 

By observing Figures 4.60 a) and b) it can be seen that the the r tica l pole 

figures have peaks of equal orientation therefore no variant el ction ha occurred and 

perfect Burgers relationship exists. However when this i compared to th experim ntal 

pole figure it can be seen that the strong texture within the experim ntal p I fi gure i 

much more diffuse and differs in intensity. The greater spr ad within the tr ng t 

texture observed when analysing the experimental pole figure indicate a 

influence of the variant selection mechanism on the local texture sharpne 

sample and therefore suggests that the texture is dominated by a p. 

a) 

b) 
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c) 

d) 

Figure 4.60 Comparison of the experimental data (b, d) with their correspond ing theoreti cal (non va ri ant selection) 

data (a, c) respecti vely (for the subsets taken from sample 2 edge). 

Figures 4.60 c) and d) also demonstrate that intensity is much greater in the 

experimental pole figures than the theoretical po le figures. The majority of variant do 

exist, however, significantly more spread can be observed. Using Burger relation, it i 

not unusual to observe a variation of 2 to 3 degrees however the variation is much 

greater suggesting that the results must be due to up rather than Us. Unle a very larg 

high resolution map containing sufficient data is obta ined, however, it will never b 

possible to confidently state that the results are due to variant selection and that variants 

of a certain orientation are selected. 

The complete results from the EBSD analysis are presented in Figure 4.6 1. 

Each texture measurement is represented by an {000 1} and a {l OO} po le fi gure. The 

effects of the strains are apparent in the billet texture and can be expla ined by the 

forging history of the billet. A greater strain was imposed between the corners of the 

billet and subsequently about the billet axis a it was forged from a rectangular to a 

circular cross section (Figure 4.62). 
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Figure 4.6 \ mall billet texture results represented by an {ODD I} and a {lOO} polc fi gurc. 
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Figure 4.62 Shows the variation of billet cross-section in shape, changing from an initial rectangle to the round billet 

(small billet). 

On examining the billet in Figure 4.61 it can clearly be seen that there ar two 

separate deformation regimes located at the centre and edge of the billet. A pr viou ly 

de cribed, texture is the direct result of deformation hi tory 54). It is interesting to e 
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that although the stain being imposed on the billet is not spread equally, the texture 

arrangement is very similar for all locations at the centre of the billet. This however 

differs at the edge where the texture distribution is spread radially across the 

circumference of the billet being aligned with the compression direction. 

The similarity in texture at the centre may be due however to the p texture 

already existing in this location at the recrystallisation stage and the strain applied at 

[mal a+p stage not being sufficient to remove it. For these reasons therefore, this texture 

may have remained in the final billet. 

Similar analysis has been performed by Davies et al. 89). who examined the 

cross-section of a billet of TIMET AL® 834 using optical microscopy, neutron 

diffraction and EBSD. In contrast to the results above where texture at the edge of the 

sample was aligned with the compression direction, Davies et al. found the texture to be 

perpendicular to the compression direction. Their research demonstrated that there is 

increasingly a preferred rotational alignment of the fibre like {IO-IQ} planes about the 

billet axis from the centre towards the edge. In many positions in the billet, the direction 

of this preferred alignment was similar; with the c axes (i.e. the {0002} poles) aligned in 

a radial direction approximately perpendicular to the long axis of the rectangle (as the 

billet was forged from a rectangular cross-section to a circular cross-section). In 

addition, they noted that from the centre of the billet to the edge, there was also a 

{0002} component and a band 0 f intensity in the {0002} po le figure, which they stated 

could be related to the non equal strains imposed about the billet axis (constraint and 

side spread of material during the different compressions about the billet axis). The 

authors explained the textures in the centre by considering each forging bite as a plane 

strain compression, with the texture, the net result of a series of plane strain 

compressions about the billet axis. 

4.3.2 Large billet 

In order to compare the texture of the small and the large billet an EBSD texture 

run was carried out on samples LS 1 edge and centre over approximately an area of 

7.5mm x 800Jlm and 4.8mm x 341Jlm respectively and samples LS4 edge and centre 

covering approximately an area of 5.5mm x 800llm and Ilmm x 400llm 

correspondingly. The related Euler and IPF maps and the corresponding pole figures are 

shown in Figures 4.63 to 4.66. 
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c) 

c) f) 

Figure -t.63 Crystal orientation map for sample LS I edge. a) Euler colouring b) fP F colouring c) alpha phase only d) beta phase only and c) Alpha f) beta phase pole figure from LS I edge. 
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1 
d) 

c) f) 

Figure 4.64 Crystal orientation map for sample LS I centre. a) Euler colouring b) IPF colouring c) alpha phase only d) beta phase only and c) alpha f) beta phase pole figu re from LS I centre. 
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Figure 4.65 Crystal orientation map for sample LS4 edge. a) Euler colouring b) IPF colouring c) alpha phase only d) 

beta phase only and e) alpha f) beta phase pole figure fTom ample LS4 edge. 
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f) 

Figu re 4.66 Crystal orientation map for sample LS4 centre. a) Euler colouring b) IP F colour ing c) alpha phase only d) beta phase only and c) alpha f) beta phase pole fi gure from Sample LS4 

centre. 
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The complete results from the EBSD analy i are hown in F igure 4.67. "ach 

texture measurement is represented by an {OOOI } and a {l OO} p le fi gure. Figure 4.68 

shows the reductions requ ired for the shape change fi' m the initial re tang l th 

round billet in the fina l a+~ forg ing step. 

Figure 4.67 Large billet texture results represented by an (000 I ) and a {l OO} pol e fi gure. 
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Figure 4.68 Shows the variation of billet cross·section in shape, changing from an initial rectangle to the round bi llet 

(large bi lIet). 
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As was seen in the smaller billet, macrozones were observed throughout the 

whole billet, aligned along the longitudinal axis, Z of the larger billet. The widths of the 

macrozones at the edge of the large billet however, were wider in comparison to those 

of the smaller billet. This may be due to lack of strain being applied to the larger 

diameter billet during its final stage of production or to resistance formed under the 

forging tools leading to formation of dead zones (sections of the billet which have 

undergone very little strain). In order to measure the global textures, the area 

investigated must contain enough number of macrozones to guarantee that the data is 

statistically relevant. Some authors calculated that for weak textures up to 2400 

orientations are required for a statistically reliable texture representation 54). 

Davies et al. 89) also measured the global texture of a TIMET AL® 834 billet 

using neutron diffraction and EBSD. Samples used in neutron diffraction were of 

dimensions 15 xl5 x8 mm3 while those for EBSD were 4.5 x 7.5 mm2 producing results 

in good agreement. It was also demonstrated that the diameter of each macrozone is 

approximately 500J.Lm. Therefore, each sample used for neutron diffraction contains 

several thousand macrozones and as the results of neutron diffraction and EBSD were in 

good agreement, the results gained from EBSD are good representation of global texture 

(each EBSD map contained approximately 100-200 macrozones) 89,90). 

Based on this information and the fact that the size of the map at the edge of the 

sample is small in comparison to the size of the macrozones, it is not possible to draw 

any strong conclusions on the distribution of macrozones across this area of the sample 

(lack of data). In addition, due to the large size of the macrozones, the intensity of pole 

figures may not represent the intensity of the global texture. 

However, by comparing the pole figures from the centre of the larger billet to 

those of the smaller billet, it can be noticed that although symmetry does exist at the 

centre of the larger billet, it is not as well defined as at the centre of smaller billet. As 

stated previously, this may be due to less strain being applied to the larger billet in 

comparison to the smaller billet during the billet process route. (Figures 4.62 and 4.68 

illustrate that more stain is required in order to achieve the final smaller sized billet). 
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4.4 Summary 

This chapter provided general information about the texture of titanium alloys 

and discussed techniques used to measure and represent texture. Detailed EBSD studies 

were carried out on two different diameter TIMET AL® 6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo billets with 

similar process histories. It was shown that the texture of both TIMET AL® 6AI-2Sn-

4Zr-6Mo billets, were strongly dependent on the strain imposed by the deformation 

process. Large band like regions with sharp local textures, commonly called 

macrozones, were observed throughout the whole billets stretching along the billet axis. 

In this work it was shown that that as colonies were also strongly textured around the 

same texture component as the ap grains. The scale at which analysis of the texture was 

performed showed there was a close orientation among the ap grains and as colonies 

which contributes to the sharp local texture. In general, the billet textures were quite 

weak but regardless of this weakness, moving from the edge towards the centre of the 

billet there were some noticeable differences in the textures. Two separate deformation 

regimes located at the centre and edge of the billets were observed. The texture 

arrangement was very similar for all locations at the centre of the billet having no 

variant selection. This similarity in texture was thought to be due to the ~ texture 

already existing in this location at the recrystallisation stage and the strain applied at 

fmal a+~ stage not being sufficient to remove it. For these reasons therefore, this texture 

may have remained in the final billet. This however differed at the edge where strong 

influence of the variant selection mechanism was observed. The texture distribution at 

the edge was spread radially across the circumference of the billet being aligned with 

the compression direction. The samples appeared to have a symmetric pattern which 

was clearer at the centre of the billet. This symmetry was explained by the non equal 

strains imposed about the billet axis by the forging process due to the fact that the billet 

was forged from a rectangular cross section to a circular cross section. 

At the edge of the larger billet the widths of the macrozones were wider in 

comparison to those of the smaller billet. This was thought to be due to lack of strain 

being applied to the larger diameter billet during its final stage of production. However, 

because of the size of the map was small in comparison to the size of the macrozones, it 

was not possible to draw any strong conclusions on the distribution of texture across 

this area ofthe sample. 
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ALTERNATIVE FORGING ROUTE 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter analyses and interprets the microstructure and crystallographic 

texture developed in an alternatively forged TIMET AL® 6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo billet and 

makes comparison with results from the previous 2 Chapters from conventionally 

forged billets. 

5.1.1 Alternative production routefor TIMETAL® 6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo 

Since the microstructure of forged TIMET AL® 6Al-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo is dependent 

on a large number of process variables, considerable cost saving can be gained through 

use of the best possible process conditions. TIMET, UK has developed an alternative 

forging process in which the ingot was forged into a square section at a high P forging 

temperature (where large shape changes can be achieved using relatively low forces) on 

the open die press. It was then cooled to room temperature and cut into two equal 

halves. The two pieces were subsequently a+p forged to produce a polyhedron 

(hexagonal) using the Davy open die press in a number of reheats. They were then a + p 
forged to a larger diameter (compared to the final size) on Timets RUMX radial forging 

(4 die) machine followed by air cooling. Samples were further a+p forged to a diameter 

of 250mm on the radial forging machine. As previously discussed, this final forging 

step is utilised to break up the coarse lamellar a+p microstructure and produce a 

microstructure containing individual ap grains (globularization). The process is shown 

schematically in Figure 5.1 a) 91). 

By comparing the forging route with those in Chapter 3, one significant 

difference can be observed. The alternatively forged billet was a+p forged following the 

ingot breakdown above p transus temperature therefore resulting in termination of the 

prestrain and p recrystallisation stage. This is illustrated in Figure 5.1 b). 
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a. p forg~ 
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a) 

Stage 2 

Final AlphafBeta 
Work 

Beta Transus 

b) 

Figure 5.1 a) Process route of the alternatively forged TIMETAL® 6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo billet b) forging sequence for 

the alternatively forged a+~ alloys. 
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Temperatures applied to the alternatively forged billet were approximately qual 

to those applied to previously analysed billets. The billets examined in hapter 3 

however, were forged entirely on the open die (2 die) press while radial forging (4 di ) 

was used in the final forging stage of the alternatively forged billet a shown in Figur 

5.2. 

Figure 5.2 RVMX radial forging processes
3

). 

Differences in predicted strain distribution between the edge and the c ntr f 

the radial forged billet can be observed in Figure 5.3. Thi simulation ha been carri d 

out using DEFORM-3D model 3). From this DEFORM-3D model it can be det rmined 

that the RUMX forged billet is uniformly worked circumferentially, with strainlev 1 

increasing from 1 near the centre to 2 close to the surface (less strain p n tration than 

the open die press). 

Figure 5.3 Transverse slice showing predicted strain distribution in RUMX forged bar, following final a+p forgi ng 
3) 

Using the a phase globularization model, the effect of time, temperature and 

strain on microstructure refinement was also studied 3). Result show d a major amount 
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of a phase globularization during the final a+~ forging and sub quent h at treatment 

(Figure 5.4). The RUMX process resulted in a less uniform fraction of globulariz d a , 

ranging between 60-95% having less globularization in the centre 3). 

" :.. 

Figure 5.4 Transverse slice presenting predicted volume fraction of globul arized a di stribution in RUMX prc , 

following final a+~ forging and heat treatment 3). 

5.2 Experimental work 

The cross-section of the alternatively forged billet, 220 mm in diameter with 

reference axes Z (longitudinal axis of the billet) i shown below (Figure 5.5). 

Unfortunately unlike the previous billets in Chapter 3, sampl were picked randomly 

and they are not linked to any specific forging directions (e.g. RI , R2) ince th e w re 

not identified. 

z 

Figure 5.5 Cross-section of the alternatively forged billet, 220 mm a diameter with reference axes Z defined. 

5.2.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

The preparation of the samples' surfaces was completed u ing the ame 

procedure for those in Chapter 3. This was followed by etching the ample u mg 

Kroll's reagent. The microstructure at the centre and the edge of the billet wa th n 
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observed using Camscan series 2 SEM optical microscopy. A number of example of 

the microstructure throughout the whole cross-section of the billet are shown in Figure 

5.6. 

a) Microstructure of the alternatively fo rged billet. 

b) Microstructure of the alternatively forged billet. 
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c) Microstructure of the alternatively forged bill et. 

d) Microstructure of the alternatively forged billet. 
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e) 

t) 

Figure 5.6 Secondary e lectron images of the microstructure throughout the whole cross-section of the alternati vely 

forged billet. 

In order to characterise such microstructure over a larger and therefore more 

representative surface, detailed analysis of the microstructure was carried out at two 

main locations: Firstly using samples from up to a maximum of approximately 30mm 
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from the edge of the biIlet and secondly at the centre of th billet up to a radiu r 
roughly 30 mm. This is shown in Figure 5.7. 

Note that in all cases the microstructur wa analy d in the plane p rpendi ul r 

the longitudinal axis of the billet, Z (transverse plane). Thi wa primari ly mplct d 

because of the texture analysis in Section 5.3.2. 

Figure 5.7 Samples S I through N 4 in the altematively forged billet. 

The method used in Chapter 3 was employed to analy the micr tru lure [ 

each sample. A series of micrographs each mea uring 550 !lm x 550 !lm w r taken 

as to cover the total surface area of each sample. A selection of micrograph taken fr m 

different samples is shown in Figure 5.8 as an example. 
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a) Sl Edge 
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b) SI Centre 
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c) NS2 Edge 
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d) NS2 Centre 
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e) S3 Edge 
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f) S3 Centre 
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II1 I 11 ~ ____ _ 

g) NS4 Edge 
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h) 

Figure 5.8 Selection of micrographs, each covering 550 Ilm x 550 Ilm for samples a) S I Edge b) SI ntre c) 

S2 Edge d) S2 Centre e) S3 Edge f) NS3 Centre g) NS4 Edge h) NS4 Centre, 

From Figures 5,6 and 5,8 it can be confirmed that at variou points within the 

billet, the microstructure has not been globularized. This can be due to the in uffici nt 

strain being applied to the billet by termination of the P recrystallisation tage 92), 
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As was observed from the previous billets in Chapter 3, each billet was heated 

into the a+~ phase field and deformation was followed by heat treatment above ~ 

transus at the recrystallisation stage. The object of this stage was to impart sufficient 

strain (plastic deformation) in order to introduce enough dislocations to drive complete 

recrystallisation of the ~ phase and to produce a smaller ~ grain size so that the effective 

variant size is smaller 1,3). Dislocations are effectively stored energy which behave as a 

driving force for grain growth when heated above ~ transus. By introducing a large 

amount of deformation, the level of potential nuclei also increases. Therefore in having 

a greater number of nuclei as well as more potential driving force for the grain growth 

more grains would potentially start to grow rapidly until they are effectively pinned by 

each other and therefore by quenching (rapid cooling) the material quickly, grain 

growth speed is stopped and recrystallisation will occur hence resulting in a finer grain 

size. 

Work done by Semiatin et a1. 93) stated the strain levels needed to achieve a 

globularized a morphology. This was performed using finite element methods to predict 

local strain variation found during uniaxial compression of Ti 6Al-4V containing the 

lamellar a structure. Results showed that dynamic globularization initiated at local 

strains of the order 0.75 to 1.0 and strains of order of2.0 to 2.5 were necessary to attain 

almost full globularization. 

Additional work also undertaken by Semiatin 93) on Ti 6AI-4V during forging 

showed that in order to begin a phase globularization, local strains around 0.5 to 1.0 

were required, however, achieving complete a phase globularization depended 

somewhat on combination of the starting microstructure and deformation temperature. 

When deformed at temperature around 815°C, materials (containing fine acicular a 

(0.25 J.lm)) required local strains of the order of 1.4 to attain complete globularization. 

However when the temperature was increased to around 955°C material containing the 

acicular microstructure required the same amount of local strain, of the order of2.5, in 

order to reach complete globularization similar to material containing coarser a lamella 
. t 93) (5 J.lm) nncrostruc ure . 

Note that the kinetics of the a phase globularization not only depend on the 

amount of total strain but also show a strong dependence on the method of deformation 

'd h . 93) used to proVl et e stram . 
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5.3 Results and discussions 

5.3.1 Microstructure analysis 

Digital image analysis software KS400 was used to determine the v (ume 

fraction of a p, its size distribution and its aspect ratio distribution (for a more detail d 

description ofthe procedure involved see Chapter 3). 

The volume fraction of ap as a function oflocation within the billet i shown in 

Figure 5.9. 
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Figure 5.9 The total percentage and the distribution of the CXp at the edge and centre of each sample (al tematively 

forged billet). 

Figure 5.9 shows that the volume fraction of up varies from approximately 25 % 

to 38 % with the exception of the extreme edge (ap volume fraction is approximately 

50% at the edge). Figure 5.9 also clearly shows that microstructure of the alt rnatively 

forged billet is not as homogeneous as the previous billets. 

The amount of a phase increases rapidly with decreasing temperature e pecia lIy 

at temperatures approaching the p transus. Deformation lower than transus temperature 

(close to the p transus), where volume fraction u is low, means u phase is deformed 

only to a small extent relative to the total deformation. This therefore results .in 

insufficient strain to start a dynamic or static globularization on the u phase during 

deformation and during subsequent annealing 94). 
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A slight increase in the total percentage of(lp volume at the centre of the bi11 t i 

also observed. This may be due to the cooling rate being slower at the centre f 1h 

billet in comparison to its edge. 

Deformation temperature has been found to greatly affect the homogeneity f 

the deformation where lower temperatures invariably lead to more locali ed 

deformation for any given strain rate 94). The globularization proces favour ar a r 
high strain or localised deformation, which can result in inhomogeneou globu larizat ion 

during deformation and upon subsequent annealing. 

By comparing the micrographs in Figure 5.6 to those in Figure 3. 11 , hapter , 

it appears that the potential spacing of the (ls is reduced. Much finer (ls may be du t a 

different final deformation temperature. It could also be due to the effective ~ grain 

being much smaller. P grain size is determined by the inter particle spacing of1he (lp. A 

mentioned previously p grains grow until they are effectively pinned by (lp gra in . 

to the much larger content of up within the alternatively forged billet, the pacing 

between the (lp particles is therefore much closer resulting in lower va lue cont nt f P 
and small grain size. Large laths of (ls are therefore not observed within this bill t. 

Figure 5.10 also known as p approach curve has been ca lcu lated by Daeubler et 

al. 13 for TIMETAL® 834. This is shown schematically in Figure 5.10. 

50% % Beta Phase 85% Beta transus 

Figure 5.10 Schematic optimal fatigue-creep properties for TIMET AL® 834 13). 

Figure 5.10 shows that the desired optimisation of both fatigue and cre p 

performance is reached when the volume fraction of the up phase is between 15-20%. 

As previously explained in Figure 5.9 it can be acknowledged that the micro tructur is 

not homogeneous within the alternatively forged billet therefore regions with different 
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contents of a will be present which may result in poor creep resi tanc ( Ioca li ed r p) 

locally but improved fatigue. Therefore by having an inhomogen ou micro tru tur 

there may be inhomogeneous mechanical properties. This non-uniformity i und irabl 

within aerospace applications. 

As in Chapter 3, a detailed analysis of the a p size distribution a a fun cti n r 
location was calculated for each sample. This is shown in F igur 5. 11 . ing 

micrographs from different sections of each sample, the graphs below compar th grain 

area and the percentage of total a p present. 
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Figure 5_11 Up area distribution at the edge (a,c,e,g) and centre (b,d,f,h) oflhe alternatively ~ rgcd bi llet at the 

selected locations. a and b; c and d; e and f ; g and h are for sanlples SI, NS2, 3 and I 4 re pe ti vcly. 

Figures above show that there is a higher percentage of a p having maller gra in 

areas within the alternatively forged billet in comparison to the pr iou bi ll t . In fa t, 

the actual scale of the microstructure is smaller however, there are om unwant d 

larger grains proving the inhomogeneity of the microstructure. In order t n firm the 

above findings, the data has been plotted (as in Chapter 3) in t rn1 of fr qu ncy f up 

particles in groupings 0[20 ~m2 as a function of distance from the edge. 
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In order to analyse the shape of the ap particles (the ratio of the width against the 

length of each individual up grain), Figure 5.13 compares the aspect ratio distribution of 

the particles within the entire area of each sample taken from the edge and centre of the 

billet. 
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Figure 5.13 The aspect ratio of the Up particles for the alternatively forged billet at the edge and centre for samples a) 

NS I b) NS2 c) NS3 d) NS4. 

Figures 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 show that the actual scale of the microstructur in 

comparison to the previous billets is smaller but the grains are longer and thinner in 

shape. This again suggests that the level of globularization within this billet is lower 

than the previous billets in Chapter 3. 

The effects of amount of deformation on the static globularization kinetics were 

studied by Stefansson 93) for material deformed and annealed at 955°C. The static 

globularization kinetics during annealing was quantified by considering an a plate or 

particle globularized if it possesses an aspect ratio of 2.0 or less. Stefansson used the 

ratio of the length against width of each individual ap grains to determine aspect ratio. 

However in this work the ratio of the width against the length of each individual ap 

grain was used. Therefore the aspect ratio of2 used by Stefansson relates to 0. 5 in this 

work meaning grains with an aspect ratio of less than 0. 5 have not been globularized 

and those of 1.0 are fully globularized. Therefore, based on Stefansson 's definition of 

globu\arization, approximately 93% of the material has reached the crit ical condition fo r 
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globularization in the previous two billets in comparison to approximately 59% of the 

material in this billlet. 

5.3.2 Texture analysis 

In order to observe the effects of terminating the ~ recrystallisation stage and 

using the radial forging (4 die) machine on the texture, four large EBSD maps (for a 

more detailed description of the EBSD method involved see Chapter 4) were acquired 

with a step size of2 or 3 J.1m on the reference samples, NSl edge, NSl centre, NS4 edge 

and NS4 centre. To capture the maximum number of macrozones within each DIM all 

the maps were taken in the transverse plane (perpendicular to the billet axis, Z). , 

The DIMs for samples NSl edge, NSl centre, NS4 edge and NS4 centre are 

presented in Figures 5.14 to 5.17 using Euler and IPF colouring with their 

corresponding pole figures. It can be observed that the macro zones in the transverse 

plane are much more equiaxed. The colours of the majority of the macrozones within 

each DIM are either red or blue indicating that the macrozones have two main 

orientations (lPF colouring). 

Grains are shown in blue when their c-axis is perpendicular to the billet axis, 

representing the prismatic plane (10-10). However when the grain's c-axis is aligned 

with the billet axis, the grains are shown in red representing the basal plane (0001). Also 

present were more scattered groups of green grains having their (10-11) plane lying in 

the transverse plane. 

It appears that there is a difference in the ratio of red and blue macrozones when 

comparing the centre of the billet to the edge. At the edge of the billet the blue 

macro zones tend to be greater in number however when moving towards the centre of 

the billet, blue macro zones start to be replaced by red macro zones. 
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b) 

c) 

e) 

f) 

Figure 5.14 Crystal orientation map for S I edge. a) Euler colouring b) IPF colouring c) alpha phase only d) beta 

phase only and e) alpha t) beta phase pole fi gure from Sample I edge. 
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----... Cl ~X 

.. ... ':. , 
, 

d) 

c) 

Figure 5.15 Crysta l orientation map for NS I centre. a) Euler colouring b) IPF colouring c) alpha phase only d) beta phase only and e) alpha f) beta phase pole fi gure from Sample NS I centre. 
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y 

r"F..... I 
1' __ 0_ -,----",,,,, ~ . I 

01-10 

d) 

c) 

Figu re 5.16 Crystal or ientation map for sample NS4 edge. a) Euler colouring b) IPF colouring c) alpha phase only d) beta phase only and c) alpha f) beta phase pole figure from NS4 edge. 
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y 

c) 

e) 

f) 
Figure 5.17 Crystal orientation map for sample S4 centre. a) Euler colouring b) lPF colouring c) alpha phase only 

d) beta phase on ly and e) alpha f) beta phase pole fi gure from ample NS4 centre. 
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For a more detailed analysis, high resolution aIM covering an area of 

approximately 500 x 400 ~m2 was acquired for sample NS4 centre using a step size of 

0.31lm. The map is displayed in Figure 5.18 . Figures 5.18 a) and b) show the a and the 

~ phase in Euler and IPF colouring respectively. In Figure 5.18 c) and d) the a (ap and 

a s) and p phase are highlighted in IPF colours respectively and finally Figure 5.18 e) 

represents the a and the p phases in red and blue colours respectively. It can b seen that 

the majority of the macro zones shown in JPF colours are blue and red with also so me 

diffuse green grains. 

a) 
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b) 

c) 
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d) 

e) 

Figure 5.18 Crystal orientation map for sample S4 centre at higher magnification (using a step size ofOJllm). a) 

Euler colouring b) IPF colouring c) alpha phase only d) beta phase only e) Phase map (colour Red corresponds to the 

alpha phase and colour blue represents the beta phase). 

Two sections taken from the centr of the small billet ( hapter 3) and the 

alternatively forged billet are shown below in the same scale adjacent to each other 

(Figure 5.19). By direct comparison it can clearly b seen that the cale of the 
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microstructure in the alternatively forged billet is smaller. The increase in the total 

percentage of u p and finer Us are also obvious within the alternatively forged billet. 

a) b) 

Figure 5.19 Crystal orientation map at the centre of a) small billet b) alternatively forged bille t using a step size of 

0 . 3~m in IPF colouring (alpha phase only). 

The complete results from the EBSD analysis are presented in Figure 5.20. 

Each texture measurement is represented by an {0001 } and a {lOO} pole figure. 

Figure 5.20 The alternatively forged billet texture results represented by an {OOO I} and a {lOO} pole fi gure. 
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It is interesting to note that although the microstructure within the alternatively 

forged billet was not homogeneous in comparison to the previous billets analysed, its 

texture does offer some advantages. It can be seen that the strong texture that was 

observed at the centre of both previous billets has been replaced by the less intense fibre 

like texture. 

One issue identified with the two previous billets in Chapter 3 was that the 

majority of the crystals were aligned in a certain direction, which could cause problems 

if loaded in the wrong direction for dwell fatigue. Therefore if possible, the component 

should be designed in such a way that the crystals are aligned so that dwell fatigue is not 

an issue. For this reason the component should be designed relative to the crystal 

structure. 

In the case of this alternatively forged billet, the crystals are not orientated in 

one direction therefore there will only be a few crystals (macrozones) aligned with the 

direction of loading. The microstructure however is not as uniform in comparison to the 

two previously analysed billets meaning if a crack was to occur, it would transfer 

throughout the whole sample. If structure is uniform however, each time a crack grows 

it is partially absorbed by another tough ductile up before it extends. 

The next stage of the manufacture process should also be considered. After the 

first production stage, billets are then sold to companies such as Firth Rixson who apply 

further forging processes to the billet. The question as to whether these companies 

prefer billets of weaker texture and inferior microstructure or stronger texture which if 

loaded incorrectly could lead to structural failure, should be considered. 

In order to provide further information on the crystallographic texture of the 

alternatively forged billet, two additional samples were analysed in the plane containing 

the billet axis (longitudinal plane) rather than the plane perpendicular the longitudinal 

axis of the billet, Z (transverse plane). This is shown schematically in Figure 5.21. 

EBSD maps were then obtained from NS 1 ' edge and NS l' centre using step size 3 Ilm. 
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Figure 5.21 Samples SI' Edge and SI' Centre. 

The OIMs are displayed in Figure 5.22 and 5.23 using Euler and IPF colouring. 

Similar to the billets in previous chapters the macrozones with sharp local texture are 

observed throughout the whole billet stretching along the billet axis. At the edg of the 

billet, the quantity of blue macro zones tends to be great however when moving toward 

the centre of the billet the blue macro zones start to be replaced by those of red colour. 

In addition, the pole figures are similar to those in Figures 5.14 and 5.15 therefore 

confirming these findings . 
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c) 

Figure 5.22 Crys tal orientation map for NS I' edge a) Euler colouring b) IPF colouring c) alpha phase only d) beta phase only and e) alpha f) beta phase pole fi gure from Sample NS I' edge. 
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.~ ". \I r===. X 

c) 

d) 

e) f) 

Figure 5.23 Crys ta l orientation map for NS I' centre a) Euler colouring b) IPF colouring c) alpha phase only d) beta phase only and e) alpha f) beta phase pole figure from Sample NS I ' centre. 
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5.4 Summary 

The microstructure (proportion, size and shape distribution of ap) of the 

alternatively forged a+J3 alloy TIMET AL® 6-2-4-6 billet has been analysed. All the 

parameters investigated showed that there was a higher percentage of a p having 

smaller grain areas in comparison to the previous billets. In fact the actual scale of the 

alternatively forged billet microstructure was smaller however there were some larger 

grains demonstrating the inhomogeneity of the microstructure. 

Results also showed that although the actual scale of the microstructure was 

smaller the shape of the grains changed as they became longer and thinner in 

dimension. This suggested that the level of globularization within this billet was lower 

than the previous billets analysed. Based on the definition of globularization by 

Stefansson approximately 59% of the alternatively forged billet have been 

globularized. 

The study and evaluation of the microstructure was followed by the 

investigation of texture evolution. Detailed EBSD studies were carried out on the 

alternatively forged billet. Unfortunately, unlike the previous billets in Chapter 3, 

samples were picked randomly and they were not linked to any specific forging 

directions since these were not identified. 

In order to capture the maximum number of macrozones possible within each 

OIM, all maps were taken in the transverse plane (perpendicular to the billet axis, Z). 

The IPF colour of the majority of the macrozones within each OIM was either red or 

blue. Grains were shown in blue when their c-axis was perpendicular to the billet axis, 

representing the prismatic plane (10-10). However when the grains c-axis was aligned 

with the billet axis, the grains were shown in red, representing the basal plane (000 I). 

In order to provide further information on the crystallographic texture of the 

alternatively forged billet, two additional samples were analysed using the plane 

containing the billet axis rather than the plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of 

the billet, Z (transverse plane). Similarly to the billets in previous chapters the 

macrozones with sharp local textures were observed throughout the whole billet 

stretching along its axis. 

When analysing the global texture of the alternatively forged billet it was 

noted that the strong texture that was observed at the centre of both the previous 
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billets had been replaced by the less intense fibre like texture. Although the texture 

results were satisfactory, there was clearly not sufficient strain in the <l+~ region to 

achieve globularization. It was not clear however whether increasing the strain would 

produce the strong texture dominant in the previous two billets or whether the strong 

texture of those billets were due to the recrystalisation stage that regenerated the 

strong ~ texture which transferred to <l texture and could not later be removed. 

There is potential regarding the future development of this process route but it 

is necessary to determine a method to increase the level of globularization within <lp. 
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Chapter 6 

HEAT TINTING 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes an attempt to correlate optical microstructures of heat 

tinted titanium with the underlying crystallographic texture. As mentioned in previous 

chapters X-ray diffraction is often used to measure the macroscopic texture of material. 

This is useful in determining large-scale orientation differences but it does not give 

specific information about orientation of particular microstructural features. In addition, 

X-ray diffraction is limited to a sample size of approximately 25 mm2
. EB D, on the 

other hand, uses electron back scatter diffraction to map the orientation of phases in a 

crystal1ine material on a microscopic level. This technique can be used to identify the 

texture at a very specific location. However, thi technique requires spec ialised 

equipment which can be costly and very time consuming. Al 0 when analysis of 

titanium alloys products is conducted in a production environment, an assessment of the 

materials condition is often needed with haste and on a larger scale which EB D cannot 

do 54, 95). 

Heat tinting, which in effect is oxidation in air, of titanium has been used to 

create interesting and unusual jewellery for over 35 years due to the variety of co lours 

produced by the oxide (Figure 6.1) 96). 

a) 

Figure 6.1 Titanium jewellery a) Stick pin by Debby Moxon (1982), b) Annular brooch by Lynne Banlen (200 I) 

96) 
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The use of heat tinting is not widely known for evaluating titanium alloys even 

though it is a phase identification method and has been included in many metallography 

handbooks 97, 98, 99). Heat tinting titanium has been shown to produce good surface 

coloration (oxide film growth temperatures from 260°C to 704°C have been mentioned) 

and it is a process that can be carried out using common laboratory equipment 95) . Table 

6.1 shows a listing of heat tinting temperatures for different metals and alloys. 

Table 6.1 Temperatures for heat tinting 99). 

Metal 

Beryllium 
Cast iron 
Stainless ~teel 
Nickel 
Rare earth metals 
TItanium 
Zirconium 
Sintered carbides 

Tempentu", and lime In air 

900 °C (1650 OF) for 30 min 
400 °C (750 OF) for 20 min 
500-700 °C (930-1290 OF) for :S20 min 
6OO ·C (I I 10 OF) for 5-10 min 
200 ·C (390 oF) for minutes to hours 
4C>O-700 °C (750-1290 "F) for up to 30 min 
400 °C (750 OF) for 5 min 
3Q0-600 °C (570-1 I 10 OF) for 5 min 

Recently, however, heat tinting has been acknowledged as a very simple 

metallographic method that can provide a certain degree of orientation information both 

easily and inexpensively on a larger scale than X-ray diffraction and EBSD 95). In this 

technique the information about microstructural features is collected by the differences 

in phase composition and crystal structure. This is done using heat treatment to build a 

thin layer of oxide film on the well polished surface of the sample. Interference oflight 

rays reflecting from the inner and outer film surfaces will then produce colours 

characteristic of the underlying microstructural features. The thickness and colour of the 

oxide depends on the oxidation rates 95,99) . 

6.1.1 Formation of oxides 

Titanium is a very reactive metal. It, however, exhibits a high resistance to 

corrosion due to the protective effect of its surface oxide film. These films, and ID 

particular Ti02, are inert to most natural environments and many chemicals 100). 

Formation of oxide is regarded as a thermally activated process which means 

that the oxide formation and the rate at which this process occurs are strongly linked to 

the temperature of the environment in which the metal is contained. This is shown 

mathematically (Arrhenius equation) in equation 6.1. 
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(6.1) 

Where k is the rate coefficient, A is a constant, Q is the activation energy, R is the 

universal gas constant (8.314 x 10-3 kJ morIK-I), and T is the temperature (in Kelvin) 
101 , 102) 

Normally, the rate of oxide formation increases with temperature, however, it is 

often affected by the purity of the metal, the pressure of the system and the type and 

amount of defects present in the oxide layer. Once an oxide is formed on the surface of 

the metal, it operates as a barrier hindering the reaction between the metallic and non 

metallic ions. Therefore, further growth of the layer will only occur by the migration of 

the mobile ions across the defects present in the oxide by solid state diffusion 

mechanisms (Figure 6.2). The rate of reaction between the ions and formation of an 

oxide during the fIrst stages of the oxidation process is high. This is due to the fact that 

the barrier is relatively thin. However, as the oxide scale thickens, the distance that 

metallic ions need to diffuse in order to react also increases, therefore a reduction in the 

reaction rate and in the oxide scale formation may be seen 102, 103). 

M,tal 

:} or 

M + 02- .. MO + 2,-

SClI, 

Cations 

Cation Vlancilt 

Electrons 

Anions 

x 

K 
M2+ + 2,- + ~ 02 • MO 

or 
~ 02 + 2,- . 02-

Figure 6.2 Simplified model for diffusion controlled oxidation 103). 

A general example was given by Wagner in 1933 103) of how an oxide grows on 

the surface of a metal at high temperature. However, due to its complications (many 

variables and mathematical simplifIcations used to obtain the fInal expression) Birks 

and Meier (1986) 103) presented a simplified approach to this theory which is shown in 

Figure 6.3. 

Figure 6.3 shows two reactions taking place at each interface, the ionization of 

the reactive ions (metal or oxygen) and the formation ofthe oxide. Once a small amount 
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of oxide scale of thickness x has grown, metallic ions travel towards the oxide-gas and 

oxygen in the opposite direction in order to continue with the oxidation reaction. 

as: 

Met.1 
M 

M. M2• + 2.
or 

M + 0 2- • MO + 2.-

Oxide 
MO 

cations 

An ions 

Electrons 

M2. +2.-+ 1°2 • MO 
or 

~ 02 + 2.- • 0 2-

Over.1I fuctlon : 2M + 02 • 2MO; ~G!.o 

Figure 6.3 Oxide growth according to Wagner's model 103). 

Note that the assumptions made in order to develop this theory are summarised 

1. The oxide scale is free of any major defects such as cracks, etc. and it is perfectly 

adhered to the metanic substrate. 

2. The rate controlling mechanism that influences the growth of the oxide layer is the 

diffusion of ionic species across the oxide layer. 

3. Thermodynamic equilibrium is established at the metal-oxide and the gas-metal 

interfaces. 

4. Oxygen is not soluble m the metal (a condition necessary to develop internal 

oxidation). 

5. The driving force for the occurrence of oxidation reactions is the free energy change 

of oxide formation. This point suggests that gradients of chemical and electrical 

potential determined by the activities of metal and the gas will be found across the 

scale Figure 6.3 102, 103). 

Titanium is classified as a "film-former", i.e. a metal whose surface is always 

covered with a "natural" oxide film, when exposed to air, water or other oxygen 

containing media. The "natural" oxide film on titanium varies depending on the 

composition or purity of the metal, the surrounding medium, the maximum temperature 

reached during the working of the metal and etc. It has been reported that the oxide film 

consist of Ti02 rutile, anatase, or lower amorphous oxides 100) . Figure 6.4 shows a 
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typical cross-sectional TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy) image of a TilTi02 

specimen at Iowa) and high b) magnification. The difference in contrast in Figure 6.4 a) 

implies that the selected sample involves two Ti grains. 

From the high magnification image (Figure 6.4 b) the complexity of the contra t 

in the oxide region is observed. This suggests that the oxide layer is made of cry talline 

grains having different sizes and orientations. 

Figure 6.4 b) demonstrates that the Ti single grain (1) is covered by a 

polycrystalline Ti02 anatase region (labelled A). Above thi layer ther is a thicker 

layer composed of larger T i02 crystals (labelled B), with crystals corre ponding to 

anatase (3) and rutile (4) 104) . 

It should also be noted that in ) 952 Hass 105) observed that rate of oxidation 

changes depending on the surface quality of the metal substrate. He noted that roughly 

polished titanium oxidised faster than titanium which had mirror fini h urfac s. 

(.) If) Mile c ryl1a1 

Figure 6.4 Cross-sectional TEM image of the lifted-out TilTi02 specimen at a) low and b) high resolution; c), d) , e) 

and 1) are selected area diffractions (SAD) corresponding to zones (I) , (2), (3) and (4) respectively from b). A and B 

correspond to the polyerystalline and the oriented crystals region correspondingly. The arrow denotes a cross-

. d 104) sec\lone pore . 
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Gueneau de Mussy et al. 104) suggested that an orientation relationship may exist 

between the Ti substrate and its superficial oxide (using TEM and X-ray 

measurements). Furthermore, he discovered that it is reasonable to consider that some 

preferred orientations are formed in the inner oxide region as a result of the underlying 

textured Ti substrate (by comparing the Ti02 anatase and rutile pole figures with the Ti 

substrate pole figure). 

Flower and Swann \06) published a paper regarding the correlation between 

oxide thickness, colour and oxide formation rates. It is generally accepted that a thin 

layer in the range 10 -500 nm is required to show interference colours 107). 

The rate of oxidation varies with the crystallographic orientation of the 

underlying a and P phases. Polarized light can be used at times to view the heat tinted 

sample in order to achieve a good colour contrast. This technique cannot reveal detailed 

orientation information however, it is used as a quick and easy tool to provide additional 

information to a typical microstructure characterization 95, \08). While the colours cannot 

be directly related to a particular crystallographic orientation an idea of the effective 

structural unit size of similar orientations in the microstructure can be observed. 

In this chapter conditions required to obtain the best heat tint results are 

evaluated and these heat tinting results are then compared to those of other 

characterization techniques (EBSD) to show that features such as texture bands may be 

seen without employing costly texture analysis. 

Note that the samples used for heat tinting investigation are the same as the 

samples used in previous chapters for the microstructure and texture analysis. 

6.2 Heat tinting experimental procedure 

The sample preparation for heat tinting was similar to that for EBSD texture 

analysis. It required very careful mechanical polishing and a clean surface. Etching, 

however, was not necessary. 

A moderate temperature was required for oxide film growth on the polished 

surface. A laboratory furnace was used as the heat source since the temperature can be 

monitored and controlled. A Polyvar optical microscope fitted with a Carl Zeiss high 

resolution digital camera was then used to capture the images. Heat tinted images of 

TIMETAL® 6-2-4-6 are shown in Figure 6.5 as an example. 
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Figure 6.5 Heat tinted images of TfM ET AL 6-2-4-6 containing 30% Up in a matrix of transformed beta. The oxide 

layer growth varies depending on the crystallographic orientation of the grains. 

A number of sources recommend temperatures of 399° to 62 J °C for a sholt 

period of time as being suitable for heat tinting oftitanium 91). 

Based on this information, the first nials using temperatures from 400° to 

600°C for a few minutes did not create a thick enough oxide to produc phas contra t. 

A sample was then progressively heated firstly using a temperature of 600° for 10 

minutes (which did not develop a pronounced colour) then 620 cC for 10 minutes and 

[mally 630°C for 20 minutes. 

Whilst colour image capture may be desirable, the colour image produced was 

too complicated to analyse due to the wide range and number of colours involved. Thus, 

in order to simplify the problem and to relate the images to the crystal10graphic 

orientation maps (EBSD map) it was essential during evaluation to convert the imag s 

from colour to greyscale (256 greyscale levels contain sufficient information for most 

purposes). 
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Figure 6.6 a) shows the greyscale map while Figure 6.6 d) is the EBSD map 

(using a step size of 0.3)lm over an area of approximately 55 x 30 )lm2
) of the same 

area. Figures 6.6 b) and c) were produced by merging the greyscale and EBSD map m 

order to highlight similarities in microstructure of the sample. 

Figure 6.6 TIM ET AL® 6-2-4-6 a) gray scale image of the heat tinted sample b, c) merged images or the 

greyscale and EBSD map d) Crystal orientation map of the same area using a step size orO.3llm in IPF colouring. 

Using Microsoft visual studio it was possible to write a programme which 

highlighted grains of particular colours within the OIM map once the heat tinted and 

OIM map had been merged. For example, it could be requested that grains within the 

OIM map with a high percentage red colour be highlighted on the greyscaJe image. 

Figure 6.7 a) shows the greyscale image produced when grains containing a high 

percentage of red colours were highlighted. Figures 6.7 b) and c) show grains with 

green and blue colours respectively. 
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c) 
Figure 6.7 a) Grains containing a high percentage of red colour, b and c) grains wi th high percentage or green and 

blue colours respecti vely. 

Visual analysis of the result was not conclusive so the program was modified so 

that the greyscale image was used to highlight grains on the OIM map. There are only 

256 shades of grey in the grey scale so it was possible to request that only grain fTom a 

certain range of greyscale e.g. 0 to 100 (Figure 6.8 a) be shown in colour on the OIM 

map. Using this type of analysis it was then possible to determine which colour on the 

OIM map corresponded to a particular shade of gray. 
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a) b) 

20 J1m 
~ 

,....--LI -----,1 
. 20 J1m 

b) d) 

Figure 6.8 a) Greys below 100 b) greys below 150 c) greys above 150 d) greys above 200. 

There are three main issues from this experiment that should be evaluated: 

• An optimum temperature was not established- the sample was simply heated 

until contrast between the colours was satisfactory. 

• Whether sequent re-oxidations of the sample affected the colours of the oxid ? 

(Sample was heated gradually using a range of temperatures and times and 

cooled between heatings) . 

• This experiment was done at high magnification. Would this technique be 

feasible for use at lower magnification and larger area? 

Thus further systematic investigations were required . 

6.2.1 Heat tinting Trials 

In this study, trial heat tints were conducted using 1.5cm x 1 cm x 1 cm Ti 6-2-4-

6 cubes. Samples were then polished and tinted while monitoring the total time spent in 

the furnace. The results are shown below. 
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Figure 6.9 shows a sample that has been heat tinted at 6000 for 20 minutes. It 

can be seen that some of the up grains have a minimal amount of oxidation and so have 

not developed a pronounced colour, whereas some of the p grains have already burnt 

and begun to overspill their oxide layer. However, a some of the grain have not 

oxidised, the next sample was heated at a higher temperature. 

250 J.lm 

a) 

Figure 6.9 Heat tinting at 600°C for 20 minutes a) 5x, b) 10x, c) 20x and d) 50x. 

Figure 6.10 shows a sample that has been heat tinted at 6400 for 20 minute . 

This sample is very distinct with the grain boundaries being clearly visible. Although 

there is not a broad range of different colours, there is a good range of different shade 

ofthe same colour within the individual phase. There are, however, a few grain which 

are showing the sign that they are beginning to burn by turning to dark had of a 

purple-brown colour. To try and eliminate the grains being burnt the temperature wa 

reduced while the time was increased. 
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Figure 6.10 Heat tinting at 640°C for 20 minutes a) 5x, b) 10x, c) 20x and d) 50 . 

Figure 6.11 shows a sample that has been heat tinted at 625 0 for 30 minute. 

There is minimal burning of the (lp grains while still providing sufficient oxide layer to 

reveal detailed pictures of the microstructure. Each phase and each individual grain ar 

very distinct and easily determined. There is a large amount of contrast between the 

different shades of colour within each grain allowing for straight forward qualitative 

differentiating between the different grain orientations. Although thi set-up of tim 

and temperature produces an excellent optical micrograph of the TlMETAL 6AI-2 n-

4Zr-6Mo microstructure, it is not necessarily the optimum time and temperature. It is 

possible that if the temperature is increased then the time required to heat tint the 

titanium can be reduced while still maintaining such high quality results. 
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Figure 6.11 Heat tinting at 625°C for 30 minutes a) 5x, b) 10x, c) 20x and d) 50x. 

Figure 6.12 shows a sample that has been heat tinted at 630°C for 20 minutes. 

This sample has very little burning of the up grains. It is perfectly clear and highly 

contrasting. This has proved the theory stated previously that it is possible to increase 

the temperature of the heat tint as long as the time is reduced by a sufficient amount. 

The next sample tries to take this further, again increasing the temperature while 

reducing the time. Figure 6.13 shows a sample that has been heat tinted at 640°C for 15 

minutes. This sample like that shown in Figure 6.12, has very mall burn . It i also 

perfectly clear allowing every detail of the microstructure to be seen with considerable 

ease as the different shades of colour are highly contrasting. Some other examples for 

higher temperature values are presented in Table 6.2. 
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Figure 6.12 Heat tinting at 6300e for 20 minutes a) 5x, b) 10x, c) 20x and d) 50x. 

Figure 6.13 Heat tinting at 6400 e for 15 minutes a) 5x, b) IOx, c) 20x and d) 50x. 
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660°C, 
20 min 

675°C, 
10min 

750°C, 
5 min 

750°C, 
20min 
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Table 6.2 Heat tinti ng condi tions and the results. 
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From Table 6.2 it can be noticed that a very high percentage of ~ and Us grains 

have been burnt and that there has been a large amount of oxidation overspill over the 

Up grains. Although the grains have been burnt there is still some hint of the texture 

being recognisable (presence ofa macrozone). The sample that was heat tinted at 750°C 

for 5 minutes (Table 6.2) demonstrates that oxidation of the surface is dependent on 

both time and temperature as 5 minutes was not sufficient time for an oxide layer to 

form. It can be observed that it is very difficult to distinguish between the up grains as 

there is almost no contrast between them. 

From the optical micrographs of the different heat tinting conditions it can be 

concluded that heat tinting is a very sensitive process capable of producing widely 

varying results with very minor changes to the temperature and time. Anything above 

650°C and the up grains begin to bum while above 675°C the oxide layer forms so 

rapidly on the ~ grains that it begins to spill over to the Up grains and then subsequently 

bums. In both cases any ability to determine the texture orientation is lost. When tinted 

at temperatures below approximately 630°C the time required to form a sufficient oxide 

layer increases to over 30 minutes. This is still very good when compared to processes 

such as EBSD but with respect to other heat tinting configurations it is quite slow. 

Also, even though the micrographs produced do allow for texture determination, there is 

minimal contrast between the grains making it quite difficult. Therefore, the optimum 

time and temperature for heat tinting is that which can be seen in Figure 6.12 and 6.13. 

This is because it is the micrograph which produces the greatest degree of contrast 

between the grains with less burning of the grains or oxidation overspill and so makes 

for the easiest texture analysis. 

6.3 Imaging and analysis 

As mentioned before the Polyvar optical microscope was fitted with aCari Zeiss 

high resolution digital camera was used to capture the images. In order to produce 

images with greater contrast a polarizing filter was inserted into the light path within the 

microscope. As stated previously whilst colour image capture may be desirable, in order 

to relate the images to the crystallographic orientation maps (EBSD map) and for easier 

and more accurate interpretation of the images, it was essential to convert the images 

from colour to greyscale (256 greyscale levels contain sufficient information for most 

purposes). A variety of images are presented in Figures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16. 
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a) b) 

c) d) 

Figure 6.14 TIM ETAL® 6-2-4-6 a) gray scale image of the heat tinted sample b, c) merged images of the greyscale and EBSD map d ) crystal orientation map of the same area using a step 

size of 3J.1m in JPF colouring. 
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a) b) 

c) d ) 

Figure 6.15 T1M ETAL® 6-2-4-6 a) gray scale image of the heat tinted sample h, c) merged images of the greyscale and EBSD map d) crystal orientation map of the same area us ing a step 

size of 31lm in IPF colouring. 
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a) b) 

c) d ) 

Figure 6.16 TIM ET AL® 6-2-4-6 a) gray scale image of the heat tinted sample b, c) merged images of the greyscale and EBSD map d) crystal orientation map of the same area using a step 

size of 3)1111 in lPF colouring. 
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Using Microsoft visual studio, a programme was written in order conespond 

exact colours ofthe EBSD map to the greyscale map. 

As mentioned before there are only 256 shades of grey in the gr y scale 

compared to the much larger combination of colours found in the EB D map. By 

comparing the gray scale and EB D map in previous figure (Figure 6.14, 6.15 and 

6.16) it is possible to assume that red co lures in EBSD map (Basal plane) cone pond 

to white and light greys in the greyscale, green colours in the B D map (pyramidal 

planes) correspond to black and dark gray in the greyscale and all the oth r colours are 

found between these two extremes. Thus based on this information zero on greyscale 

represents pyramidal planes (green) and 255 on greyscale represents ba al plan (r d). 

The next step was to try to relate other colours of the EB D map to differ nt 

shades on the greyscale. Using the colour chart shown in Figure 6.17 a) and the above 

information a graph was created with gray scale on the x and colour scale on the y axi 

(Figure 6.17 b). 

Cl o 
u 

a) 

• • 
255 +-----~----~----_r----_+----_+----~~--~----~ 

50 \ 00 150 0 I 200 250
0 

GreyscaJe 

b) 

- Green colour 

- Blue colour 

- Red colour 

Figure 6.17 a) Colour chart taken from Microsoft paint b) graph representing the link between the grey cale and 

thei r respective colours. 
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From the graph shown in Figure 6.17 b) it can be observed that the colours red 

and green do not meet thus preventing colours such as yellow and orange fi·om b tng 

produced. This is due to the greyscale being linear and colour scal being 3D. 

To make this more obvious the colour schemes in Euler colouring i hown in 

Figure 6.18. 

01-10 
Figure 6.18 Legends illustrating the colour schemes in IPF colouring. 

Colour schemes in Euler colouring demonstrates that the colour y How i 

produced using both red and green and is therefore it should be found midway b tween 

these two colours on the greyscale. Figure 6.17 b) however shows pure blu to b 

midway between these two colours on the greyscale. As a result of this blue and 

yellow (or other combinations of green and red) can not appear at the ame time. 

Figure 6.19 is shown as an example. 
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11) b) 

c) d) 

Figure 6. 19 T IMETAL® 6AI-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo a) Colour map of the gray scale image b, c) merged images of the colour map and EBSD map d) crystal orientation map using a step size of3 J.1m in 

IPF colouring. 
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The gray scale has been found to be affected by light when using the 

microscope. Less light or shadow of the microscope affects shades of gray, particularly 

at the edge of the sample. This is shown in the Figures 6.20 and 6.21. Micrographs in 

Figures 6.20 a) and 6.21 a) are of the same area within a sample and should there for 

have the same shades of gray however micrograph in Figure 6.20 a) is significantly 

darker than the one in Figure 6.21 a). Micrograph in Figure 6.20 a) was taken when this 

area of sample was at the edge of the microscope i.e. less light whereas micrograph 

Figure 6.21 a) was taken when the same area of sample was at the centre of the 

microscope. The effects of the brightness distribution of the light source on the final 

coloured map are shown in Figures 6.20 b) and 6.21 b).These findings should be taken 

into account when evaluating the results. 

Figure 6.20 a) Micrograph taken when the desired area within the sample was at the edge of the microscope b) the 
corresponding map based on the gray scale micrograph. 

Figure 6.21 a) Micrograph taken when the desired area within the sample was at the centre of the microscope b) the 
corresponding coloured map based on the gray scale micrograph. 

Due to the effects of the brightness distribution of the light source and the 

suspected misalignment of the light source on the sample, the micrographs were subject 

to adjustment in Corel PHOTO-PAINT to create a more uniform contrast and remove 

shading variation across each micrograph. In order to perform a flat equalisation of the 

shadows and to redi tribute the brightness levels evenly from white to black, the ntire 
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area of each micrograph was edited using the Core! PHOTO-PAINT Equa!iz 

command. 

Greysca!e imag s shown in Figures 6.22 a) and 6.23 a) were digitally alter d 

using Core! PHOTO-PAINT auto equalize command for easier and more accurate 

interpretation. Figure 6.22 d) and 6.23 d) is the corresponding EB D maps of the ame 

area. Figures 6.22 b, c) and 6.23 b, c) were produced by merging the greysca!e and 

EBSD maps in order to highlight similarities in microstructure of the ample. 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 
Figure 6.22 TIMETAL 6-2-4-6 a) gray scale image of the heat tinted sample b, c) merged images of the 

greyscale and EB D map d) crystal orientation map using a step size of3 fjm in IPF colouring. 
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Figure 6.23 TIMETAL 6-2-4-6 a) gray scale image of the heat tinted sample b, c) merged images of the 

greyscale and EB D map d) crystal orientation map using a step size of31lm in IPP colouring. 

From the grey cale maps in Figures 6.22 a) and 6.23 a) it can be observed that 

the redistribution of black and white colours has improved significantly and the images 

are more uniform in comparison to the gray cale images in previous figures (e.g. 

Figures 6.14 a and 6.15 a). 

Due to the rea ons explained previously it was not possible to create the exact 

colours ofEB D map on the greyscale map. In order to generalise the program (due to 

the difference in quality and type of microscopes used) and to simplify the problem 
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(because when converted from greyscale to colour map some of the colours might be 

meaningless in comparison to the EBSD map co lours) fewer colours were introduced. 

By establishing that the colour red and shades of red correspond to white and 

lighter greys and different shades of green correspond to black and darker greys on the 

greyscale, these two colours were defined as the two extremes. Hence it is possible to 

select the basal and pyramidal planes based on the colour of oxide (basal plane (0001 ) 

corresponds to red and pyramidal planes {1O-11} corresponds to green). The remaining 

orientations would therefore be introduced as the colour blue. This method provides an 

easier way to translate colours and therefore reduce the chances of en·or when 

converting from greyscale map to colour map while giving a good knowledge of the 

texture. Figures 6.24 and 6.25 are shown as an example. 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 6.24 TIMETAL 6-2-4-6 a) colour map of the gray scale image b, c) merged images of the colour map 

and EBSD map d) crystal orientation map usi ng a step size of3~m in [PF colouring. 

Figure 6.2 - TIMETAL 6-2-4-6 a) colour map of the gray scale image b, c) merged images of the colour map and 

EB D map d) crystal orientation map using a tep size of3~m in IPF colouring. 
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Using these findings it was concluded that the black and darker shades on the 

grey scale represent pyramidal planes including other planes with close orientations to 

these planes while white and lighter colours represent basal planes and the other planes 

with close orientation. On this basis, it was possible to write a program similar to that 

on page 214 using Microsoft visual studio so that the greyscale image was used to 

highlight grains on the OIM map. 

Figures 6.26 a) and 6.27 a) show grains from 200 to 255 and 0 to 60 on the grey 

scale respectively highlighted on the OIM map. Using this type of analysis it was then 

possible to confirm whether there is a relation between the greyscale and OIM map. 

This program relies on the fact that both the greyscale and OIM maps are 

superimposed exactly. Should the images not be perfectly superimposed, the pixel 

highlighted on one map (within the criteria that we define in the program) may not 

correspond to the correct pixel on the other map. Due to the step size of the OIM map 

and the maps being different dimensions (due to the different techniques used in 

producing the maps) it was very hard to superimpose the two maps perfectly. As a 

consequence, there may then be some errors in the results. 

In order to make this more obvious the data has been plotted in terms of number 

ofpixels and colour purity (Figures 6.26 b) and 6.27 b».For example, the closer the 

number to 255, the purer the colour red (Figure 6.17). 

From the graph shown in Figure 6.26 b) it can be clearly observed that there is a 

high percentage of pure red present in the combination of colours within each pixel. In 

addition, there is a high percentage of green and blue approximately within the range of 

80-170 which may explain the reason behind the yellow, orange and purple colours, e.g. 

high ratio of green and red needed to produce yellow. 
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Figure 6.26 a) greys between 200 to 255 being high lighted on the OLM map b) data has been plotted in tcnn of 

number of pixels and colour purity. 

From the graph in Figure 6.27 it can be observed that there is high perc ntag of 

green within the range of 170-200. The principles explained above al 0 app ly t thi 

graph in that although there is a high percentage of green within the rang of 170-200 

there is insufficient pure green to counteract the effect of the blue colour r ulting in a 

bluish tinge to the green therefore making it teal coloured. Note that the r d on th I It 

hand side ofthe OIM is an error due to a scratch on the sample. 
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Figure 6,27 a) greys between 0 to 60 being highlighted on the OIM map b) data has been plot1 ed in tcnn of 

number of pixels and colour purity. 

Figure 6,28 shows the result for an additional section within the ample. A wa 

shown in previous OIMs, this figure also has other colours in addition to r d. hi an 

be due to the high percentage green and blue colour creating colours lik y How and 

orange etc, 
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b) 

Figure 6.28 a) greys between 200 to 255 being highlighted on the orM map b) data has been plotted in term or 

number orpixels and colour purity. 

Figure 6.29 a) has a much purer selection of predominantly green co lour. Thi 

may be explained by the high percentage of green between the ranges of 1 0 and 210 

resulting in the green colours being present. Small ratio of blue and r d i a ailabl 

resulting in yellow and purple colours. 
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Figure 6.29 a) greys between 0 to 60 being highlighted on the OIM map b) data has been plotted in term of 

number of pixels and colour purity. 

IPF for samples shown In Figures 6.24 d) and 6.25 d) were obtain d u ing 

Channel 5 software. This allows the crystallographic orientation to b qui kly 

interpreted in terms of the sample coordinate system. The data set of intere t w r then 

selected (using subset in channel 5) from the IPF which in this case i the orientati n 

cIo e to basal and pyramidal planes (Figures 6.30 a) and 6.31 a)). The elect d area 

(subsets) are shown in a separate OIM and compared to tho e of Figure 6.26 a), 6.27 a), 

6.28 a), 6.29 a). This is shown in Figures 6.30 and 6.31 . 
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Figure 6.30 a) lPF representation b, c) ba al plane and pyramidal planes respectively d, e) grains from 200 to 25 

and 0 to 60 on the grey scale respectively highlighted on the DIM . 
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Figure 6.3 1 a) rPF representation b c) basal plane and pyramidal planes respectively d, e) grains from 200 to 255 

and 0 to 60 on the grey scale respectively highlighted on the OIM. 
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Now by comparing the results it can clearly be seen that they are comparable 

with each other. Therefore based on the above evidence it has been proven that heat 

tinting can be used to give a general overview of the texture and can provide a certain 

degree of orientation information both easily and inexpensively in a short period of 

time. 

6.4 Billet analysis using heat tinting 

In order to obtain a represented global texture it is important to study the billet 

on a larger scale. Therefore the next step was to investigate whether heat tinting can be 

used to analyse global texture through the cross section ofa TIMETAL® 6AI-2Sn-4Zr-

6Mo billet. Tests were carried out on two quarter sections of a billet (25 mm thick), 

each having different process routes (refer to Chapter 3 page 50 and Chapter 5 page 160 

for more details) over an area of approximately IIcm x IIem and I2cm x 10.Scm. 

Preparation of both billets was similar to that of EBSD samples (shown in 

Chapter 4), however, due to the size of the billets being larger than the previous 

samples, the grinding and polishing was undertaken manually and the final polishing 

step required a greater amount of time. Billets were then heated using a temperature of 

630°C for approximately 40 minutes. This increased heating time was necessary due to 

the larger sample size and therefore larger area for the oxide layer to cover and also due 

to the increased amount of time required for the sample to reach the required 

temperature for the oxide layer to grow. The billets were then scanned using a normal 

scanner and using Corel PHOTO-PAINT images were converted to greyscale. Results 

are shown in Figures 6.32. 
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11 cm 

a) 

10.5cm 

Figure 6.33 Cross section of two quarters of the as-forged billets, with reference axes Z a) small billet (chapter 3) b) 

alternatively forging route (chapter 5). 

In order to analyse the billets in detail, each bi11et was sampled as shown in 

Figures 6.34 and 6.35 . 
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Figure 6.34 Different locations within a quarter section of the small billet. 
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Figure 6.35 Different locations within a quarter section of the alternati vely forged bi llet. 
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On examining the billets it can clearly be seen that there are two eparate 

deformation regimes located at the centre and edge of both billets. At the edge of ach 

billet, the size of the macrozones is greater in comparison to the centre. This is more 

clearly defined in billet shown in Figure 6.33 b). In addition, at the edge of each billet 

there is a clear secondary alignment of the macrozones in the transverse plane (i .. at 

90° to the billet axis) which are aligned with the flow of the compression direction. In 

comparison, macro zones at the centre of the billet are mainly parallel to th bill t axi Z 

(fibre like texture) and the effects of compression direction are not vi ual. Wh n 

comparing the two billets, it can be seen that the size of the macrozone is much greater 

within the billet in Figure 6.33 b) . 

An interesting feature that can be observed from Figure 6.34 ) i that th 

microstructure is not always aligned with the flow of compression direction (shown 

more clearly in Figure 6.36). This may be due to the formation of dead zon (a 

explained in chapter 4). 

Figure 6.36 Area within the small billet. 

Additional analysis was performed for the billet shown in Figure 6.33 b) in a 

plane containing the longitudinal axis ofthe billet, Z (i.e. parallel to the billet axis). This 

is shown in Figure 6.37. Figure 6.37 clearly demonstrates that the biHet contains 

macrozones throughout the whole area. It also confirm the finding that there ar two 

separate deformation regimes located at the centre and edge of the billet with th edge 

having larger macro zones in comparison to those at the centre. 
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i 
2.5cm 

,~ _ ____ l 
12 cm 

Figure 6.37 Cross section of the alternatively forged billet. 

As previously discussed in Chapter 4 It was not possible to draw any strong 

conclusions regarding the distribution of the texture across the edge of th larg r billet 

because the size of the EBSD maps were smaller in comparison to the size of the 

macrozones. Heat tinting was therefore carried out in an attempt to confirm the 

fmdings on the plane parallel to the billet axis of the larger billet (Figure 6.38) and 

compared to those shown in Figure 3.10 in chapter 3. This confirmed the EB D re u1ts 

which demonstrated that the width of the macrozones at the edge of the large bil1et w r 

wider in comparison to those of the smaller billet. 

cm 

Figure 6.38 Cross section of the large billet (chapter 3). 

6.5 Summary 

Heat tinting is a metallographic technique which is based on developing an 

oxide film on a polished surface. This technique is a very sensitive proc ss capable of 

producing widely varying colours with ju t small changes to the temperature and time. 

Laboratory furnaces can be used as a simple heat source in order to obtain a qualitativ 

version of texture. This technique cannot be used for detailed analysi (identifying the 

texture at a v ry specific location) however it provides a quick and easy method to 

identify overall microstructure. Features such as macrozones can be se n without 
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employing costly texture analysis. By using this technique it is possible to select the 

basal (0001) and pyramidal planes {1O-11} based on the colour of their oxide. 

In a laboratory where EBSD is not available or the cross section of the material 

is to large, this technique can surely save time and money over other methods. 

It is advantageous to initially use heat tinting for a general overview of the billet 

and subsequently utilise EBSD for a more detailed analysis. This can be demonstrated 

using the example oftransformation regions where areas oflarge to smaller macro zones 

can first be identified using heat tinting and then analysed in more detail using EBSD. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 

7.1 Microstructure 

• This work has shown the effects of the thennomechanical processing stages via 

open die forging on the microstructure and crystallographic texture evolution of 

three different diameter billets of the a+{j TIMETAL® 6-2-4-6 alloy were 

analysed. A quantitative study of Q'p within the microstructure of these three 

billets has been included with an objective of detennining if any variation within 

the cross-section of the billet could be related back to macroscopic deformation 

history during breakdown from the V AR ingot. 

• Three features (Q'p volume fraction, the size distribution of the Q'p, and the aspect 

ratio of the Q'p) were analysed in longitudinal and/or transverse planes within the 

billet using scanning electron microscopy and quantitative digital analysis 

software on individual areas of550 x 550 J!m2
• 

• Within two of the billets (313 mm and 213 mm diameter) large and small 

respectively, the deformation axes were noted on the billet at an intermediate 

stage of processing and remained on the final billet. Hence, all analysis of the 

microstructure was investigated with respect to these critical axes. The 

metallographic observation of these billets (as received materials) revealed a 

bimodal microstructure consisting of relatively equiaxed Q'p within an acicular 

transformed {j matrix throughout the whole cross-section of the a+{j 

TIMETAL® 6-2-4-6 billets. The results showed, with the exception of the 

extreme edge to a depth of 10 mm, that the microstructure (at least at the scale at 

which it was quantified) is homogeneous regardless of its location with respect 

to the defonnation axes. 
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• Despite the microstructure being homogeneous in these 313 mm and 213 mm 

diameter billets there were a few differences noted between the two billets. At 

the centre of the larger billet continuous Cl grains were observed (grain boundary 

Cl) - a feature the smaller billet did not contain. This was explained by two 

factors: slower cooling rates at the centre of the larger diameter billet in 

comparison to its edge and penetration of strain at the centre of the larger billet 

not being enough to break up the grain boundary Cl. Also at the centre of the 

large billet there was a slight increase in the total percentage of Cip volume which 

was again thought to be a result of the slower cooling rate at the centre of the 

billet in comparison to its edge. 

• A variation in the percentage of Cip volume within the 313 mm and 213 mm 

diameter billets was noted. Although the total percentage of Cip volume in the 

larger billet was generally uniform, there was a higher percentage of Cip volume 

in the smaller sized billet when compared to the larger billet. This was thought 

to be due to a number of reasons such as the recrystallization or solution heat 

treatment after the forging procedure, a slight difference in the chemical 

composition of both billets (this can alter the shape of the (3 transus approach 

curve) or segregation. 

• The third billet (alternatively forged billet) was analysed. This billet underwent a 

major difference in its forging route when compared to the previous two billets 

in that it was at(3 forged following the ingot breakdown above (3 transus 

temperature therefore resulting in termination of the prestrain and (3 

recrystallisation stage. Unfortunately unlike the previously discussed billets, 

deformation axes had not been noted at an intermediate stage therefore samples 

were picked randomly and they were not linked to any specific forging 

directions. 

• Results from the alternatively forged billet showed a significant difference in the 

Cip size distribution meaning a higher percentage of primary alphas having a 

smaller grain areas. In fact the actual scale of the alternatively forged billet 

microstructure was smaller however there were some larger grains 
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demonstrating the inhomogeneity of the microstructure. In addition, the grains 

were longer and thinner in shape. This suggested that the level of globularisation 

within this billet was lower than the other two billets. Temperature and amount 

of deformation are therefore the most directly related parameters to ex phase 

refinement since strain provides the driving force for the globularisation. Based 

on the definition of globularisation by Njall Stefansson 93) only 59% of the 

alternatively forged billet had been globularised. 

7.2 Texture 

• It was shown that the textures of both large (313 mm diameter) and small (213 

mm diameter) billets were strongly dependent on the strain imposed by the 

deformation process. Macrozones were observed throughout the whole billet 

stretching along the billet axis. CYp, Q5 and {j grains all contributed to this sharp 

local texture. At the edge of the larger billet however, the widths of the 

macrozones were wider in comparison to those of the smaller billet. This was 

found to be due to the lack of strain being applied to the larger diameter billet 

during its final stage of production. It is not possible at this stage however to 

draw any strong conclusions regarding the distribution of texture within this area 

(edge of the larger billet) due to the size of the map being small in comparison to 

the size of the macrozones. 

• In general, the large and small diameter billets' textures were quite weak 

however there were some noticeable differences in the textures from the edge 

towards the centre of each billet where the crystallographic texture was very 

similar for all samples. This was due to the {j texture already existing in this 

location at the recrystallization stage and the strain applied at final at{j stage not 

being sufficient to remove it. For these reasons therefore, this texture may have 

remained in the final billet. At the edge of the billet however the 

crystallographic texture was aligned with the compression direction and unlike 

the centre of the billet strong influence of the variant selection mechanism was 

observed. Symmetry was particularly noticeable at the centre of the billet which 

could be explained by the non equal strains imposed about the billet axis during 
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the forging process when the billet was forged from a rectangular to a circular 

cross section. 

• Analysis of the alternatively forged billet, demonstrated that the strong texture 

seen at the centre of both previously analysed large and small billets had been 

replaced by a less intense fibre like texture. There is therefore potential 

regarding the future development of this process route but it is necessary to 

determine a method to increase the level of globularization within ap. It was 

clear there was insufficient strain in the a+(3 region to achieve globularization. It 

was not clear however whether increasing the strain would produce the strong 

texture dominant in the previous two billets or whether this strong texture was 

due to the recrystalisation stage that regenerated the strong (3 texture which was 

transferred to a texture and could not later be removed. 

7.3 Heat tinting 

• In order to analyse the global texture of the billet using EBSD, it was necessary 

to examine a number of samples from a variety of locations within the billet. 

There were however a number of disadvantages to this procedure as there was a 

size limitation per sample. In addition, the procedure was very time consuming 

and the equipment required is very expensive (sirion FEGSEM) therefore 

institutions may not be able to afford both the initial cost of the equipment and 

its upkeep. Furthermore, although many samples were analysed, the results were 

not complete. 

• Heat tinting is a very sensitive process capable of producing widely varying 

colours with very small changes to the heating time and temperature of the 

samples. During this research, the obvious disadvantage of heat tinting in 

comparison to EBSD was that it could not identify texture at a very specific 

location or give a very detailed analysis. However, features such as macrozones 

could be seen without employing costly texture analysis. On the other hand in 

comparison to etching, heat tinting did not require the use of dangerous 

chemicals such as Kroll's reagent (containing hydrofluoric acid) and the colours 
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generated by heat tinting gave some degree of texture information as the basal 

(0001) and pyramidal {10-11} planes could be detected based on the colour of 

their oxide. 

• Additional advantages of heat tinting were that there was no size limit to the 

sample (providing that it was possible to grind and polish the sample and a 

laboratory furnace was available) and the procedure was less time consuming as 

a quarter section of a billet was heated and after approximately 40 minutes was 

ready for analysis. Conclusions could be reached regarding the distribution of 

texture at the edges of the larger billet which was not possible using EBSD 

because the size of the map was too small in comparison to the size of the 

macrozones. 

• Heat tinting was also used to confirm that there were two separate deformation 

regimes located at the centre and edge of both billets. The macrozone 

arrangement was very similar for all locations at the centre of the billet however 

at the edge the size of the macrozones was much greater and they were 

distributed radially across the circumference of the billet. Heat tinting could 

therefore be used to confirm EBSD findings. 

• After using heat tinting to analyse the smaller billet, it was determined that the 

microstructure alignments were sometimes different in comparison to rest of the 

billet due to dead zones. Using EBSD to determine this type of feature would be 

very time consuming as the whole surface area of the sample must be analysed. 

Another example to highlight the benefits of heat tinting is in determining the 

transition point from the large macrozones to small macrozones (separate 

deformation regimes located at the centre and edge of the billet) which would 

not be feasible using EBSD. 

• Heat tinting therefore has advantages as it gives a general overview of the billet 

with some degree of texture information and large areas of the sample can be 

analysed quickly. By having the general overview of the billet, interesting 
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features can then be selected and EBSD subsequently utilised for a more 

detailed analysis. 

7.4 Further work 

• In order to be able to analyse the global texture and microstructure of the 

titanium billets, knowing the process history of the billets is crucial. Although 

noting the defonnation axis provided extra infonnation regarding texture 

arrangement throughout the billet, it was not sufficient to analyse the data 

completely. For example, the similarity in texture arrangement at the centre of 

the small billet (Chapter 4) was assumed to be due to the {3 texture already 

existing in this location at the recrystallization stage. Therefore, in order to 

investigate and confinn this assumption, analysis of samples from all stages (in 

particular from the recrystallisation stage) of the forging process route is 

required. 

• Due to the size of the map being small in comparison to the size of the 

macrozones, it was not possible to draw any strong conclusions regarding the 

distribution of texture across the whole sample. Therefore in order to attain the 

true statistical texture of each samples, in any future studies, it would be useful 

to analyse a larger areas of samples with a smaller step size or to use alternative 

methods such as neutron diffraction which allows analysis of larger areas within 

each sample. 

• As texture is very strain path dependent, final element modelling is useful in 

obtaining an appreciation of the strain path history for each billet. The 

modelling that has been completed so far has only given an indication of the 

total strain applied to each billet and demonstrated there is a variation of strain 

within the billet with the centre of the billet experiencing more strain than the 

edge. Therefore in order to undertake final element modelling, the flow 

behaviour (strain-stress flow curve) in addition to the plain compression test of 

the material is required. 
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• In order to confinn the obtained heat tinting results, the relationship between the 

oxide film and the composition, structure and properties of titanium of different 

compositions must be analysed in further work. 
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Figure 4.24 Schematic representation of a single duty cycle for a civil gas turbine engine. Operational timescales 

represented as minutes (m) or hours (h) 76). 

The effects of a variety of parameters such as temperature 77), microstructure 76. 

78), maximum applied stress 76), dwell periods length and hydrogen content on dwell 

sensitivity have been investigated in many studies 76. 79). In addition, several studies 

specifically analysed the influence of the dwell periods on the crack growth rate of 

different titanium alloys with contrasted results. Some authors noticed an increase in 

crack growth rate under dwell loading while others observed no adverse effect of hold 

periods on crack propagation kinetics 80). 

Detailed failure inspections have shown that the dwell failures characterised by 

the presence of "quasi-cleavage facets" had started subsurface. These features, 

produced during the early stages of fatigue fracture in all the near a and a+p titanium 

alloys are shaped on the basal plane of the hexagonal a crystallographic unit. The facets 

form by the gradual separation of slip damage concentrated within a persistent planar 

slip band. This observation has been described by the Stroh model (Figure 4.25) which 

proposes that slip within a favourably orientated (i.e. weak) grain with its basal plane 

inclined to the applied tensile axis causes a pile up at the border with an adjacent grain. 

A shear stress in the strong grain is then induced which initiates the formation of a slip 

band and under the combination of the applied cyclic tensile loading {1J and the 

supplementary tensile stress (1, gradually opens up to form the centre of a fatigue crack. 

In easier terms stress is off loaded from the weakly orientated grains onto the stronger 

d 
. 76) 

orientate grams . 
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